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AV	 -	 Delta Velocity
INTRODUCTION
This volume contains a description of the costing approach, metho-
I	
dol.ogy and rationale used in the development of costs for the LES study,
together with a complete presentation of cost related information for the
fp.	
recommended propulsion approach, selected in Task 6, The presentation
includes:
^-	 a The Costing Approach, Methodology and Rationale
au	 a Summary Cost Presentation
Cost Estimate by WBS Element
spa
m Technical Characteristics Data
a Total. Program Funding Schedules
a Detailed Cost Information by Elements of Cost
In addition, three Appendices are included:
b	 9 WES Dictionary
o Task 2 Cost Data
e	 Scenario and Stage Cost Data
In order to present an organized narrative, certain parts of previous volumes
have been reproduced for inclusion in Volume V.
The report is contained, in five volumes and organized as follows:
} VOLUME	 TASKS CONTENTS
T	 - Executive Summary
II	 l Requirements Definition
2 Candidate Propulsion Modes
III	 3 Conceptual Design
Interface Analysis
5 Ground and Flight Operations
IV	 6 Cost Benefit Analysis
7 Recommendations
V	 - Program Study Cost Elements
A listing of references applicable throughout the report is included at the
end of each volume.
^i
1
.......,,^...^ :	 ^:^...^..	 .;-..r	 "^ ^..",.,,_._	 :	 ; .•.Yyrr	 max._.	 .x.
1.0	 COSTING APPROACH, METHODOLOGY AND RATIONALE
This section includes the costing groundrules and assumptions,
methodology, work breakdown structure and cost estimating criteria used in
the development of costs for the LES study.
1.1	 COSTING GROUNDRU.LES AND ASSUMPTIONS
-.L
A description of the costing groundrules and assumptions as they
apply to schedule, the philosophy for testing, spares control and operations,
and the management approach, is presented in this part.
1x1.1	 Schedule of Launch Requirements by Recommended A„Mroaeh
1	 Launch requirements for the recommended propulsion approach were
r
determined by selection of the most logical launch mode for each identifiable
payload mission from within the available stage sizes. Table 7-XIV of Volume
IV shows the launch mode and quantity for each selected stage. The selected
stages are a mix of new and existing/planned vehicles best suited for placing
the payloads in their intended orbits. The next step was to determine the
launch schedule for all payloads within the limits of the LES study. The LES
Mission Model Summary of Volume III, Table 4-IV, shows 129 total payloads
within the time frame 1980-1991. In order to match the launch requirements
to the recommended launch mode, reference to the LES Payload Model is required.
The payload identification numbers, which have been matched to a selected
launch mode, are identified in the LES Payload Model (Volume IV, Table 4-11)
by year of launch. The cost summary for Scenario C-2, shown in paragraph 2.0,
gives the results of payload and launch mode matching. The 129 payloads are
launched by the propulsion approach indicated, with approximately 807 dispatch-
ed by the modular bipropellant system.
1.1.2	 Test Philosopby
The basic test philosophy for LES was to verify components and
system performance requirements in as near flight configuration as possible.
Acceptance level tests were assumed to be performed followed by environmental
and functional testing. Demonstration of separation systems deployment
mechanism and all interfaces, where practical, was performed. LES was not
disassembled at the field site therefore factory verification of systems re-
main validated. Functional verification testing was concentrated at the
2
factory thereby minimizing testing at the launch site. This reduction in
s
overall processing time at the launch site was achieved through elimination
of unnecessary redundant testing. Operations at the launch site facilities'
included receiving, inspection, assembly and interface tests with the cradle
assembly and payload, Orbiter support interface tests, range and status veri-
fications. Standard operating and test procedures were used both at the
factory and field site. The quantities of test hardware were included on the
Scenario Non-Recurring DDT&E pares (Data Form A] at level 5 for all LES pro-
duction systems. These pages are included in Appendix C. A complete dis-
cussion of test requiramments is contained in Volume III, paragraph 6.1. 	 .
K
1.1.3	 Spares Philosophy
The basis of the spares philosophy is contained in the following
assumptions:
® The spares program was controlled at the factory.
I
* Spares requirements were updated periodically as
determined by program usage.
e:
Accountability of spares was on a periodic, basis. 	 {
s Maximum usage of government supplies was accom-
plished from local supply organizations.
Minimum vehicle ;pares at the field site with
vehicle spares shipped with each LES.
For theoses of this study, past programs were used to identify purp	 dy, p	 gr	 #'y Percentages
of spares/repair requirements on a per unit operational cost. Spares were
estimated separately for the categories of replacement spares, modifications/
repairs, and packing and crating expense. The spares and logistics adminis-
tration cost has been included under WBS element 10-0401.
1.1.4	 Management AEproach
Personnel placed in management authority have sale assignment
and singular responsibility to the LES program. Lines of communication to
contractor ;u tnagement were clearly defined with contractor m:..nagement lending
fall suppor", to the program. Management cost estimates assume the operation
of a small Project Management Office during the entire period of the LES
program. During the DDT&E phase of the program, project management costs





on previous programs. Because of the extended nature of the LES program and
the low level of production, it was decided to assume i.ntermittan.t production
periods in order to reduce overhead expenditures to more efficient levels.
1.1.5	 Operations Philoso y
Operational procedures were tailored to provide an efficiently
controlled ;roceosing and launch preparation capability. The following
featiwes established the operations philosophy for the LES program.:
• Verification testing concentrated at the factory,
minimizing testing and support equipment at the
la,.mch site.
* No disassembly of LES at launch site with excep-
tion of the structure hardware and plumbing re-
quired to install preserviced propellant tanks.
* Propellant tanks were shipped separately from
the vendor to the field site. The tanks were
preserviced and sealed with a 100% or 50%
propellant load as required by the scheduled
mission.
o Minimum buildup and assembly of equipment at
the field site.
o Verification testing minimized at the launch site.
o Support equipment maintained in ready status by
permanently assigned field crews.
o Sufficient support e quipment were assigned and lo-
cated at each field site to meet vehicle processing
requirements.
o Provision for a full system of Standard Operating
and Maintenance procedures with a system for changes
and improvements.
o A cadre mix of skills assigned to the field site that
have capability to accomplish all necessary process-
ing and preventive maintenance.
o Engineering and Technical support made available to
field site from the contractors facility for process-
ing problems and advice.
o Initial training and periodic recertification of tech-
















Operational casts were made up of those elements which recur per launch and
those costs which are constant and applied on an annual 'basis at each launch
site. The users charge is an element of operational cost which is stage,
payload and mission dependent and therefore does not continuously recur as
other operational costs. It is therefore shown as a separate entry on the
scenario summary page. Most operations costs are for personnel expense,
hence the basic philosophy has been to concentrate on personnel requirements
and typical operations overheads. Operational equipments were considered to
be a part of DDT&E cost and have been estimated independently by equipment
requirement, then summed to provide a full complement cost.
1.2	 COSTING METHODOLOGY
A description of the costing methodology as it applies to exist-
ing/planned systems and their adaptations, new design approaches, parametric
applications, vendor quotations and the applicability of the detailed costing
approach, is included in this part.
1.2.1	 Existing/Planned Systems
The costs of existing/planned propulsion systems considered in
the LES study were obtained from NASA documents or from cognizant NASA per-
sonnel.
1.2.1.1 Integral OMS and OMS Kits Costs -- in addition to the Shuttle
shared-flight charge, an additional charge is planned for Orbiter delivery
of a payload to a non-standard orbit altitude; i.e., other than 296 km
(160 nm). An estimated charge of $0.2M for this service, used in the study,
was obtained from cognizant NASA Headquarters personnel. In addition to the
Shuttle shared-flight charge -there are optional flight system charges for
OMS kits. These charges, use cost and serial impact cost, are from Reference
32 and are summarized in'Table I along with dimensions and mass necessary
to compute shared-flight charge.
1.2.1.2	 Teleoperator Retrieval §Xstem Costs - TRS development costs and
the cost of the TRS were considered funded by the Skylab Boost Program. This
TRS was considered to be used at ETR. "K .To additional TRS with .ASE were assumed
purchased at $11M each in 1977$ (in accordance with Reference 50) one in 1982






ORBITER MANEUVERING SUBSYSTEM KIT COSTS
NUMBER LENGTH MASS	 USE COST	 SERIAL 114PACT
or, KITS m (ft) kg (1b)	 1977 $	 TIME-HR	 COST-1977$
1 2.745 (9) 7 +01 (16302)	 266,295	 20	 333,580
2 2.745 (9) 13379 (29+68)	 532,590	 64	 1,067,456
3 2.745 (9) 19537 (43033)	 798 ,858	 108	 1,801,332
TELEOPERATORCN RET'RIE'VAL & REFURBISHMENT COSTS
2 TANK	 4 TANK
Retrieval. Cost	 $0.364M	 $0.- 6Qm
Refurbishment Cost	 0.175M	 0.250M
MULTI--MISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT PM-II COSTS
PM-II Production Cost 	 $0.977M
SCOUT EXPENDA13LE LAUNCH VEHICLE COST'S














available for uses other than the low energy payload program. Retrieval
costs (References 23 and 32) and refurbishment costs for the TES (Reference
22) are included in Table I. Unit, annual and launch site dependent
operations costs used for TRS are the same as those used for other low energy
stage candidates (Volume IV, paragraph 7.2.3.3.).
1.2.1.3
	
Multimission Modular SRacecraft PM-II Costs - PM-11 and ASE
development costs were considered Funded by the MMS program. The expendable
PM-I1 production cost used in the study was taken from Reference 51 and is
included in Table 1. Unit, annual and launch site dependent operations
costs used for PM-II are the same as those used for other low energy stage
candidates.
1.2.1.4	 Scout Enendable Launch Vehicle Costs - The costs of the four-
stage Scout launch vehicle used in the study, taken from Reference 52 are
included in Table I. Annual program maintenance costs (Reference 52) which
include all Scout program costs other than the unit costs are $4.811M in
1977$•
1.2.2	 Adaptations of Existing/Planned Systems
The Booster Stages developed in Task 2 were screened to eliminate
all, except the SSUS-A and SSUS-D adpatations .	 These boosters were con-
sidered purchased as complete assemblies, and delivered directly to the launch
site preparation area for joining with the Delivery Stage. The details of
use for these boosters is contained in Reference 39. Costs for SSUS-A and
SSUS-D were obtained from Mr. M. J. Schmidt by telecon on 5 April 1978
(Reference 53). These estimates were given in 1975 dollars as (not to exceed)
costs to launch using (1) SSUS-D -- $2M, and (2) SSUS-A -- $3M. These costs
were adjusted to 1977 dollars using the same projection factor criteria as
used earlier for the Shuttle Users Charge, in Volume IV, paragraph 7.2.3.3.
Costs were calculated to be: (1) SSUS-D $2.426m, and (2) SSUS-A $3.639M.
These costs include SSUS/LES integration and special services, as well as
the stage cost. Special services refer to Baseline Mission AnalyL is and
Services including hardware acceptance testing, hardware pre-ship review,
mission readiness, safety analysis, motor target adjust analysis, launch
preparation documents, launch site operations, post-flight analysis, support
of the launch site, program management, scheduling, countdown procedure in-
puts and component temperature review. np.
Additional mission specific analyses and services charges were
included for launch applications using the SSUS A or D alone as the delivery
stage. Mission specific analyses and services consist of: (1) mission oriented
analyses such as dynamic stability analysis and thermal analysis, (2) launch
oriented services such as spacecraft integration and launch realtime support.
These charges, in 1977 dollars, are in addition to baseline charges and were
estimated for SSUS-A or D to be:
Mission Oriented Analyses -- $.75M




Production Costs- Production costs are a composite of recurring
material, production (manufacturing) labor and quality control coverage,
together with production (sustaining) engineering. All production costs were
derived with appropriate additions for general administrative overhead and
profit margins added to each item at the subsystem level 5, to give selling
prices. Costs are shown in 1977 calendar year dollars. The basic approc,ch
used in the development of production costs was an extension of the methods
used to develop costs in Task 2. The primary difference being the greater
amount of configuration definition and specific knowledge of the design
available in this phase of the study, and the reduced number of configurations
subject to review. The greater amount of time available to study each con-
figuration enabled a more comprehensive evaluation of each propulsion ap-
proach. Selected subsystems of the low energy stage were analyzed by detail
estimate. Those given foremost attention were the high cost areas, such as
the propulsion subsystem and electronic equipment. Equipment lists were
composed for -these selected parts of the LES in Task 2 as a detail check on
the accuracy of the parametric estimates. These equipment lists were re-
vie,-red for structural and electronic integration and test characteristics.
Each component was assigned an integration value rating based on its relative
integration complexity. These data, together with physical information for
subsystem components provided the basis for installation cost estimates, by
means of the Mechanized Cost Evaluation Methodology (MCEM). These labor







The material and manufacturing labor cost for each subsystem was i
then processed through a MCEM subroutine, described in Volume 11, paragraph n
3.3.1, to develop subsystem complexity factors for design and manufacturing.
`s
These data were directly compared with other complexity factors developed for
a wide array	 f similar product	 P	 groups.	 The RCA PRICE system data bank con-n i
tains an extensive catalog of complexity factor data which has been derived `!
during thirteen (13) years of system use and reflects many thousands of cost r;
studies.	 Virtu	 eve	 type ry 
	of hardware component and system has been
cataloged and is available for comparisons of this type.	 Once consistent 77 77 	 -1
correlations are obtained, and variations from the norm explained, the basic}
data is authenticated for further use and filed in this company's data banks.
wAll production costs for new design configurations were based on cumulative
average for 103 units, produced in five .lots over a ten (10) year period,
assuming 20-21 items per lot.
	 A development of this rationale is contained
in Volume II, paragraph 3.3.2.
	
Froducti.on quantities for the new design
configuration portion of Task 6 scenarios, ranged from 7$ items to 112 items,
with the preponderance being at the larger quantity. 	 A weighted average of
all scenario configurations studied gives approximately 107 items, however,
F	 ;^
the lowest cost scenarios were C-1 and C-2, bath of which used the 103 new ;.}
design quantity. For this reason a 103 item quantity was selected as the
typical near average production quantity for the comparison study.
Development Costs- Actions during Task 2 were directed at
establishing the ZEES vehicle subsystem recurring costs and relating them
in terms of relative complexity to other similar subsystems in the historical
data file. Placing the subsystem in this context was important because it
established a frame of reference where not only recurring production costs 	 =
were comparable, but non..-recurring design, development, test and evaluation
costs could be compared as well. In essence, considerable effort was expended
by detail cost buildup and repeated comparison to develop an accurate produc-
tion cost, and to place it in context with other similar assemblies or sub-
systems verifying its relative complexity. By confirming its correct relative
complexity, the more difficult problem of estimating the DDT&E costs was
simplified.
Based on the subsystem descriptive parameters, and other data









it was then possible to predict the DDT&E cost for new designs within reason-
able accuracy. All DDT&E cost was developed to include separate estimates
for design and drafting, systems engineering, project management, data,
tooling/test equipment, and prototype buildup. The final step in estimation
of development costs was the review by technical specialists in each area of
responsibility. This review was a personal comparison of the MCEM subroutine
results with personal and historic data available to the specialist. Dif-
ferences in data were subsequently resolved before the costs were used in the
study. At this time the costs represented separate configurations, as if
each configuration were developed as a separate program. The configuration
costs were then integrated with associated configurations to develop scenario
cost as defined in Volume IV, paragraph 7.4.2. Integration of configuration
costs to develop scenario costs was primarily a process of developing common-
ality of design. Substantial commonality existed between configurations of
type. For example, the new design portion of Scenario C-2 consisted of a
set of modular bipropellant configurations of four (4) and eight (8) tank
design, for both horizontal and vertical installations. These designs were
essentially
 common and would be produced on a single production line, where
the effects of "learning" were maximized. This situation can be compared to
an automotive production line where a certain size automobile is produced
having minor differences in accessories and subsystems. Costs developed were
based on a quantity buy of 103 units during a 10 year period. Five production
sots were assumed of 20 to 21 units per lot. The 103 units were based on the
requirements of the mission model (Volume III, Table 4-IV) after allowance
for direct Shuttle delivery, (16) and Scout MV launches, (10). The average
useage of 20 to 21 every two years also came from the model. A typical
modular propulsion approach (the bipropellant) required 76 4-tank horizontal
versions, 13 8-tank horizontal versions, and 14 4-tank vertical versions.
These were used to make the 103 payload deliveries. Because of the modular
	
'	 approach the production cost of each version was based or. the learning as-
sociated with the production of 103 units as shown in Table II.
	
1	 The DDT&E cost was substantially reduced from the overall total
by omission of common costs, but was significantly greater than that cost for
	
















Components 13 76 14 103
Propulsion System 103 Sets
Thruster 103 Units
Propella,at, Press. Unit 464 units..,
Other (Note 1) Sauce 103 Sets
Guidance System Components 103 Sets
Reaction Control And 103 Sets
Thruster 103 Sets, 41
Other (Note 1) 103 Sets
Same
Telemetry System 103 Sets
Unit
Electrical Power System 103 Sets
Other (Note 1) 103 Sets
Costs
Ignition System 103 Sets
Used	 For
Structure All 103 Sets
Basic Core 103 Units
Tank Support Modules for
Inboard & Outboard Tanks 464 Sets, 46
Versions
	 Except




PRODUCTION COST OF' MODULAR BIPROPELLANT CONFIGURATION - TYPICAL
NOTE (1): The modular versions are the same except for plumbing,	 I
wiring harness lengths and thermal protection provisions.
Unit costs of components varied according to length and
size for each version.






Facilities -- Studies to date have not developed a requirement
for new or modifications to facilities, hence this cost category has been
omitted.
Aerospace SlIpport Equipment -- Development of the cost for Aero-
space Support Equipment (ASE) presented a different problem from most other
categories of the Low Energy Stage. The problem was that there were few
other items which could serve as a fully adequate cost model. Initial effort
was expended to collect current cost information for ASE items presently in
design. Secondly, previous estimates of ASE for other programs were reviewed
for applicability. (similarity) to the design approach depicted in Volume III,
paragraph 5.1. Lastly, a research of historical complexity data currently
on file for other space structures of construction similarity was undertaken.
The model of greatest similarity to the LES ASE was considered to be the ASE
for the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (IWB), currently in design. Estimated
(projected) costs for this design were given by Mr. Robert 0. Bartlett, GSFC-
MMS Systems Engineer, for the MMS retention system, payload positioning system
and the FSS interface electronics (Reference 46). This information, together
with collected physical data (weight, volume, material, etc.) was evaluated
by processing it by use of the MCEM. Complexity cost factors for (1) manu-
facturing, (2) engineering design and (3) produeibility were developed which,
in turn, were compared with historical complexity data currently on file for
other large space vehicle structures. In addition, a manufacturing detail
estimate was prepared to serve as a third cost reference for ASE structures.
The complexity results indicated the MMS ASE of highest manufacturing com-
plexity (7.198), the space structures historical data as somewhat lower
complexity (6.100) and the detail manufacturing estimate as falling between
the two (6.579)• Design evaluation between the MMS-ASE design and the pre-
sent LES ASE design showed. LES ASE to be somewhat less complex and therefore
logical in results on the low side. The manufacturing detail estimate
complexity tended to closer confirm the historical data as applicable to
the ASE, hence this historical data complexity was used as firm cost data
and the most probable value. The relative complexity developed for the ASE
cradle was then used to estimate DDT&E cost. These costs were subjected to




















ASE Avionics is composed of the SIG/Data Interface Unit, Power
Control Unit, Deployment Mechanism Unit and associated cable harnesses. The
ASE Controls and Display category comprises the Control and Monitor Panel and
Umbilical cable. All items of Avionics, Controls and Displays were estimated
separately by comparison analysis of contents and application of the
Mechanized Cost Evaluation Methodology (MCEM). Complexity factors were developed
for each equipment item, based on overall size and total weight, electronics
volume, structural weight, electronics density, equipment type (analog,
digital, etc.), component type (semiconductors, integrated circuits, LSI,
hybrid, etc.), percentage new design, design redundancy, power dissipated,
component count, and design and production schedule. The complexity factors
developed were again compared with factors for similar equipments, as a check
on credibility of data. DDT&E costs were derived by use of these data and
were reviewed by technical specialists familiar with these equipments.
By means of integration classification, values assigned to each
equipment item and to the components of the modular-cradle, an integration
DDT&E cost was derived for the total ASE package.
Software - All software costs were developed by comparison pro-
jection from similar software selected for the Scout Fhase VIII guidance system.
The selection of this system as a cost model is explained in Volume III, para-
graph 1.2.4. The cost of this system was based on actual expenditures to date
and estimates to completion. The cost includes vendor test software, contrac-
tor test software and flight software.
System Pest and Evaluation - This category includes the cost to
plan and perform integrated system level tests on the LES vehicle ani perform
major element Interface Tests. All test costs included here were derived by
detail buildup and by comparison with previous programs. The primary costs
included for the development sub-element are propulsion and structural tests.
Qualification sub-element testing included here is for the propulsion system.
Rationale for the structural testing is shown in Volume III, paragraph 1.2.2.
The propulsion testing discussion is contained in Volume III, paragraph 4.3.
Additionally, the cost for a mockup of both delivery stage and ASE cradle was






Operations DDT&E 	-	 One significant difference between the cost-
accomplished in Task 2 and the costs developed in Task 6 is the additionfiing
of DDT&E costs for the operations categories, WBS 10-800 Ground. Support
Equipment and 10-900 Ground Operations.
	 Ground Support Equipment DDT&E cost
is the non recu3rring expense associated with the design and production of
the category 801 test equipments and 802 handling devices required for field
a
operations.	 Estimation of costs in this area were accomplished for each
equipment item by comparison with similar equipment items from other. programs.
e
Scout equipments were the base comparison models in many areas. 	 The Mechanized
Cost Estimation Methodolo	 was again used to check the more cost 	 electronicgy	 	 S,Y
z
and control devices.
Operations Costs	 -•	 Operations costs are those elements of recur--
.	 s
ring cost which are expended throughout the operational life cycle of the
system, which insure successful functioning of the system. 	 The non-recurring
costs associated with these operational elements are part of DDT&E cost for
!!^ the system.	 Operational costs are made up of those elements which recur per
3
Launch, and those costs which are constant and applied on an annual basis at
each launch site.
	 The operational costs which have been derived for the LES
Program are shown on the Data Form A in Appendix C, with the exception of 	 r
the Space Shuttle Users Charge. 	 The User's Charge is stage, payload and mis-
sion dependent and therefore does not continuously recur as other operational
costs.	 It is shown as a separate entry on the final summary page (Data Form
`l
5).	 The base price of a dedicated STS flight, to Civil Government users,
was quoted as $18 million in 1975 dollars (Reference 49).	 This cost was then
projected to mid-fiscal year 1977 by means of the BLS index escalation curve
for Industry compensation per !,p r.	 This Shuttle charge cost was calculated
to be $21.834M.	 The philosophy of Shuttle charge application is discussed
in greater detail in Volume IV, paragraph 7.2.1.6.
Operational costs were developed principally by a detail estima-
tion apprctch.	 Field personnel requirements were estimated using the field
processing flow defined in Volume III, Figure 6.4, and the critical path re-
quirements of Volume III, Figure 6.5.	 'These estimates were fully consistent
with Scout experience.	 A discusssion of operational requirements and operat-
ting procedures defining the groundrules and assumptions is contained in






L	 Table	 III has been developed for all items subject to the MCEM estimating
process.
a 1.2.5	 Detailed Approach	 l3tpl cabiApuZicabi^y
As the initial screening of propulsion approaches was completed,
the emphasis shifted to a more detailed evaluation of the remaining approaches.
In this phase of the program concentrated effort was expended to increase the
Fit
design definition and refine the costs.
	 It was then possible to properly cost
the operational areas, when quantities and types of equipments were set, and
personnel allocations decided for system running.
	 The greater--detail then
k available made possible the cost "shading" to distinguish minor cost variations,
_ based on less significant variation in system complexity.
	 In the final stage
{1. of the evaluation, total system cost assumed primary importance as the feasi-
bility of carrying the selected design approach into an active status was
examined.
	 The detailed costing approach was used sparingly in Task 2, more




In Task 6, selected subsystems of the low energy stage were ana-
lyzed by detail estimate.
	 Those given foremost attention were the high cost
areas, such as the propulsion subsystem and electronic equipment.
	 Equipment
z
! lists were composed for these selected parts of the LES in Task 2 as a detail
check on the accuracy of the parametric estimates. 	 Equipment lists were re-
fined as alternative vendor sources were investigated for selection of appli-
cable equipment types. Budgetary quotations were then solicited for the
foremost equipment items. Alternative quotations were requested when the first
quotations received were considered questionable because of price or applica-
tion. All quotations for-equipment items were reviewed by technical specialists
in comparison with accumulated historic data for similar hardware. Certain





The included Work Breakdown Structure chart, Figure 1, is the
standardized format which has been used to itemize costs for all propulsion
concepts. Each of the categories depicted on the chart are fully defined in
16
1
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o Year of Estimate
o Escalation Rate
o Product Class (Reliability)
o Markup Percentage (G&A and Fee)
CLASSIFICATION DATA
• Percentage New Design
• Engineering Complexity*
• Manufacturing Complexity/Producibility*
• Applicable Learning Curve





• Degree of change traffic, Project Management, Documentation, Systems'










• Design Program Length
• Test Program Length
• Production Program Length
B. Electronics J
• Electronics weight 
• Electronics volume














	 01 LES SYS. ENGR.'
j	 02 LES/ASE INTEL.tco	 LES VEHICLE	 03 LES/PL INTEG.
04.SUST. ENGR.



































01 INTEGR. & ASSY.
02 STRUCT. & MECH.
03 AVIONICS
04 CONTROLS & DISP.
01 CHECKOUT
02 HANDLINGIASSY. & SERVICING
FIGURE 1 WORK BREAKDOWNSTRUCTURE FOR LES STUDY
aF
Appendix A.. The costs of all new configurations are itemized according to
this format and collected in Appendices B and C.
	 The costs for certain
purchased stages, such as SSUS A and SSUS -B have been shown only to level 4 i4.
because of unavailability of detail data from the manufacturer.
	 Table	 IV,
LES Program	 osting Elements, is a further subdivision of WBS elements into
Development , (DDT&E), Production and Operations phases for new stages, existing
stages .and .
 adaptations to existing stages, and applies to the costing of
Tasks 2 -and 6.	 A limited version of the WBS has been used in Task 2.
	 It was ^'	 4
US ed in its entirety in Task 6.	 Table	 TV indicates the level of costing
for the appropriate task.
^ro	
a,!gi}'EN	 r
1.4	 COST ESTIMATING CRITERIA
This part contains an explanation of the functional relationships,
and derived cost factors which apply to the cost estimating methodology.
1.4.1	 Functional Relationships ^v
In order to compare the array of propulsion approaches quickly
u
with appropriate accuracy a Mechanized Cost P.-valuation Methodology, was used,
with the necessary flexibility. and attention to detail, to clearly reflect
s stein. differences.	 The costing methodologyy	  	 uttilized a work breakdown strut-
ture (WBS) developed quite early in the LES study to assure consistent Y
definition of propulsion system approaches, together with a complete summari--
zation of configuration design diff^:renees to the subsystem level.
	 The basic:
cost information used in the costing exercise included internal ( company
historic) cost data, vendor quotations, and other published report data. fl>
Solicitation of vendor quotations was necessary to more accurately measure
the unique differences of competing designs, and to check the accuracy of cost
ar
records used in the study. 	 The costing methodology , utilized a special checking
'J
feature, where input data could be evaluated relative to existing cortl models
by means of developed complexity factors. 	 By use of this feature, the rele-
vence of cost data could be checked before use and verified for accuracy and -	 F
commonality of costing assumptions.
Costs were derived	 using a computerized parametric cost modeling -`
methodology.	 This technique, known as the RCA PRICE (Programmed Review of
Information for Costing and Evaluation) system, provides reliable estimates
of system acquisition costs ( development and production) during the conceptual E
19
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1-D 1-P 1-0 1-D
A`'	 rG
I-P 1-0 1-1111-P11-0 3-D 1-P 1-0 1-1) 1-P '1-0
LH: Fflf GM14
	 00-000 X X x X Ix X I x x X I	 x ix X
LES FROJECT	 10-000 X x X X x X X X X X X x x
SPACE, SH17-LE	 20-000 X x X X X x
=Eki C.'W.GE	 20-010 X X
ORSITER INUIEGR I N
	 20-020 X X X
PROJECT 11W.	 10-0100 X X x X X X g Xa Xa X Xa Xa X X
LE'" Vzlacu	 10-0200 X X X X X X X x X x
VE:H IG' EW N G ASSY	 10-0201 x x P F X X P P
SOOST:P
 STAGE	 10-0210 X X P P % x P P
INMG-:r & ASSY	 10-0211 x X P P x X P F
S+:.I:C^-?S	 10-0212 x X P P X X P P
TUERM.L	 10-0213 X x P P X Y- P P
MAIN,
 PRaFULSIOrr"
	 10-021G x X P P X X P P
DEL.IV P7 MG-c	 10-0220 x X P P X X P P
1=71'.1 & ASSY	 10-0221 X X P P X X P P
10-0222 X X P P X X P P
TFE.-MAL	 10-0223 X X P P X X P F
MAI'7 FR= FuLSIOr{	 10-0224 X x P P X X P P
ECS
	 10-0225 X X P F X X P I P
DATA HGT/COM	 10-0226 x X F P X X P P
G&C
	
10-0227 X X P P X x P P
ELECT F%"R	 10-0228 X x P P X X P P








A.	 INCLUDED IN SUESYSTOf COSTS 	 LEGEND:	 X WILL BE COSTED
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phase 6f a system development program.. Its use permits rapid and timely cost
evaluations, based on variations in designs, performance schedules, reliability,
economic.escalaton.s, etc. Since all estimates involve comparative evaluation
of new requirements to analogous histories, irregardl.ess of the estimating
technique used, it is necessary to classify a new design, in such parameters
that it maybe related to available basic data. The costing methodology uti-
lizes configuration definitions which are primarily the physical, characteristics
of the design concept. These include size, weight, type of componentry, com-
poneat count, material type, power dissipation and construction type, as well
as prototype and production quantities. In addition the methodology is sensi-
tive to deei.gl and production schedule, learning (progress) curve, integration
characteristics, design and manufacturing complexity, design redundancy, the
degree of new design required, and fabrication method. One mode of this cost
estimation methodology-produces a estimation of design, manufacturing and
producibi.l.ity complexity from physical, schedule and cost data,. This mode was
used in the cost exercise where the design being costed was of a unique nature
with limited relationship to historical data. Vendor quotations were processed
through this mode to establish credibility. Where complexity factors appeared
inconsistent with historical data the credibility of the costs were questioned.
L I
In such cases, further evaluation was required before adjusted costs were used.
The final step in the costing methodology was the review of subsystem costs by
technical and cost specialists for consistency among similar subsystems on
F different propulsion approaches. Subsystems were costed independently, then
combined to develop delivery stage or 'booster cost, which are again combined
to develop the cost of a propulsion approach.
3
The PRICE system has been structured with self-contained capability
which permits it to gauge the relative applicability of each input empirical
data reference set. An empirical data reference set can be characterized as
that group of parametric values which defines a specific type of equipment.
t The variation of these parameters with cost in turn: Forms a set of Cost
Estimating Relationships (CER's). These empirical data sets are used to adjust
the algorithms or CER's of the PRICE program, to stake them conform to the
product categorization. In a sense they are used to "calibrate" the PRICE
algorithms to the particular device of interest. PRICE uses the empirically






are representative of the class of product being examined. The PRICE metho-
dology has the built-in self-checking capability to minimize the .chance of
	 d
generating misleading outputs, and provides a procedure for correcting the
np-ats , when such cases occur.
Selection of an appropriate empirical data reference set is not
always a simple'task .for a new concept or approach. It requires familiarit^r
with the product history, nature of the componentry, construction and problems.
	
1
This familiarity includes the capability of recognizing
	
	 the need to make
ad^ust'm6nts to the empirical data set to account for concept differences.
The basic algorithms and cost estimating relationships used in
the PRICE system are considered proprietary with RCA. Research in this area
j	 is generally costly and time consuming and forms the basis for protection of
their data. PRICE outputs result from. the complex mathematical interplay be-
tween two sets of input data. The first is the reference empirical data set
previously discussed generated from historical experience data by a PRICE
subroutine that defines the specific product in reference terms comparable
with the PRICE system. The second is the new product descriptors set, a group ^.
1
of elemental costing data which PRICE is programmed to accept. The mathema-
tical function which governs all PRICE cost computations is F'(K,W/R) where
M = measure of the work to be performed
T = time (performance `^period)
R = resources (capability, experience, know-how, etc.)
K = specification profile
For example, a greater volume of work done in an equivalent time
with equal resources will result in higher cost. Whereas addition of more
capability or resources will reduce costs. The K factor is in turn determined 	 _]
by the class of product as defined by the specification requirements. For
various cost elements the M, T, R and K values have differing definitions, and I^
for each cost element and each product class, the variables and their mathe-
matical interrelationships are different. Such modes are established, within
i
the PRICE program, through use of derived experience parameters (empirical
data sets).
1. 4.2	 Cost Factors
The PRICE system employs a subroutine which generates empirical.








parameters, or cost factors, which have significant relationship with product




RCA publishes an extensive set of EDS references for a wide array of mechanical
and electromechanical products. Each item, in this reference is defined in
physical terms, By component type, product class, system name and finally by
the developed cost factor previously noted. Historical data may be processed
through the noted subroutine in order to develop the aforementioned cost
factors. In fact, the RCA EDS reference material was developed in this manner.
When empirical reference data sets are developed for particular product groups,
certain significant statistical consistencies will become obvious. Each pro-
duct group data set will have apparent correlations, and individual differences
will be readily associated with product design variations. Within each pro-
duct group, the most significant empirical parameters will be found to differ
very slightly. Based on a reasonable sample size, their variation will
usually be less than 15% of the mean value. These cost factors are extremely
helpful in developing the cost for new design applications which have a basis












	 SUMMABY COST PRESENTATION
The cost . simmsry for the recommended propulsion approach, Scenario
C-2, is shown in Table V. The Data Form 5 presents this summary and defines
the propulsion approach configurations and quantities required for completion
of the mission model. The Data Form A sheets of paragraph 3 provide a detailed
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1-D DDT&E 26.1 26.1
1-P PRODUCTION o 133.5 27.8 24.8 0 186.1
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 698.7 166.0 63.9 57.6 1,269.9
(Supporting Costs) U (40.2 (6.9) (7.4 (14.4 *(68.9)
Shuttle Charge Total). OWA 71 (658.5
• Payload Charge 280.5 532.4 131.3 18.1 ----
o Stage Charge --- .126.1 27.8 38.4 --- .192.3
9 Other Charges 3.2 ---_ ---- --- --- 3.2
(Scout Launch Char a ---- -- ---





Annual Operations Cost	 36.9
Total Without Payload Charge
	 519.8Unit Operations Cost	 (23.6	 4.0	 4,3)	 32.0Total




3.0	 COST ESTIMATE BY WBS EI&MT
A cost breakdown, by NBS element, is included in this section
for the recommended propulsion approach together with an explanation of the
applicable spread functions, l,eaxning index and launch milestone dates.
	
3.1	 EST IMARiES ' ON DATA FORM A
The deta ed costs for the new design parts of the recommendedl
propulsion approach, Scenario C-2, are shown in the Table VI. These Data
Form A sheets provide detailed backup data by WBS category for Non-Recurring,
.DDT&E, Operations and Production Costs. The WBS level is indicated for each
item and the number of prototype and production units, on which the costs are
based, is included. Estimates of elapse times to design and develop (DDT&E)
and produce each item are indicated as T d . The production time is for the
first unit only. Suceeding production runs will tend to reduce this time.
The lead time ( s) for each WBS item is also indicated. This value is the
number of months from the start of cost accrual, for the initial item, to
the launch milestone date. The elapsed times are different for DDT&E and
production, for the same NBS elements. The average unit costs for produc-
tion items are based on a total of 103 new desiga modular units contained
in the Scenario. The conditions of production are explained in Volume 11,
paragraph 3.3.2.
In addition cost estimates have been prepared for all considered




These costs are broken down to WBS level 4 and 5 within each
category in accordance with the terms of the study agreement. The results
are shown on Data Form S, and included in Appendix B for Task 2 combinations
and Appendix C for Task 6 scenarios,of Volume V. DDT&E costs have been
developed for each scenario and include the total development cost for the
modular family of configurations contained within each scenario. Operations
costs include elements of annual cost and cost per launch. For this reason
the operations sheets show sub-element cost breakdowm for each WBS item in
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COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF $
Td TsTO'!` L AVG. UNIT
10-0100 Project Management (100) -- N A 20
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N/A (14,319) N/A 22- 33
10-0201 Vehicle Integration and Assembly 5 -- --- --
10-0210 Booster Stage 5 _- --- -- -^
10-0220 ! Delivery Stage 5 1 14,319 20 33






5 1 2,241 16 33
5 1 164 6 33
10-02211 Main Propulsion 5 2 6, 564 20 33
10-0225 Reaction Control System 5 2 750 20 33.
10-0226 Data Management & Communications 5 2 19 7 9
10-0227 Guidance Navigation and Control 5 2 3,111	 _ 12 _ 24
10-0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 733 18 26
10-0300 Facilities' 4
10-0400 LESS stems Engrg- LES/ASE Inte r. 4 - 172 N/A 20 33
TABLE V I
LES BASIC COST DATA
NON-RECURRING DDT&E







COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF $
Td TS70TAL AVG. UNIT
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipment 4 3
^
(5,371) N/A 12 17
10-0501 Integration and Test
_ 5
3 116 12 17
10-0502 Structure and Mechanisms 5^ 3 1,811 12 15
10-0503 Avionics - ASE 5 3 201 10 13
10-0504 Controls and Displays 5 3 2W3 10 14
10-0600 software 4 1 ( 570) N/A 20 24




4 N/A (1,427) N/A Z2 - 24
10-0701 Development 5 - 1,001+ 12 24
10-0702 Qualification 5 - 303 12 24













10-0802 1landling/Assembly/Servicing 5 - 1,914 20. 26
10-0900 Ground Operations 4 N/A (195) NIA. 12 18
10-0901 Logistics/Training 5 - 91 12 18






LES BASIC COST DATA
FOR OPERATIONS
DATA FORM A
	 SCE,'dARTOS C-1, C--2	 Dn Z n4' 7
LA)
was





COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TT	 AL AV . UNIT
20-0000 Space Shuttle 43 ^ lo3 ., N/A N/A
20-0100 User's Charge-Cost/Launch 4 103..
20-0200 Orbiter Integration -
Cost/Launch 4 103 (1 ,854) (18)




4 10 (5, 000) (500.0)
Cost/Launch	
_	 _
System Engineering and Integration
13 774 133.7
1 -0400 4
Cost Launch 103 (11,781) (113.5)
Annual - Cost
	 `" 10 (5,800) (580.0)
10-01 01 LES Systems Engineering 5








5 103 1,751 17.0
10-0403 LES/Payload Integration
Cost/Launch
	 - 5 103 1.751 17.0
10-0404 Sustaining Engineering
Annual Cost -	 ---- 6 10 2,000 200.0
*NOTE User's Charge is stage, payload, and missiom S2Eenlent.. S e Form. 5.
TABLE	 vi
LES BASIC COST DATA
FOR OPERATIONS
DATA FORM A








COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
r
 TTOTAL AVG. UNIT_
10-0900 Ground. Operations --
Cost/Launch 4 103 (15,059) (1+6 .2)
Annual Cost 4 10 (11,733) (19173 .3)
10-0901 Logistics/Training -
Cost/Launch 5 103 927 9.0
^1 --6 Spares Repair Parts
o	 suns 103 2,575 25.0
10-0903 Field Suppor t 5
Cost/Launch 103 11,557 112.2
Annual Cost (Prior to 1983) 1 617.5 617.5
Annual Cost (1983 and Sub)
	 - 9 11,115 1,235.0
10-1000 Flight Operations









LES BASIC COST DATA I
PRODCtCTION
DATA FORM A







COSTS IN 1000'5 OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 76 133,492 1756.5 22 22
020I
0210



































Thermal System 5 76 2,264 29.8 22 22
0224 Main Prooulsion 5 76 47, 411 623.8 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 76 15,843 208.5 15 15
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 76 728 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 76 53,344 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System ___ 5 76 12264 16.6 8 8
Note: The Average Unit Costs Indicated Here Are Based On A Total is 103 Modular Units
(76 + 13 + 14) Contained In Scenario C-2.
	 T 4ese Cc sts Inci ide $ 9, 895, 2K Of
Project Management Cost. 	 ($130. 2K per unit)
n




LES BASIC COST DATA
PRODUCTION







COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
1 0-020 0 LES Vehicle 4 13 27,751 2134.7 22 22
020I Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 _- -_- -__ -- --
0210 Boo ster Stage 5 -__ --_ _- --
0220 Delivery Stage 5 -- 27,751 2134.7 22 22
0 221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 13 1,353 104.1 22 22
0222 Struc ture & Mechanism 5 13 1,188 91.4 22 22




5 13 12,612 970.2 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 13 2,710 208.5 15 15
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 13 124 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 13 9,1 25 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 13 249 19.1 8 8
Note: The Average Unit Costs Indicated Here Are B sed On A Total Of 103 Modular Units
13 + 14 + 76
	
Contained In Scenario C -2. These osts Include $1, 998.lK Of





LES BASIC COST DATA
PRODUCTION







COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 14 24,807 1771.9 22 22
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 __ --- ---
0 210 Booster Stage 5 - --- --- -- '-
0220 Del ivery Stage 5 14 24,807 1771.9 22 22
0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stg. 5 14 1,130 80.7 22 22
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 14 1,414 101.0 22 22
0223 Thermal System 5 14 417 29.8 22 22
0224 Main Proeulsion
_ 5 14 $ 734 623.8 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 14 2,918 208.5 15 13
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 14 134 9.6 2 2
0227 Gu idance, Navigation & Control 5 14 9,827 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 14 233 16.6 8 8
Note: The Average knit Costs Indicated Here Are Ba ed On 4 Total Of 103 Modular Units
(14 + 76 + 13) Contained In Scenario C--2.	 T ese Costs Include $1,838. K Of
Project Management Cost.	 ($131.3K per unit)
iField Support area shows those costs prior to 1983 and costs after 1983,
to add IgTR operational costs appli4able in that year. A separate set of
operations cost sheets are shown for each separate scenario vehicle quantity.
Production costs for each considered configuration are shown on separate
pages of the Appendix. All production costs have been calculated for a
typical production quantity (103 units). A description of the production
assumptions is contained in paragraph 3.3.2 of Volume 11. The cost summary




A review of idealized cost distribution curves for development
programs of similar nature to the LES program identified two curves of near
optimum application. Decision was made to spread DDT&E costs using curve
No. 2 of Figure 2. This curve assumes 68% expenditure at mid--program time.
Production costs were spread within the year of delivery in accordance with
provisions of ASPR Appendix E, paragraph E-510.1 (Reference 55) covering
materials, equipment or services purchased and chargeable directly to a
contract, but not paid for at time of billing. Fixed price contracts normally
provide for payment at the time of delivery or acceptance, or upon completion
of the contract. On contracts requiring (1) substantial investment or (2)
Long lead times the contractor may claim reimbursement for a portion of costs
incurred, as progress payments. With its moderate cost and short production
schedule and lead times, the LES may well be subject to full payment on




Because of the low level of LES usage, it was considered advisable
to establish special production guidelines which would fit this condition.
Production was spread over a total 10-12 year period and the quantity of
procured items was set at the total number required for use during that period
for missz.>n requirements. A production cycle was established to produce a
two-year usage quantity, then production was assumed interrupted until the
next production quantity was placed on order. Some learning takes place for
any effort spread out over an extended time period. The effects of "learning"
= t
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FIGURE 2 IDEALIZED COST DISTRIBUTION CURVES FOR
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TIME PHASING
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run is interrupted, some of the "Learning" and associated cost effectiveness
is lost. When production begins again, some trained personnel have left or
have been reassigned, sorae tools are lost, etc., thus the learning curve
applicable to the next production run is not simply a continuation of the
learning curve of the prior run. The loss of "learning" means that production
restarts at a point higher up on the yearning curve. Volume 11, Figure 3.10
illustrates the interrupted production situation. To compensate for loss of
"learning" for interrupted production schedules, the empirical data set for
the second run must be adjusted. The longer the production interruption,
the less residual learning remains until a final limit is reached. To deter-
mine the probable learning curve which would apply to the LES production
program, a trade study was conducted. A structural item was selected for
study since it was considered to be highly labor intensive and subject to
'..' maximum learning impact. For a typical production quantity of 103 structural
units, produced without regard to production need, the optimum learning curve




months. Production rate was approximately 5.42 units per month. When produc-
tion quantity was cut to 20-21 items per run, for five independent production
periods during the ten (10) year period, the rate of composite learning drops
i	 to approximately 0.941 (94%). A selection of material intensive subsystem
items showed increase from the normal 92% range to the 95% learning regime,
hence this value was selected as most applicable to the LES system. All sub-
systems u ere estimated for 103 item cumulative average quantity and five
equivaj.ert lots of production.	 For variances in total production quantity,
the 95% Wright slope was assumed applicable. 	 DDT&E costs were developed for
a modular family of vehic l es of each type studied. 	 For combinations of
vehicles, requirir!g more than. one type, the development cost was integrated
by consideration of the existing commonality between differing types. 	 All
costs were developed in 1977 calendar year dollars.
SC.
3.4	 LALWCH MILESTONE DATE
The development schedule for the Lc-.? En^rg;y .cage is shown on
Figure 8.9 of Volume IV. 	 This schedule establishes the launch milestone for
the first LES vehicle.	 This launch date coincides with the LES mission model





identified by this schedule. The cost schedUe for the recommended scenario
is shorn in Volume IV, Table 7-XXII. This cost schedule gives the quantity





k 4.0	 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA
`-` The LES system consists of three arrangements of basic propulsion
modules.	 Each arrangement is a primary propulsion stage consisting of inte-
grated propulsion, avionics, and structural equipment which after deployment
x from the Shuttle Orbiter can function to place payloads into predesignated
orbits.	 The three modular arrangements are an 8-tank, a 4-tank horizontal
and a 4-tank vertical bipropellant. 	 The 4-tank arrangement can accommodate
76 (59%) of the 329 low energy regime payloads, the 4-tank vertical version
r
can accommodate 14 (Il%) of the 12 9
 payloads, and the 8-tank .configuration
can accommodate 13 (10%) of the 129 payloads.
i^
The following 'Table 	 VII presents the Technical Characteristics
Data (TCD) for the LES system. 	 Also presented are the WBS identification
i i number, WBS identification title, some important weight and dimensional
characteristics of the item, and pertinent quantities or values together




















8-Tank Bi-Propellant 682	 (1503) Kg (lb) Dry Weight
LES 2351	 (5183) Kg (lb) Full Weight
10 % Missions Accomodated
Modular
4--Tank Bi--Propellant 433	 (95 5) Kg (1b) Dry Weight
LES 1262	 (2783) Kg (1b) Full Weight
59 % Missions Accomodated
Modular
4-Tank Vertical 464	 (1024) Kg (lb) Dry Weight
Bipropellant LES 1294	 (2852) Kg (lb) Full Weight


















o Aluminum Stage 85.7	 (189) Kg (lb) o Welded and mechani-
Structure cally joined tubular
truss structure
o'"V"Clamp 7.7	 (17) Kg (1b) o Separation clamp be-
tween stage and pay-
load
4-Tank (Modular)
• Aluminum Stage 68 (150) Kg (lb) o Welded and mechani-
Structure cally joined tubular
truss structure




• Aluminum Stage 96.6	 (213) Kg (lb) o Welded and mechani-
Structure cally joined tubular
truss structure






















Plume Shield 0.1	 (0.04) CM (inch) Titanium
7.7	 (17) Kg (lb) Weight








Radiator	 Plat: 1 - Aluminum
































































































R-0 Thruster 445	 (100) Newton (lb )	 Thrust
4 - Thrusters per ICES
ICI - Fuel
N2 04 - Oxidizer
40:1 - Area Ratio
2.4	 (5.3) Kg (1b) Dry Weight























(2) Kg (lb) Weight
Antennas 4 - Omni Directional.,
S-Bard antenna
0.028	 (0.06) Kg (lb) Weight
























Unit 1 Strap-down inertial
20.3 (44.8) Kg (lb) Weight
- Gyros 2 Degrees Two degree-of-freedom
dry tuned
- Accelerometers 3 Degrees/2 Inertial grade Quartz.
Sec flexure Force Rebalanc
- Computer 1 - Fixed point, stored
program General Pur-
pose Digital Computati n
with 10K, 16 Bit words
of memory





Ignition Control Unit 1 - Provides safe/arm and
squib faring pulses
24 - Safe/Arm relays
84 - Switching Transistors
80 68 pfd, Energy storage capacit rs
60 volt
8 3600 ohm, Charging resistors
watt

















Battery I - Silve.r-zinc,
remotely activated
600 Watt-Hrs Capacity









2 - Switching Relays
2 - Isolation Diodes






TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING SCMULES	 z
The included Table V111 is the recommended funding schedule for
the new design portion of scenario C-2. This tabl.- amplifies the new design
portion of the scenario 01-2 cost schedule shown on Table 7-XXII of Volume IV. 	 'E













SCENARIO C2 NEW DESIGN
DATA FORM C	 trneTC TN Tuniic ANt1C nr nrn t apo
WBS
CODE PROJECT WBS ITEMS 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL
10-100 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 153 383 673 1,342 1,568 1,414 1,826 1 , 849 2,372 1 , 980 2 , 242 2,110 2,350 20,262
10-200 LES VEHICLE 644 9,280 2 , 965 6,505 13 , 394 11,412 16,610 16,987 23,506 10,613 21,880 26,239 23, 166 105,209
10-400 SYSTEM ENGR & INTEGP=ICN 39 107 26 1,154 1,728 1,584 2,015 2,015 2 , 589 2 n 159 2,446 2,302 2 , 589 20,753
10-500 AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 322 3,760 1,289 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 5,371
10-600 SOFTWARE .	 74 388 108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 570
10-700 SYSTEM TEST & EVALUATION 71 528 765 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,427
10-800 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 0 158 3,160 632 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,950
10-900 GROUND OPERATICNS 0 16 130 1,252 2,405 2,258 2,697 2 ! 697 3 ,202 2,843 3 , 136 2 , 989 3 , 282 26,937
10-100 FLIGHT OPERATIONS 0 0 0 12 24 21 30 30 42 33 39 36 42 309
20 -200 ORBITER INTE>PGRATION (25)" (50)* (50)" - 2 .	 144 126 180 180 252 19B 234 216 252 1.854
TOTAL 1,303 14,620 9,136 11,072 19,263 16,815 23,366 23,758 32,043 25,826 29,977 27,892 31,661 266,092




DETAILED COST INFORMATION BY ELEMENTS OF COST
The included Table
	 IX gives detail cost data, to level. 5,














DETAIL COST DATA	 }





ELEMENTS OF COST ($ X 1000)
TOOLING-ZESI MEG. AND SUBCONTRACT
ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT MATERIALS MATERIALS OPERATIONS TQTAL
10-100 PROJECT MANAGEMENT ( 1,530) 0 (13,736) (5,000) ( 20,268)
10-200 LES VEHICLE ( 6 1 285) (1,981) (175,896) (1,042) 0 (185,204)
10-210 BOOSTER STAGE 0 0 0 0 0 0
10-220 DELIVERY STAGE 6,285 1,981 175,896 1,042 0 185,204
10-221 INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY 870 58 0,314 0 0 9,242
10-222 STRUCTURE AN!' MECHANISM 712 70 9,635 0 0 10,417
10-223 THERMAL SYSTEM 86 18 2,811 55 0 2,970
10-224 MAIN PROPULSION 1,655 966 66,358 0 0 68,979
10-225 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 385 199 20,031 0 0 20,615
10-226 DATA bLANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS 19 0 0 987 0 1,006
10-227 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL 2,193 645 66,911 0 0 69,749
10-228 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 365 25 1,836 0 0 2,226
10-400 SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION (13,908) (45) 0 0 (6,799) ( 20,752)
10-401 LES SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 10,280 0 0 0 4,.799 15,079
10-402 LES/ASE INTEGRATION 1,877 45 0 0 0 1,922
10-403 LES/PAYLOAD INTEGRATION 1,751 0 0 0 0 1,751
10-404 SUSTAINING ENGINEERING 0 0 0 0 2,000 2,000
10-500 AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ( 2,667) (226) (2,478) 0 0 {	 5,371)
10-501 INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY 73 23 20 0 0 116
10-502 STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM 2,262 1B1 2,368 0 0 4,811
10-503 AVIONICS - ASE 142 15 44 0 0 201
10-504 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 190 7 46 0 0 243
10-600 SOFTWARE (570) 0 0 0 0 (570)
10-700 SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION { 1,072) (250) (105) 0 0 (	 1,427)
10-701 DEVELOPMENT TESTING 776 228 0 0 0 1,004
10-702 QUALIFICATION TESTING 281 22 0 0 0 303
10-703 MOCKUPS 15 0 105 0 0 120
10-800 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ( 1,273) 0 (2,677) 0 0 {	 3,9501
10-801 CHECKOUT 490 0 1,546 0 0 2,036
10-802 HANDLING/ASSEMBLY/SERVICING 783 0 1,131 0 0 1,914
10-900 GROUAil OPERATIONS 0 0 (2,575) 0 (24,412) ( 26,987)
10-901 LOGISTICS/TRAINING 0 0 0 0 1,018 1,018
10-902 SPARES/REPAIR PARTS 0 0 2,575 0 0 2,575
10-903 FIELD SUPPORT 0 0 0 0 23,394 23,394
10-1000 FLIGHT OPERATIONS 0 0 0 0 (309) (	 309)
20-0200 ORBITER INTEGRATION (	 371) 0 0 0 (1,483) {	 1,854)
TOTAL 27,676 2,502 197,569 1.042 38,003 266,692
q
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APPENDIX A






The Work Sreakdovm Structure (Figure 1) is intended to fully define the
various Low Energy Stage ILES) Configurations and associated equipments, and
integrate these elements into the Shuttle Orbiter. The LES project is sub-
divided into Project Management, IRS Vehicle, Facilities, Systems Engineer-
ing and Integration, Airborne Support Equipment (ASE),Software, System Test
and Evaluation, Ground Support Equipment, Ground Operations and Flight
Operations. The Space Shuttle Users Charges and Orbiter Integration are
included to give complete consideration of the comparative cost of each LES
approach. The cost of the payload will not be included in the study, except
as it influences the Shuttle users charge.
A dictionary of the elements shown in Figure 1 is provided down through










































0200	 01 LES SYS. ENGR.
02 LESIASE INTEG.
	
LES VEHICLE	 03 LESIPL INTEG.
04 SUST. ENGR.






-01 INTEGR. & ASSY. 01 INTEG R. & AS-Y. 01 INTEGR. & ASSY.
-02 STRUCTURE 02 STRUCTURE 02 STRUCT. & MECH.
-03 THERMAL 03 THERMAL 03 AVIONICS
-04 MAIN PROP. 04 POWN PROP. e4 CONTROLS & DISP.
-05RC5	 05 RCS
-07Gh&C	 OG DATA MGNITlComm
-CBFLECT. PWR	 ^07GN&C
AS-2030A	 09 ELECT. PLYR.
WBS .ELEMENT 1-X -ICES PROGRAM
The Low Energy Stage Program has the objective of placing Shuttle
automated payloads into low energy earth orbits from the cargo bay of
the shuttle. Alternative LES systems will be configured to accomplish
this task. Based on a NASA mission model, reference missions and design
criteria will be established for the low energy regime below the capability
of the smallest planned expendable Shuttle upper stage. The WBS of Figure
1 is a product-oriented family tree composed of hardware, services and
data elements. This dictionary describes the engineering, manufacturing,
test and operations of the LES program and covers efforts during develop-
ments production and operation in definition of the project/program,
WBS ELEMENT 0000 - PAYLOAD
The NASA Space Transportation System is responsible for placing
spacecraft satellites in orbits of various inclinations and alcitudes.
Major activity is forecast for geosynchronous orbits, deep-space missions,
elliptical orbits, and low energy circular orbits higher than the Shuttle
standard orbit altitude (296 km). Payloads with such destinations will
require a propulsion stage in addition to the Shuttle. Both the payload
and the propulsion stage will be delivered to Shuttle orbit and deployed.
Before release, the combined propulsion-stage/payload system will be
checked and readied for launch, and flight trajectory will be loaded via
the orbiter general purpose computer.
Combined with the large weight and volume capacity of the Shuttle,
this capability provides the payload designer new freedom in developing
and operating satellites that can reduce costs as •ell as improve per-
formance.
Cost of payloads will not be a part of the LES study. However, the
payload interface with the stage and orbiter ASE affect the cost of these
components. The capability of payloads to be supported by pallets or other
existing/planned ASE will reduce the cost of the stage and associated ASE
structure.
WBS EL NT 20-000 - SPACE SHUTTLE
The primary design and operations goal for the Space Shuttle Program is
to provide low-cost transportation to and from earth orbit. Free-flying or
automated satellites will be delivered to and recovered from many types of
orbits. Automated payloads with propulsive stages attached will be deployed
from the space shuttle and placed in low/high-energy trajectories.
The Space Shuttle flight system is composed of the Orbiter, an external
tank (ET) that contains the boost/ascent propellant to be used by the Orbiter
main, engines, and two solid rocket boosters (SRB's). The Orbiter and SRB's
are reusable; the external tank is expended on each launch.
For the LES study the costs collected under this WBS element will be the
shuttle user charge for the stage, ASE, and payload and the cost to integrate




WBS ELEMENT 20-0100 - USERS CHARGE
Users charge is the cost of using the Shuttle Orbiter cargo bay. 	 The
Space Transportation System (STS) User Handbook defines the user charge as
the product of the ratio of load factor 4 0.7; and the Shuttle charge for
a dedicated Shuttle flight.
	 Load factor is the greater value of length
load factor or weight load factor determined by:
o Vehicle length .a. 60 feet, or
o Launch ire ight + allowable Shuttle payload weight for the
specified launch site and Shuttle orbit altitude and inclination.
Shuttle charge used in this study was obtained by escalating the mid
FY'7r price of $18 million (from the STS User Handbook; for U.S. civil
government users according to the increase in Bureau of Labor Statistics ^tr
total private index for compensation per hour from mid F'Y'75 to mid F'Y '77.
This resulting Shuttle user charge, used in the LES study, is $21.834 million.
WBS ELEME T_ 20-0200 - ORS	 5 R IIvTEGRAT ION
This element provides	 that engineering and manufacturing effort
required to define and maintain the LES interface with the Orbiter, including .
analysis and identification of LES tests and checkout operations affecting
that interface, analysis and identification of configuration changes affect-
ing the interface, and evaluation/coordination of recommended changes to the
interface.
VTBS ELEMENT 10-0000 - LOW ENERGY STAGE PROJECT
This LES Project summary contains the complex of hardware, software,
services and specific tasks 	 required to develop, design, procure, manufacture,
test, checkout, deliver, accept and operate the LES vehicle system. 	 This
element includes test articles, mock-ups, production articles, support
equipment ., logistics, training, data, etc., associated with the LES system.
The LES Project is subdivided into:
WBS	 TITLE





	 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND ;INTEGRATION
10-0500	 AI1RBO1= -SUPPORT EQUIPf=
10-0600	 SOFTWARE
10-0700	 SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION




WBS ELEMENT 10-0100 - PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This element accomplishes the technical and business management of the
LES Program, including the effort associated with planning, directing and
controlling the definition, development and manufacture of the system as
well as the supporting life cycle functions of Logistics and Maintenance
support, Training and Operational Testing, and Operational Development of
the system. The project/system management effort which is directly and
specifically associated with hardware elements is excluded here and in-
eluded with the item. The disciplines of Configuration Management,
Performance Management, Data Management, Customer Liaison and Contract
Administration are performed in this element. In addition, this category
wall include operations procedures, maintenance procedures, ordinance test
procedures, general procedural administrative technical manual, etc., for
factory field and maintenance of all items.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0200 - LOW ENERGY STAGE (LES) VEHICLE
The vehicle consists of the integrated LES system equipment installed
in the Shuttle Orbiter, which functions to place spacecraft into their
operational environment. This element includes the delivery stage, booster
stage if required, and associated assembly hardware as a total LES vehicle
entity. It also includes the total of the design, development, test and
production of complete units (prototype and/or operationally configured)
which satisfy the requirements of their end use.
The LES vehicle is subdivided into:
WBS	 TI'T'LE
10-0201	 VEHICLE INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY
10-0210	 BOOSTER STAGE
10-0220	 DELIVERY STAGE
WBS ELEMENT 10-0201 - VEHICLE INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY
This element ,refers to the integration and assembly of Level 4 hardware
elements into a LES Vehicle as an entity and testing of integrated LES
Vehicle Level. 4 elements. The Level 4 hardware consists of the delivery
stage and the booster stage together with associated assembly hardware.
The element includes all effort associated with the vehicle Preliminary
and Final General Arrangement and inboard profile drawings, integration and
interface drawings and design characteristics and drawing maintenance for
production. Also includes performance of any vehicle level development and
acceptance testing. The activities outlined under WBS elements 10-0100
Project Management and 10-0700 System Test and Evaluation (Development Test,
etc,) have been excluded.
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i;	 WBS ELEMENT 10-0210 .- BOOSTER STAGE
b
	
	 The Booster Stage consists of integrated propulsion, avionics and
structural equipment which when integrated with the Delivery Stage and
r. after deployment from the Shuttle Orbiter functions to increase velocity
to enable the LES to deliver spacecraft to lour ener&v destination orbits.
The Booster Stage includes the total of the design development, test andr
	
	
produc',;ion of complete units (prototype and/or operational configured)
which satisfy the requirements of their end use. Tooling for development,
qualification and production w-111 be included vrith each subelement, where
required, For Task 6, Boosters consist of SSUS AQ purchased a pmplle^e i
	
,Rev. AThe purchase price includes integration of SSUS with the payload i this s ujr
IjES is he payload).
the Booster Stage is subdivided into:
t`BS	 TITLE
10-0211








10-0215	 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
10-0217
	
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
10-0218	 ELECTRICAL POWER
W.BS ELEMkfii'L' 10-0211 - II1TE'GRATION AND ASSEMBLY
This element contains all labor and material required to integrate the
various subsystems into a complete Booster Stage. Final. assembly, attachment
and installation hardware and final factory acceptance operations are included,
Also included are the preparation of final factory acceptance checkout pro-
cedures, manufacturing liaison and the coordination and accomplishment of
customer acceptance of the completed articles.
IBS ELEMENT 10-0212 - STRUCTURE
This element summarizes all work associated with the design, development,
test, assembly and support of the Booster Stage structural elements. Tasks
include analysis, design, development, test, materials, manufacturing,
quality control tests, and qualification test of components and subsystems,
and associated support. Additionally, this will include provisions for test
equipment and tooling for development, qualification and production. Wher-
ever hardware is purchased, this element covers the preparation of speci-
fications, supplier liaison and direction. Wherever facilities are rented,
this element covers the charges. Integrated testing at the vehicle system
level is not included.
Structural elements are considered to include the primary structural
shall (or framework), Delivery Stage adapter structure, propulsion system 	 w
support structure, equipment attachment structure and bracketry, attachment
trunnions and beams and separation plane interface hardware. The destabili-
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14BS ELEMENT 10.0213 - THERMAL
This element covers the design, manufacture, procurement, installation,
and test of Thermal. Control devices required by the Booster Stage. This
would include both active heating devices, and passive insulation materials
such as reflective/absorption coatings, heating blankets, insulation blankets.,
heating elements, thermal sensors ,  together with controller and logic for
thermal monitoring and control..
WBS ELEMENT 10-0214 - miN PRoPULSZOI'I
The propulsion element refers to the means for generation of propelling
forces for the Booster Stage. This element includes alternative solid
propulsion motors including case, liner, insulation, nozzle, safe and arm
device, propellant, igniter, and integrated hardware. The motor is considered
a subcontract procurement from a propulsion supplier, or it may be obtained as
part of an existing stage. The motor may be purchased unmodified, or it may
be off-loaded and/or have the nozzle trimmed (shortened).
This element includes the costs associated with the planning, schedul.irg,
design, development and production of the solid rocket motor. The element
includes the assembly and test of develo pment, qualification, production and
quality assurance motors. This element also includes the prime contractors,
costs for the preparation of procurement specifications, envelope drawings,
technical liaison and support to the subcontractor, msnagemeaL of the subcontract,
quality control surveillance and assessment of the subcontractors' perform?nce.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0215 •- REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM (RCS)
This element refers to the means for receiving guidance intelligence in
the form of control signals and generating appropriate reaction control
forces by means of reaction motors. For the booster, the only RCS systems
used are those which come as part of purchased (existing) stages.
WBS BLE14ENT 10-0217 - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND COPITROL
The guidance element refers to the means for generating guidance
intelligence, and conditioning the intelligence to produce control signals
for the Booster Stage. Controllers may interface with the propulsion system
to produce control reaction forces for attitude control,. If design is such
that electronics are packaged into a single rack or housing as an assembly,
this rack or housing will be considered part of the guidance system. This
element includes, for example, the guidance intelligence system, computer,
sensing elements, autopilot, telemetry signal conditioning, ignition system
(sequencing) elements, etc. In addition, the Ignition safe,/arm control
system is included here. The guidance system usually is carried as part of
the Delivery Stage. However, for some configurations, components of GN&C
are placed on the booster.
A--8
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W&S ELEMENT 10-0218 - ELECTRICAL POWER
This element includes all effort and material required to design,
develop, procure and/or fabricates assemble, checkout, test and deliver all
hardware and documentation for the electrical power and ignition systems
which include the vehicle electrical power source control, and all vehicle
interconnecting wiring. For the booster, the only electrical systems used
are those which come as part of purchased (existing) stages.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0220 - DEL CRY STAGE
The Delivery Stage is the primary propulsion stage and consists of
integrated propulsions avionics and structural equipment (and related soft-
ware), which after deployment from the Shuttle Orbiter functions to place
the payloads into a predesignated orbit, This element includes alternate
liquid propulsion and solid rocket propulsion modes.
The Delivery Stage includes the payload interface and interface provi-
lions for booster stage. It also includes the total of the design, develop-
ment, test and production of complete units (prototype and/or operationally
configured) irhich satisfy the requirements of their end use. Tooling for
development, qualification and production will be included with each sub-
element, where required.
The Delivery Stage is subdivided into:
WBS TITLE




10-0225 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
10-0226 DATA MANAGEMENT/COWUNICATIONS
10-0227 GUIDANCES NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
10-0228 ELECTRICAL POWER
WBS ELEMENT 10-0221 - INTEGRATION AITD ASSEMBLY
This element contains all labor and material required to ilrtegrate the
various subsystems into a complete Delivery Stage. Final assembly, includ-
ing attachment and installation hardware, and final factory acceptance
operations are included. Also included are the preparation of final factory
acceptance checkout procedures, manufacturing liaison and the coordination




WBS ELEMENT 10-0222 - STRUCTURE
This element summarizes all work associated with the design, development,
test, assembly and support of the Delivery Stage structural elements. Tasks
include analysis, design, development, test y materials, .manufacturing,
quality control tests, and qualification test of components and subsystems,
and associated support. Additionally, this will include provision of test
equipment and tooling for development, qualification and production. -wherever
hardware is purchased, this element covers the preparation of specifications,
supplier liaison and direction. Wherever facilities are rented, this element
covers the charges. integrated testing at the vehicle system level is not
included.
Structural elements are consid
shell (or framework), payload adapt
Control Systems support structure,
bracketry, attachment trunnions and
hardware. The destabilization and
here, when required.
ered to include the primary structural
er structure, propulsion and Guidance
equipment attachment structure and
beams, and separation plane interface
spin balance subsystems are also included
WBS ELEWNT 10-0223 - THERMAL
This element covers the design, development, manufacture, procurement
installation and test of Thermal Control components and subsystems required
by the Delivery Stage. This would include both active heating devices and
passive insulation materials such as reflective absorption coatings, heating
blankets, insulation blankets, heating elements, thermal sensors, thermal
control electronics, radiators, materials, etc. Tasks include analyses,
design, development, test, manufacturing, quality control and qualification
test of components and subsystems and associated support hardware. Wherever
hardware is purchased, this element includes specification preparation,
supplier liaison and direction.
Integrated testing at the vehicle system level is not included.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0224 - MA3N PROPULSION
This propulsion element refers to the means for generation of propulsion
impulses for the Delivery Stage. The several alternative candidate propulsion
concepts considered include monopropellant liquid systems, bipropellant liquid
systems and adaptations of solid motor systems. This element includes the
costs associated with the planning, scheduling, analysis, design, development,
test, production and quality control of these candidate systems as well as
assembly and test of development, qualification and production components,
subsystems and motors and associated test equipment and tooling. Addition-
ally the prime contractor's costs for the preparation of procurement specifi-
cations, envelope drawings, technical liaison, direction and support of the
subcontractor, manaement of the subcontract, quality control surveillance
and assessment of the subcontractor's performance are included. This element
may or may not include propellant, tankage and flow subsystem hardware for






WBS EI MENT 10-0224 - MAng PROPULSION (Continued)





Propulsion elements are considered to include: thrusters, propellant
and pressurant tankage ., flow system hardware, associated instrumentation,
vent and safety hardware, test and servicing interfaces, electrical and
pyrotechnical interfaces, and associated pyrotechnical subsystems.
IMS ELMS T 10-0225 - REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM (RCS)
This element refers to the means for receiving control signals and
associated power and generating appropriat ,« reaction control forces by
means of reaction thrusters. Several alternative candidate reaction con-
trol concepts will be considered. These include bipropellant, monopropellant
and cold gas systems. This element will include the costs associated with
the planning, scheduling, analysis, design, development, test, production
and quality control of .
 these candidate systems as well as the assembly and
test of development, qualification, and production components and subsystems
and associated test equipment and tooling. Additionally the prime contractor's
costs for the preparation of procurement specifications, envelope drawings,
-technical liaison, direction and support of the subcontractor, management of
the subcontractor, quality control surveillance and assessment of the sub-
contractors' performance are included here. RCS elements include:
thrusters, flow system hardware, associated instrumentation, test
interfaces
.
, and electrical interfaces.
Integrated testing at the vehicle system level is not included.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0226 - DATA MANAGEMENT/COMMUNICATIONS
This element includes only the antennae and transmitters with associated
harness. The Data Management subsystem is contained in GPT&C.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0227 - GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
The guidance element refers to the means for generating guidance
intelligence, and conditioning the intelligence to produce control signals
for the Delivery Stage. Controllers may interface with the propulsion
system to produce control: reaction forces for control. If design is such
that electronics are packaged into a single rack or housing as an assembly,
this rack or housing will be considered part of the guidance system. This
element will include the costs associated with the planning= schedulingi
analysis, design, development ., test, procurement and quality control of the
selected systems, as well as the assembly and test of development, qualifi-
cation 
I 
and production components and associated test equipment and tooling.
This-element includes the guidance intelligence system ., computer, sensing
elements, autopilot, telemetry signal conditioning, ignition system
(sequencing) elements, etc.
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WBS M&MT 10-0228 - ELECTRIML POWER
This element includes all effort and material required to design,
develop ., procure and/or fabricate, assemble, checkout, test, and deliver
All hardware and documentation for the electrical power system which include
the vehicle electrical power source, electrical power control and distribution,
all vehicle interconnecting wiring and EMI protection.
'FIBS ELEP221T 10-0300 - FACILITIES
This element includes all new construction, modifications or expansions
of facilities for development ., qualification, production, storage inventory
and manufacture required by the LES systems contractor. Facility operation,
field facilities, and maintenance costs are provided in this element, with
that part related to development= qualification facilities being an engineer-
ing cost and Manufacturing Facilities being a manufacturing cost and that
part associated with Ground Operations being an operations cost. The costs
included here are planning., scheduling, coordination, design ., construction,
procurement, inspection, installation, set-up, servicing acceptance review
and activation of these facilities.
WBS ELEMS T 10-0 1+00 - SYSTEM ENGIfMETRIXG AND INTEGRATION
This element encompasses all subsets of the systems engineering task
implicit in directing and controlling the engineering effort. The included
disciplines are System Definition, System Performance Definition, Interface
Definition
.
, Reliability and Quality., 2 ♦ Saintairiability, Logistics Planning
and Management, Technology Application, Manpower Planning ., Human Engineering,
System Safety ., Configuration Management and Quality Engineering.
This element is subdivided into:
WBS	 TITLE
10-O4ol	 LES SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
10-0402	 LES/ASE INTEGRATION
laao4o3	 LESPAYLOAD INTEGRATION
10-o4o4	 SUSTA INadG ENGINEERING
WBS mEMEl`IT to-0401 - LES SYSTEMS ENGETEERING
This element pertains to the technical and management efforts of direct-
ing and controlling a totally integrates engineering effort. The element en-
compasses system definition and the integrated planning and control of the
technical program efforts of analysis, design engineering, performance anal-
ysis and capabilities production, logistics engineering, specialty engineer
ing, production engineering and test planning. Pre-flight planning and post
flight reporting, including data acquisition, data reduction and analysis and
reports are part of this element. Included here is the System Engineer-jpg effort to transform an operational need or statement of deficiency into




WBS ELEMENT 10-0401 - LES SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (Continued)
the Logistics En_3g neering_effort to define, optimize and integrate the
logistics support considerations into the mainstream engineering effort to
Insure the development and production of a supportable and cost effective LES
system; and the technical planning and control effort for planning, monitoring,
measuring, evaluating and directing the management of the technical program.
It excludes the actual design engineering, and production engineering directly
related to the products or services of a deliverable end item.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0402 - LE ASE INTEGRATION
^
This  element refers to the Factory integration and assembly of the
Airborne Support Equipment with the Low Energy Stage as a whole. It includes
installation of connecting (joining) hardware, fit checks, hook-up of GSE,
and systems test of the total installation for verification of compatibility
and interface. Both development and recurring costs are included here.
WBS ELEmm 10-0403 - LESLPAYLOAD ITMGRATI01T
This element refers to the Factory integration and assembly of the-Pay-
load with the Low Energy Stage as a whole. It includes installation of
connecting (Joining) hardware. - system interconnects, and -interface verification
demonstration. Both development and recurring costs are included here.
IMS ELEMENT to-o4o4 - SUSTAINING ENGINEERING
This element provides all sustaining engineering effort, following
DDME, required for the LES project after the completed, assembled concept
has been checked out for full flight certification and delivered. Also
included are in-plant engineering Liaison support of operational activities
and the sustaining engineering support required at the launch sites during
the operations phase. Activities would include further allocation of per-
formance requirements for the vehicle into subsystem requirements, evaluation
of vehicle, ASE and GSE performance, maintainability analysis, etc. Excluded
are those activities that pertain to major hardware (ECP) modification re-
quired to meet new performance specifications or requirements. Cost for ECP
modifications will be estimated separately, and applied against the hardware
items at WBS Level 3.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0500 - AIRMI L SUPPORT EQUIP1,C- IT
This element consists of the avionic and structural Airborne Support
Equipment (ASE) necessani to integrate interface the LES into the Shuttle
orbiter for all Shuttle flight operations including abort and venting.
Airborne Support Equipment includes hardware and software which is required
in the Shuttle aft flight crewdeck and Orbiter cargo bay to functionally
support all LES stages and spacecraft. Its main function is for retaining






WBS ELEMEn" 10-0500 - AIRBORNE SUPPORT EQUIPYR T (Continued)
summarizes the design, development, qualification testing of components and
subsystems, manufacturing, tooling and special test equipment, assembly,
checkout/acceptance, and procurement efforts required to produce complete
airborne support equipment (prototype or production) configured units which
satisfy the applicable specification requirements.
This element is subdivided into:
M	 TITLE
10-0501
	 INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY
10-0502	 STRUCTURE APIA MECMNISM
10-0503	 ASE AVIONICS
WBS ELEMEIIT 10-0501 - INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY
This element covers all activities do integrating, assembling and test-
ing the lower level ASE elements and systems into a complete segment. In-
cluded are such items as: the preparation of system specifications and
schematics; the definition of intra-LES segment interfaces; the preparation
of assembly and installation drawings; the conduct of final integrated
development and acceptance tests; the design and manufacture of non-deliverable
support equipment used to perform the integrated development and acceptance
tests; preparation and shipment of completed end items. Excluded is the
Shuttle interface system engineering effort of WBS 10-,0102.
WBS ELEMEIT 10-0502 - STRUCTURE & MECHANISM
This element consists of a cradle structure assembly and its accLssories
including optional spin table, or spring ejection assembly. The cradle
structure may include an erection mechanism, and remote controlled latch
mechanisms. The spin table, when required, includes span motors and a brake
system. The spin table is an optional item, required for spinning stages
only, and used without motors and brake for three axis launches. For some
deployment approaches, erection may not be required; the stage would be lifted
out or ejected in a direction perpendicular to the cargo bay center line.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0503 - ASE-AVIONICS
This element includes the ASE Power Control Unit, the ASE SignaVData
Interface Unit, and the Cradle Cabling. The two units are installed on the
cradle but are packaged separately to isolate the signals from power.
The ASE Potter Control Unit accepts and transfers Orbiter power to the
LES, spacecraft umbilical release, ASE Signal/Data Interface Unit, deployment
mechanism, and spin table (if required). The Signal interfaces are routed












WBS ELEMiT 10-0503 - ASE AVIONICS (Continued)
The ASE Signal/Data interface Unit provides any command/response interface
circuitry required, between the LES and cradle systems, from these systems
to the existing payload accommodations and to the mission peculiar control
and monitor panel. It also provides the caution and warning sensors with
excitation and signal conditioning compatible with the Orbiter furnished
caution and Warning Electronics Unit.
The cradle cabling interfaces the ASE Signal/Data Interface Unit and the
ASE Pourer Control Unit to one another, to signal and power umbilical, to the
deployment mechanism, and, if required, to the spin table and to caution and
warning sensors on the cradle.
W&S ELEMIMT 10-0504 - ASE CONTROLS AND DISPLAY
This element includes the Caution and Warning Panel (Orbiter furnished),
the Control and Monitor Panel and the Cable Plant. Both panels are installed
in the Aft Crew Station and are interfaced via Orbiter furnished cabling to
the above Cable Plant and to existing Orbiter payload accommodations. The
Cable Plant (of this element) interfaces the Aft Crew station cabling to the
ASE Signal/Data Interface Unit on the cradle.
The Control and Monitor Panel, provides dedicated switching and indicators
to activate ., checkout, control and monitor the LES and the cradle mounted
equipment while using the payload accommodations.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0600 - SOFTWARE
This element is for the accumulation of all effort and materials re-
quired to develop and/or procure, checkout, test, deliver and up-date all
software for the guidance, ignition a telemetry (T/ii) and GSE. Testing
activities include development, design verification and acceptance testing.
The software included herein consists of all guidance system software
such as vendor test software, contractor test software and flight software.
Q
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WBS ELEt.RNT - 10-0700 - SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION
This element includes the effort to plan and perform integrated system
level tests on the LES vehicle and major element interface tests (e.g., LES/
Orbiter interfaces, EMI, etc.) for both ground and flight testing. Included
are ground test hardware, ground test operations, flight test hardware, and
flight test operations. Also included are mockups, test support and test
facilities. Hardware for subsystem test and qualification is excluded from
this element, but is included with their design and development cost.
Propellants and gases are included under the appropriate test operations.





WBS EIRAEBT 10--0701 - DEVELOPIMT
The development element refers to test planning and use of prototype
equipment to acquire engineering data and confirm the engineering hypothesis.
This element encompasses all development, test, and evaluation and includes
such models and tests as static, drop, and fatigue; integration, ground tests,
flight test, test instrumentation and test equipment, including its support
equipment. Additionally the Main Propulsion, RCS, Thermal. and Structural
systems will undergo design verification tests.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0702 - SUALIFICATION
The Qualification element includes those ground tests conducted to
primarily determine resistance to environmental conditions. Most tests in
this categoxy are conducted at component and subsystem level and are excluded
sere and included with the development cost for hard--are elements. However,
ttae Structural, Thermal, Main Propulsion and RCS Systems are qualified jointly,
with dunmW elements representing the other systems. The cost for tests such
as Vibration/Acoustics, Theimal Vacuum, electro-magnetic compatibility, etc.,
will be included here for the noted items, together with the qualification
report document preparation cost.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0703 - MOCKUPS
The mockups element refers to the design, engineering, and production of
system or subsystem mockups which have special contractual or engineering
significance, or which are not required solely for the conduct of other test-
ing. Also, this element refers to the design and fabrication of test hardware
configurations required to verify and control interfaces for fit, form and	 i
function. The payload and booster stage interfaces with the delivery stage
and the LES vehicle interface with the Orbiter are included. Mass mockups of





WBS ELEMENT 10-0703 - MOCKUPS
  (Continued)
for verifying the interface of LES Avionics ASE as installed in tre Orbiter
is included here. Tooling and fixtures used for production are excluded.
WBS BIENENT 10-0800 - GROUND SUPPORT EQLTIBT--NT
This element summarizes the labor and materials required to design,
manufacture, procure,, assemble, test, checkout, ar_d deliver all the sets of
GSE hardware and transporting and handling equipment required by the LES.
This element is subdivided into
WBS	 TITLE
10-0801	 CHECKOUT
10-0302	 HUIDL1NG/ASSEMBLY & SERVICING
NBS ELEME13T 10-0801 - aECKOUT
This element is the summary level for all effort and materials associated
with the hardware required to produce the Test/Checkout/Service Equipment
required at test facilities. Included in this element is the design develop-
ment, procurement and/or fabrication, assembly, checkout, test and delivery of
the hardware associated with the Test/Checkout/Servicing/Equipment.
WBS EIDIEENT 7 0-0802 - HAV"DLING/ASSEMBLY & SERVIC=G
This element is the summ.,a-j level for all effort and materials associated
w-ith the hardware required for handling/assembly and transport of the LES
stage. Included in this element is the design, development s procurement,
and/or fabrication_, assembly, checkout, test and delivery of the hardware
associated with the LES Handling and Transporting Equipment.
WBS ELEMENT 10-0900 - GRoLr D OPERATIOP,S
This element summarizes all effort associated with the planning, co-
ordination and implementation of operational, activities including imai.ntenance,
logistics and training for the LES.









WBS ELEMENT 10-0901 - LOGISTICS^rRA^11 MG
This element includes all l abor and materials for the training, handling
and transportation activities required to support the design, development,
operation and maintenance of the LES.
Included are the training services, devises, accessories ., aids, equipment,
and parts used to facilitate instruction through which LES personnel and
payload specialists wi1.l acquire suffi2ient concepts, skills, and aptitudes to
operate and maintain the system with maxLnum efficiency. Also included are
the handling and transportation requirements for the LES during its transit
mode from the point of manufacture to launch site an:! intra-site equipment
movement, Also included are the pre-launch and maintenance/refurbishment
operati.ons and packing/coating/shipment costs. Additionally, this element
includes the coat of the contractor personnel that provide technical, con-
siltt^tion and suppo°,t to the NASA personnel training the NASA LES flight and
ground crews, as well as transportation, inventory control., training aids
and s7 mulations.
WBS E1&9-;NT 10-0902 - SPARES f REPAIR PARTS
The spares and repair darts element refers to the spare components and
assemblies used for replacement purposes in major end items of equipment.
WBS ELFI ENT 10-0903 - FIELD SbPPORT
This element refers to the full range of Field Support functions ac-
complished to support the LES System. It includes off-site planning,
scheduling, receiving inspection for both LES, ASE and GS.E associated test
and checkout by simulation of flight, shuttle integration operations for LE S
and ASE and servicing.
The maintenance and/or refurbishment of ASE, GSE, and flight hardware
takes place in this element. Included are the coordination activities lead-
ing to the establishment of requirements, field documentation, preparation,
participation in working groups, liaison between off-site and the home plant,
post-flight inspection of recoverable ASE and flight hardware, conduct of
maintenance/ refurbishment tasks, revalidation, functional checkout and
calibration of test equipment.
WBS E1,& ENT 10-1000 - FLIGHT OPERATIONS
This element includes operations and services performed on
	 Shuttle
for the LES System ,  to perform launching, flight tracking and con.sol and
recovery where required, to complete a LES mission. This element would en-
compass Launch, flight and recovery operations; airborne system assembly and
checkout there required; and associated activities directly related to the
mission, including on-board predeployment tests, deployment, and free flight
monitorirg to the capability of the shuttle orbiter and required ground












TASK 2 COST DATA
0
The data included in Appendix B is the preliminary cost infor-
mation which provided the basis for Task 2 screening. This preliminary
information was refined and enlarged for the final evaluations of Task 6,
as explained in paragraph 1.2.3 and 1.2.3.4. The costs for a launch
approach combination can be builtup from the enclosed data as described
in Volume II, paragraph 3. Data enclosed in this appendix is as follows:
o Fable 1 Production Cost Summary Sheets, 3 71 pages
o Table 2 DDT&E Cost Summary Sheets, 15 pages
o Table 3 Stage Emit Cost, Stage Development Cost
and ASE Cost for Task 2 Scenario, 4 pages
o Table 4 Launch Approach Combinations, 1 page
o Table 5 Launch Combinations Cost Buildup, 4 pages
o Table 6 Pror:lsion Approach for Reference :Mission,
6 pages
o Table 7 Propulsion Concept Summary, 41 pages
Table 1 presents a cost buildup for the booster stage and del--
ivery stage for all configurations examined. 'fable 2 is a summary of the
development costs for each combination of configurations that were investi-
gated to launch all of the reference missions. Table 3 is a summary of the
more attractive combinations of launch approaches examined to launch all
reference missions and includes stage unit costs, development costs and
ASE costs. Table 4 is a summary of launch approach combinations and shows
the launch approach used to launch each reference mission for each combina-





3	 of launch approaches. Included are program maintenance costs, production
costs, Shuttle user charges and development costs. Table 6 is a summary of
all launch approaches examined for each reference mission. Table T presents
conceptual .design data for each new propulsion approach examined.
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SL11MARY SHF'ET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS





10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 715 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (	 14,474 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly -- Booster 349
10-0212 Structure Booster 2,486
10-0233 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 8,23 8
10-0215 RCS - Booster -------
10-021T GN&C - Booster 2,685
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster 710
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($	 19,009)
3.0-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 91+0
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1, 2nc
10-0223 Thermal -- Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,363
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 4,179
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage -
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 5,568
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
I0-0200 Total Production - 20 Units h
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload $	 Note 3
" -	 NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configurations 1 and 2 have same unit cost as Configuration 3.




	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
1	 -	 18,668	 -	 -	 -
2	 -	 -	 9,083 7,183 7,183
	 -
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SU MARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning
.


















10-0201 Integration & Assembly -_ Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtota.l.
10-0231 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021 + Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-022+ Pain Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10y-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical, Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost /Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost /Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary,
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TABS 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid/Solid Tandem Consistingof CODE 6/3B-N-P-S-IVI-2
STAR 37
-F (short) 	 37F(Short)
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEST)
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
q,
NOTES: 1. Configuration 5 has same unit cost as Configuration 6.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION





6 (Vert.)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2,773
...	 6 (Hor.)
3. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
1.0-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical. Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal
10--0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C -» Delivery Stage
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid/Solid Tandem Consisting
of STAR 26/SPAR 26
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0231 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
3.0-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10^-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Paver - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stake --Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm a- Del. Stage
10-0227 fx`N&C - Delivery Stage





















20-0200 Total Production - 20 units	 $ 22,176
	10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 1,109
	20--0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload	 NOTE 2
NOTES: 1. Configuration 7 has same unit cost as Configuration 8.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
7 (Vert.)	 --	 -	 2—,6172
	 -
7 (Hor•)	 -	 -	 7,795 5, 895	 -	 -
8 	 2+,694 -
	 -	 -	 -	 -
3. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
B-7
-1,r	 M	 -	 Rna..., ili". ., 	 -,......:.	 i'	 .._.–.. ...	 -.._......:. ..	 ...	 -	 ­
-1---r	 •...
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUNfMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid Flatpack Design Containing CODE 9/4A-O-K-S--M-1
Six Long Motors
RECUR COST
(FOR - 20 VEH )
($ N/A
(I N/A
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
-10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
..
	
	 10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - De-1. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage




10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20--0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. Reference Mission B.
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TABLE' i
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Solid Flatpack Design Contain- CODE 10/4B-0-K-S-M-2
ina 4 Short Motors
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 -M-)
10-0201 Integration & AssembJy - Subtotal II/A
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal NIA
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10•0212 Structure Booster
10-0233 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
IG-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Paver - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage _- Subtotal Sj 18,747, j
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1,063
10-0222 Structuri - Delivery Stage 2,336
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery'Stage 3,898
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,822
10-0226 Data Mgt /Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7875
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units	 18,747
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 937K
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	
-A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
10 (Vert.)	 -	 4,279-
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TABLE, I
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY STI'
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

























Integration & Assembly -- Booster
Structure Booster
Thermal - Booster
Main Propulsion - Booster
RCS - Booster
GN&C - Booster
Electrical Power - Booster
Delivery__ Stage - Subtotal
Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
Structure - Delivery Stage
Thermal -- Delivery Stage
Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
RCS - Delivery Stage
Data, Ygt/Comm - Del. Stage
GN&C - Delivery Stage













10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES , 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission A.
B-10
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY S'T'AGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SiJMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Liquid Quench Solid Motor 	 CODE 14/5C-0-C-5-M-4
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH
10-0201 Integration & Assembler - Subtotal 4^ _ NIA____)
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal NIA	 }
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Mein Propulsion - Booster
10-0,1215 RCS - Booster
10-021st GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($ 16,536
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. stage 956
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,032
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,0+8
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 4,179
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del.. Stage 367
10,0227 GRI&C - Delivery Stage 5,568
10-0228 Electrical. Power - Del. Stage 80
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units	 $ 18 ,536
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle	 ,, 926.8
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Pay 	 $ Note 3
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary,
2. Configurations 12 & 13 have same unit cost as Configuration 14.
3. User charge cost/vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
A	 B	 C	 D	 R	 F
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SCARY SHEET
THO(JSANDS OF DOLLARS
it
CONFIGURATION Solid/Liquid Tandem - Spinning CODE	 15/6A-A-B-S=B-»1
Star 48/Bi]2rop (4 Tank) 	 -
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal .($	 75-1___
 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ($ 13 2 709 _)
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 338
10-0212 Structure Booster 1,732
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion -- Booster 8,238
10-0215 RCS M Booster `---
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 2,685
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster 710
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subt of al ($ 2c),449	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1,055
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,001
10-0223 Thermal. - Delivery Stage 6
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 9,231
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 1,145 _-
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,264 
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units $	 3+,909
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 $ 1,7+5
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload	 A 
Note 3
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 16 has sage unit cost as Coi,21" guration 15.






A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
17,489	 -	 _	 -
-	 -	 -	 3,930	 -
_ 	 6,026	 -
B-12
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TABLE l
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Biprop Liquid (4 Tank) 	 CODE 17/6C--0-B-5-B-»2
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal N/A	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion. - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Ae^.ivery _ Stage - Subtotal ^^ 13648
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1 ,40'
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
 11001
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion. - Delivery Stage 6,661
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 1,956
10-0226 Data Mgt /Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,26+
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production -- 20 Units	 18,648
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle	 ^^ 932.4
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vesicle and Pa load 	 Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non--recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONT, IGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
17 (:Vert .1	
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY










10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal.
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal.
10-02.1 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion Booster
ID-0215 RCS -- Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster










Delivery Stage - Subtotal
Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
Structure - Delivery Stage
Thermal - Delivery Stage
Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
RCS - Delivery Stage
Data M.gt/Comm - Del,. Stage
GN&C - Delivery Stage














10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10 .0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission A.
„L
B-14
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r.
'SABLE 1
TOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHELT
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION `Tandem - Star 37E^ CODE 19/8A-N-B-S-B-1
Rinro - T.Rnk )
RECUR COST
( FOR 20 VEH_)
10-0201 :integration & Assembly - Subtotal (	 679	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ($ 7,879	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster ='23
10-0212 Structure Booster 727
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 62913
10-0215 RCS - Booster -
10-0217 GN&C - Booster ----
10-0218 Electrical Power -- Booster ----
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 22,439	 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage x.,114
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 990
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6_
10-0221+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 11,173
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 1,145
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7:261+ r
10-0228 Electrical Power -- Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
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4 TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid /Liquid Tandem - Star 37E/ 	 CODE 20/8B-N--B-S-B-2
Off Loaded Bipr2R (4 Tank)
RECUR COST
( FOR 20 M)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 668---- )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ($ 7,8'9	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 223
10-0212 Structure Booster 737
10-0233 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 6,913
10-0215 RCS - Booster ---^
(0-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster ----
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal	 ($ 21,713__)
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 	 1,088
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage	 gay	 _
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage	 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage,62`
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage	 1,956
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 	 367
10-022' GN&C - Delivery Stage	 7,264
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage	 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units 	 ^ 30,260
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 $ 1,513
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload	 $ Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cast/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
20 (Vert.)	 _	 -	 _	 _	 4,345
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TABLE l
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST STi^MY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS





















10--0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster_--
 Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal. - Booster
10 .0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C -- Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-»0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production' Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY SWAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Liquid Biprop - 6 Tank	 CODE 22/8D-0-B-T-B-4
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal {$	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal N/A	 )
10-02U Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal {$	 20,836	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1 039
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 990
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10--6224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 8,572
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 3,609
10-0226 Data Mgt/Coin - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 5 ,873
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units $ . 20336
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Veh icle 10+1.8
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload $,_	 22,598
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission A
8-18
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TABLE 1.
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SU*%RY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Liquid Biprop - 8 Tank	 CODE 23/OA-0-B-S-B-1
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10--0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly -- Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10--02,13 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical. Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal.
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10--0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10--0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-•0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del.. Stage
REFERENCE MISSION






















10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
	 $ 24,971
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 L 1248.5
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Paylo	 Note 3
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 24 has same unit cost as Configuration 23.
3. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
1F
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SKEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Liquid Biprop - 4 Tank	 CODE 26/lOD-0-B-T-B-4
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-01212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thexmal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Sub+ of ai
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. .stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Deliver.-, Stage
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle



















NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 25 has same unit cost. as Configuration 26.
3. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E_1	 F
25 (Vert)	 -	 -	 -	 6,200	 -
25 (Hor.)	 -	 -	 6,850	 5,050
	 -
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Liquid -Biprop Modular with	 CODE 27/10E-A-B-S-B-2
Booster - Spinning MMIII/8 Tank
Eiprop.	 RECUR COST
10-0201 Integration & Assemb:,y - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-•0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
I.0-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10--0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
IG-0215 RCS -- Booster
10--021' GN&C -- Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power •- Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
IO-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivex7 Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Pdgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10b-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production, Cost /Vehicle
20--0100 User Charge Cost /Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.


































LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOM RS
CONFIGURATION Solid/Liquid Tandem - Spinning CODE
	
28/7A-A--M-S-M--4
Star 48/4 Tank Monoprcp
10-0201 Integration & AssembLv - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 .Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery _Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Mein Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10--0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stege
10-0228 Electrical Power -- Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cast./Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.































LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY




Solid./Liquid Tandem - Spinning CODE 29/7B--A-M-S-M-1+
Star 48/2 Tank Monoprop
RECUR COST
' (FOR 20 VEH)_
10-0201 Integration & Assembly -_Subtotal {	 711	 j	 "4
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (13,709	 }
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 338
10-0212 Structure Booster .1,732
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 8,238
10-0215 RCS - Booster -----
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 2,685
I -0218 Electrical Power - Booster 710
16,674{	 }10-0220 Stage	 SubtotalDelivery,	-
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 959
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 11109
10-0223 Thermal. - Delivery Stage 6
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,5$9
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -`--
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 3b.7
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,26 1
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 980
10-0200 Total Production -- 20 Units	 31,091+
	10-0200 Total Production Cost/vehicle 	 $1,555
	
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 $ Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
29 Vert	 -	 -	 -	 4,367
	 -
29 (Hor.)	 21,913
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b
TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY




Liquid Monoprop - 3 Tank	 CODE 30/7C-•o-M-S-M-4
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal {$	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtctital ($	 N/A	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage -• Subtotal L$17,775 J
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 991
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,109,,,
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 7,658
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -	 -
1.0-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 167
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,264
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units $ 17,775
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 888.7
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non--recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
30 (Vert)	 -	 -	 4,214	 -
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TABLE l
DOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMKARY STY'
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
















IG-0201 Integration & Assembly -__Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0271 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10--0273 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Mein Propulsion - Booster
10--0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-022T GAT&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Missi r,., A.
B-25
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONF'IGURA'TION Liquid Monoprop - 4 Tank	 CODE 32/7E-0-M-S-M-4
.. RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH )_
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal. ^NIA	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (	 N/A	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Boos-ter
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Poorer - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 18 919	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1 ,024
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,109
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 8,769
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -----
1.0-0226 Data Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,264
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units 78,919
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 945.9
20-0100 User Charge Cost/vehicle and Pa load 5,7+2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
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TABLE 1
LONT
 ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SL C40Y SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Liquid Monoprop - 8 Tank	 CODE 33/9A-0-M-S-M-4
RECUR COST
_(FOR 20 VEH I
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 N/A	 j
10-0210 Booster- - Subtotal. R/A	 y
I0-0211 Integration & Assembly -- Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0233 Thermal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GIB&C - Booster -	 -	 - -
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal 29,518	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1,315
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,220
10-0223 Thermal. - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage r_ 18,966
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -
1.0-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C -- Delivery Stage 726+
10--0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
I0-0200 Total Production - 20 Units $	 29,518
10-0200 Total Production Cost /Vehicle $	 1+75.9
20-0200 Us-;x , Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload $	 17311.40
p
t
INOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Surmnary.
2. Reference Mission B.
B-27
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Liquid Monoprop -- 4 'Tank CODE	 34/9B-0-M-T-M-4
RECUR COST
FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly_- Subtotal N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (	 N/A	 }
10-0211 Integration &.Assembly -- Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal. - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal (s	 21,477	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 12076
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 815
14-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 12,960
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage _- -
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 5,873
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units	 21 )l:z7 !
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 1—_1073.9
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 23,890
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission A.
B-28






LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS






10-0201 Integration & Assembly -- Subtotal ($	 N/A	 } ^a
F
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ^^ 	 N/A ) `
a
10-0211 Integration & Assembly -- Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
.	 10-0213 Thermal -- Booster ,.
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal )(1193204--)
10--0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 12036
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 669
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 9,482
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -`---
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,261,
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units? 19,204
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 $ 960.2
Note 3
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 35 has same unit cost as Configuration 36.





	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
35 (Hor.)	 6,950
36 (Vert.)	 -	 -	 -	 _
36 (Hor.)
	 -	 -	 --	 5,120
B-29
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i TABLE 1
i^ LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUZ%MY BEIM
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Clustered Solid - 7 Star 17's CODE,
RECUR COST
(FOR 20 VEH)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal (	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (	 N/A	 }
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal. - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10--0218 Electrical Power - Booster
-
10-0220 Delivery Stage ^- Subtotal ,($ 25 237}
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 1,078
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 2,126
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 31,533
10--0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 4 ,179
10-0226 Data Mgt /Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 51568 .
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total_ Production -- 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 	 1262K
20--0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 23,035
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Su ary.
2. reference Mission A (Horiz). .
B-30
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TABLE i
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
Clustered Solids	 22 StarCONFIGURATION	 CeDE 39/11C-0-K-S-M-2
17's
C=ORECUR	 ST
R (FO 20	 g
10-0201 Integration & Assembly	 Subtotal L$,	 N/A
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal N/A
10-0231 integration & Assembly	 Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0215 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 49, 160
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 14678
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 3,413
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
lr-^-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 32619
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,822
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7875
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units 	 L49,i6o
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
	 2-492K
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 Note
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 38 has same unit cost as Configuration 39.
3. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
38 ( Hor.)	 -	 15,633	 T
39 (Vert.)	 -	 -	 -	 4,039	 -











Delivery Stage - Subtotal
Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
Structure - Delivery Stage
Thei^A.i - Delivery Stage
Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
RCS - Delivery Stage
Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
GN&C - Delivery Stage
Electrical Power - Del. Stage
r'.
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TABLE 1
r'	 LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
.^	 PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
! .y	 CONFIGURATION	 Clustered Solids - 4 Star	 CODE 40j11D-0-K-S--M--2
17's
t.
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
'	 10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
d.0-0215 RCS - Booster
_	 10-0217 GN&C - Booster














10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE _MISSION
CONFIGURATION
	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
0 Vert.
	 -	 -	 -	 2,29	 -	 -
40 (11oriz.)
	 -	 -	 6,004 -4,105
B-•32
ck
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10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal -- Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10--0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0238 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & .Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal -- Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production, Cost /Vehicle
20-0100 User Ch arge Cost/Vehicle and Payload
NOTES:  1. For non-recurring co;,ts , see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission B Horiz.
TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
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CIE 1t^ LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS




'	 10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ($	 N/A	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10--0213 Thermal - Booster
10--0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Poorer - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal. 18,796
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 982
10-022P bzructure - Delivery Stage 1,042
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10--0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 5,933
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,822
10--0226 Date Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 7,264
10-0228 Electrical Poorer - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units 18,796
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle $	 939.8
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload $ Note	 2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2.	 User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 A	 B	 C'	 D- E F
42 (Vert.)	 -	 -	 -	 4,803 2,7&7°' -
42 (Horiz.)	 -	 -	 7,489
	 5,699 5,742 -
K-
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TABLE ,
 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SCARY SHEET
THOUSAIMS OF DOLLARS





10-0201 Integration & Assembly Subtotal 	 N/A	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal.	 N/A	 }
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS -- Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($ 1-8,128	 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembler - Del. Stage 953
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage I,01+2
10-0223 Thermal. - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 5,933
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 4,179
10--0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 5,568
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del,. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units	 18,4+ 8
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle	 921.1+
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload 	 24,31+5
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Reference Mission A {Horizontal-}.
B-35
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION Solid - Controllable By Pi.ntle CODE 45/12E-0-C-T-M-4
Nozzle - Small
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal.
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Date Mgt /Comm - Del.. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage














10-0200 Total. Production - 20 Units 	 17,59(6
10-0200 Total. Production Cost/Vehicle
	 ^A^q
20-0100 User Charge Cost /Vehicle and Payload	 $ Note 3
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. Configuration 44 has same unit cost as Configuration 45.
3. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATFON	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
44 (Vert.)	 -	 -	 -	 2,go4	 -	 -




	 -	 -	 -	 -
B-36
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LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST S120%RY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATION	 Solid/Solid Tandem - Unmodifie(UODE 48/13C-A-P-T-m-4
Spinning Star 48/Star 26
RECUR COST
FOR 20
10-0201 Integration & Assembly	 Subtotal s	 691L 77
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal L$	 13,839
10-0232 Integration & Assembly 	 Booster 300
16-0212 Structure Booster 2,499-
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 8,238
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 2,6-8cL
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster 113—
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 15,45$
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 922_
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1.,119
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 2,910
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 4,179
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 5.568
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units 29,998_
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle 1,499
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload Note 3
NOTES: I. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary,
2.	 Configuration 46 and 47 have same unit cost as Configuration 48.
3.	 User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REFERENCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
46	 18;886 -	
-
47	 -	 9,323 7,424 7,424
48	 26,o48 -	 -	 -	 -
B-37
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FABLE ' 1
LOST ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOIZARS 
fk CONFIGURATION 	 Tandem - Unmodified CODE 49/i4A-A-P-S-M-2




10-0201 Integration & Assenb2y - Subtotal 4$	 722	 }
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal $17,177	 }
;. 10-0271 Integration & Assembly - Booster 651
10-0212 Structure Booster 2,494
10-•0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 8,238
10-0215 RCS - Booster 2,o69
10-0217 GN&C -- Booster 3,009
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster 710
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal {$12,179	 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stage 672
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,229
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 6
10--0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage 6,493
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage -----
10-0226
 
Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 367
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 3,032
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 380
10-0200 Total Production -- 20 Units $ 30,07$
" 10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle $1,5o4
F 20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload $ Note 3
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2.	 Configuration 50 has same unit cost as Configuration 49.




A	 B	 C	 D E	 F
49	 -	 _	 _	 - 89172	 8,472
50	 -
	
19,934	 --	 - --	 -
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LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
	 any









10-0201 Integration & Assembly-- Subtotal $	 504)
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal ($	 5.606	 )
10-0231 Integration & Assembly - Booster 181
10-0212 Structure Booster 694 _-
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 6
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster 2,0+0
10-0215 RCS - Booster -----
10-0217 GIN&C - Booster 2,685
10--0218 Electrical Poker - Booster
10--0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal	 ($ 13,722	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 	 846
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage	 692
10-0223 Therm - Delivery Stage	 6
10-0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage 	 1,684
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 	 4,179
10-0226 Data Itt/Comm - Del. Stage	 367
10-0227 G:T&C - Delivery Stage	 5,568
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage	 380
10-0200 Total Production -- 20 Units $ 19,832
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle $ 992
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and_Payload. $ Note 2
NOTES: 1. For non-recurring costs, see Combinations Summary.
2. User Charge Cost/Vehicle
REF'ERMTCE MISSION
CONFIGURATION	 TA	 B - - C —	 D -^ E	 F -
51	 -	 -	 7,576 3,21.9	 -r	 -
B-39
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TABLE 1
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
PRODUCTION COST SIZ24ARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGLTPATIOrt INTEGRAL ONE	 CODE I
RECUR COST
( FOR 20 VET?)



















Integration & Assembly - Booster
Structure Booster
Thermal -- Booster
Main Propulsion - Booster
RCS - Booster
GN&C -- Booster
Electrical Power - Booster
Delivery Stage - SubtctPl
Integration & Assenbly - Del. Stage
Structure - Delivery Stage
The-=al - Delivery Stage
Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
RCS - Delivery Stage
Data 11 -.gt/Comm - Del. Stage
G:.'.°^C - Delivery Stage
Electrical Power - Del. Stage
10-0200 Total Production - 20 Units
10-0200 Total Production Cost/Vehicle
20-0100 User Charge Cost/Vehicle and Payload





TABLE 2 Page I of 15
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
TDS OF DOLLARSTHOUSAA
COMBINATION No. 48	 Combines Configurations
No. 23, 24, 25, and 27
(Liquid Bi props ) with I	 (0MS)_,__ DDT&E COST
:76
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal 1,291
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Minuteman 1,745_
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 101
10-0212 Structure - Booster 927
10-0213 Thermal - Booster (Note 2)
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 655
10-0215 RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
.10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 16,748
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,140
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 508
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
-	 -3 in
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,100
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage (Incl. with	 10-0224)
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 22fi
10-0227 GX&C - Delivery Stage 6,494
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1,170
10-0200 Total Development Cost 19,784
Notes: 1.	 Mission A; Configuration No.	 I, Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 23, 8 Tank Liquid Biprop
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 25, 4 Tank Liquid Biprop
Mission E; Configuration No. 24, 8 Tank Liquid Biprop
-	 Mission F; Configuration No. 27, Spinning Minuteman 111/8 Tank Liquid Biprop
2.	 Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212. 	 A pro-
rated amount of previous development cost is included there.
B_4j_
fi




s .^	 LOW MUMOY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMA-RY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
C01,MINATION No. 49 - Combines Configurations
i,
No. 4, 9, 12, 32 and 51 (a mixed group
of propulsion approaches) with I (OMS)
10--0201 Integration & Assembly — Subtotal
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48 + Star 17A)
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure - Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021 1
 Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C Booster
10. 021$ Electrical Power - Booster
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal.
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS -- Delivery Stage
10-0225 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage






















10-0200 Total Development Cost
	 $	 50,362
Notes: 1. Mission A; Configuration No. I, Integtai OMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 9, Flatpack - 6 Long Motors
Mission C; Configuration No. 32, Liquid Monoprop - 4 tank
Mission D; Configuration No. 51, Solid/Solid Tandem, Star 17A/Star 17
Mission E; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem, Spinning Star 48/
Star 37F
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212. A







TABLE 2 PagA 3 of 15
LAW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION No. 50 - Combines Configurations
No.	 9 and 10 (Flatpacks 	 with No. 4
(Solid/Solid Tandem) - and I	 (OMS) DDT&E COST
10-0207. Integrationa  & Assemb	 Subtotal
	
ly
 - __...^ ,144«,. 	 .., ,	 }
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48) (^	 2,286	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
10-0212 Structure - Booster 1",461
10-0213 Thermal. - Booster (Note 2)
10-0214 Plain Propulsion - Booster 850
10-0215' RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster S2
,10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal 2 8,566 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 6,118
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,437
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 110
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Del.ive:ry Stage 6,338
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,686
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 211
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 10,683
10--0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 983
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 31,996
Notes: 1.	 Mission A;'Configuration No. 	 I,	 Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No.	 9, Flaipack, 6 Long Motors
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 	 10, Flatpack, 4 Short Motors
Missions F & F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem, Spinning
Star 48/Star 37F
2.	 Development cost for these items is shown as part ' of WBS 10-0212.
-	




ITABLE 2 Page 4 of 15
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY




No.51 - Combines Configurations
No.	 9,	 10, & i7	 (Solid	 0 or	 a -
packs	 with No. 4	 Sa i	 o	 andem)
DDT&E COST
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal {$	 1,144	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48) {$	 2,286	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
1C-0212 Structure -- Booster 1,153
10-0213 Thermal - Booster (Note 2)
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 850
10-0215 RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
,10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivea Stage - Subtotal ($	 32,409	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
_._.	
5,722
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,437
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery S'r,age 110
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,908
10--0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 3,104
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 226
' r 10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 13,872
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1_,030
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 35,839
Notes: I.	 Mission A;Configuration No. 	 11, Flatpack with 6 Short Motors
- Mission B; Configuration No.	 9, Flatpack with 6 Long Motors
Missions C & D; Configuration No.	 10, Flatpack with 4 Short Motors
MissionS E & F; Configuration No. 	 4, Solid/Soli,i Tandem - Spinning
Star 48/Star 37F
2.	 Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS	 10•-0212.






Page 5 of 15
IOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION No. 52 - Combines Configurations
No.	 23, 24, 25, 26 & 27	 (all	 Liquid
Biprops) DDT&E COST
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subt otal ($	 1 ,291	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Minuteman III) 1,745	 j
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 101
10-0212 Structure - Booster 927
10-0213 Thermal - Booster (Note 2)
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster
^	
655
10-0213 RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
.10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($	 20,478	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,502
10--0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 508
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 110
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,100
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage (incl	 in	 10-0224)
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 241
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 9,683
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1,334
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 23,514
Notes. 1
	
Mission A; Configuration No. 26, 4-tan-k Liquid Biprop
Mission B; Configuration No. 23, 8-tank Liquid Biprop
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 25, 4-tank Liquid Biprop
Mission E; Configuration No. 24, 8-tank Liquid Biprop
Mission F; Configuration No. 27, Spinning Minuteman III/8-tank
Liquid Biprop
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212.





TABLE 2 Page 6 of 15
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS Or DOLLARS
COMBINATION No. 53 - Combines Configurations
No.	 33, 35, & 36	 (Liquid Monoprops)
with No. 4	 Solid Solid Tandem DDT&E COST
and I	 OMS
10--0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal L$	 1 ,144 ^)
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48) ($	 2,286	 ,)
10-0211 Integration & Assembly -- Booster 221
10-0212 Structure - Booster 1 ,153
10-0213 Thermal - Booster (Note 2)
10-021+ Main Propulsion, .. Booster 850
10--0215 RCS — Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62K
,10-0218 Electrical Potter - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($ 20,809	 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 3,110
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,135
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 165
10-0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage 6,932
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 1,343
10-0226 Data Mgt/Corms - Del. Stage 226
10-0227 GX&C - Delivery Stage 6,494
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1 ,404
s
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 24,239
Notes: 1.	 Mission A; Configuration No.	 I,	 Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No.	 33, 8-tank Liquid Monoprop
Mission C; Configuration 35, 2-tank Liquid Monoprop
Mission D; Configuration No. 	 36, 2-tank Liquid Monoprop
Missions E & F; Configuration.No. 	 4, Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning
Star 48/Star 37E.
2.	 Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10--0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star
48 is included there.
B-46
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LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION No. 54 - Combines Conf igurations No. 33.,
34, 35, & 36 (Liquid Monoprops)
with No. 4 (Solid/Solid Tandem)	 DDT&E COST
10-0201 IntNration & Assembly - Subtotal	
1,144
 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48)
	
($ 2,286 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 	 2 2 1
10-0212 Structure - Booster 	 1,1 53
10-0213 Thermal - Booster	 (Note 2)
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 	 ±^*	 850
10-0215 RCS -» Booster	 (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
	
y	 62
,10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster
	 (Note
10-0220 Delivery Stage -- Subtotal
	 ($ 25,566
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage
	 3,866
10-»0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
	 1,295
20-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
	 220
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
	 7,280
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
	 1,343
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage 	 241.
10--0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage
	 9,683
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage
	 1,638
10-0200 Total Development Cost	 $	 28,996
Notes: 1. Mission A; Configuration No.:34, 3 Tank Liquid Monoprop
Mission B; Configuration No. 33, 8 Tank Liquid Monoprop
Mission C; Configuration No. 35, 2 Tank Liquid Monoprop
Mission D; Configuration No. 36, 2 Tank Liquid Monoprop
Missions E & F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem -
Spinning Star 48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of
WBS 10-0212. A prorated amount of previous development
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'ab FLOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DD`].'&E COST SUMMARY SHEET





No. 55 - Combines Configurations
No. 23, 25 and 27 (Liquid Biprops)
with No.	 52 (Solid/Fiatpack) and I	 (OMS) DDT&E COST
i`
as 10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 2,435	 }
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48 t Spinning ($	 3,292	 }
10-0211 Integration & Assembly -	 coos; er an III) 232
^Q
10-0212 Structure - Booster 1,493
10-0213 'Thermal -- Booster (Note 2)
n
10--0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 1,505
10-0215 RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10--0217 Gib&C - Booster
10-0218 Electrical. Power - Booster
-(Note 2)
^ 10-0220 Delivery Stage
	
Subtotal ($
	 18, 859 	}
•° 10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,905 -
=e. 10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 1,448
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 165
^ 10-0224 Main Propulsion -- Delivery Stage 6,100
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage U ncl. w 10-224)
10-0226 Data.Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage 226
10-0227 GN&C -- Delivery Stage 6,494
i 10--0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1,521
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 242586
Notes: 1.	 Mission A; Configuration No. 	 I,	 Integral OMS
M;,7 f-ion B; Configuration No.	 23, 8 Tank Liquid Biprop
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 25, 4 Tank Liquid Biprop
Mission E; Configuration No. 52, Star 48/Flatpack -- 4 Short Motors
Mission F; Configuration No. 27, Spinning Minuteman III/8 Panic
Liquid Biprop
2.	 Development cost for these iteins are shown as part of WBS 10-0212.




LOW ENMGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHELT
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS




COMBINATION No. 56 - Combines Configurations
No. 12 and 13 (Liquid Quench Solids)
with No. 4 (Solid/Solid Tandem) and I (OMS)
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal
10-0210 Booster -- Subtotal (Spinning Star 48)
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster
10-0212 Structure -- Booster
10-0213 Thermal - Booster
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster
10-0215 RCS - Booster
10-0217 GN&C - Booster
	
62
10--0218 Electrical Power - Booster	 ( N°te 2)
10-0220 De liyerL Stake - Subtotal 	 ($	 27,857	 }
10-0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stage 	
_3,681
10--0222 Structure - Delivery Stage	 938
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 	 llo
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 	 12 754
10•-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 	 2,686
10--0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage	 211
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage	 6,494
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage	 983
10-0200 Total. Development Cost
	 $	 31,287
Notes: 1. Mission A; Configuration No. I, Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 12, Solid-Liquid Quench
Missions ' C, D, & E; Configuration No. 13, Solid-Liquid Quench
Mission F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning Star 48/
Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212.
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LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY	 -
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEEP
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION	 No. 57 - Combines Configurations
` No.	 41	 and 42 (Pintle Solids) with
No. 4 (Solid/Solid-Tandem) and I	 (OMS) DDT&E COST
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 1,144	 }
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48) ($	 2,286 	)
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
10-0212 Structure -- Booster
 11153
10-0213 Thermal -- Booster (Note 2]
10-021 1 Main Propulsion - Booster 850
10-0215 RCS - Booster Note 2
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivea Stage - Subtotal ($	 25,698	 _}
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 3.469
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 942
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 110
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 10,804
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,686
10-0226 Data. Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage 211
10--0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 6,494
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 983
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 29,128
]Votes:	 1. Mission A; Configuration I, Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No.
	 41, Pintle Solid-Large
Missions C, D, & E; Configuration No.
	
42, Pintle Solid-Large
Mission F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem
- Spinning
._ Star 48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these -items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star
48 is included there.
e
B-50
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LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY





No. 58 - Combines Combinations
q k
No.	 38, 39 and 40 (Clustered Solids)
with No. 4(Sol id/Solid Tandem) a nd I (OMS) DDT&E COST
10-0201 Integration & Assembly - Subtotal ($	 1,144	 )
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
	 (Spinning Star 48)
t
($	 2,286	 )	 n.
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
10--0212 Structure - Booster 1,153 ^b
10-0213 Thermal - Booster (Note 2)
10-021+ ?fain Propulsion - Booster 850
10-0215 RCS - Booster
.o
^(1 ate 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
10-0218 Electrical Poorer
	 Booster (Note 2)
10--0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal ($	 30,895	 )	 `
10-0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stage 7,586	 m^
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 2,008
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 165	 ry^
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,124
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,886
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage 226
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 10 ,683
10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 1,217	
^e
10-0200 Total Development Cost
'zC
$	 34,325
Notes:	 1. Mission A; Configuration No.	 I,	 Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 38, Clustered Solids-22 Star 17s
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 40, Clustered Solids - 4 Star 17s
Mission E; Configuration No.
	 39, Clustered Solids - 22 Star 17s
Mission F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid tandem - Spinning Star	 r`"
48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star	 r	 F,
48 is included there.
• B-51
L,_
TABLE 2 Page 12 of 15	 }
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SKEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION	 No. 60 - Combines Configurations No.
4 and 51	 (Solid/Solid Tandems) with
I	 (integral OMS) DDT&E COST
10-0201 Integration & Assembly -- Subtotal ( $	 2,009
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal (Spinning Star 48 and Star 17A) ($	 3,617	 ?
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 589
10--0212 Structure - Booster 1,461
10-0213 Thermal - Booster 55
10-021 + Main Propulsion - Booster 1,450
10-0215 RCS - Booster (Note 2)
10--0217 GN &C -- Booster 62
S	 .10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal (^	 y^ ^^q	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,708
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery Stage 820
10-0223 Thermal -- Delivery Stage 110
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 1,404
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,686
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm -- Del. Stage 211
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 6,494
:.	 10-0228 Electrical Power - Del. Stage 936
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 20,995
Notes: 1.	 Mission A; Configuration No.	 I,	 Integral OMS
Missions B, E, & E; Configuration No.	 4, Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning
Star 48/Star 37E
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 	 51, Solid/Solid Tandem - Star 17A/Star 1"
2.	 Development cost for these items are shown as part of WBS 10-0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost is included here for
Spinning Star 48.
B-52
ETABU 2	 Page 13 of 15	 _.
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
COMBINATION No. 61 - Combines Configurations
No. 41, 42, & 44 (Solid - Controllable
Pintle Nozzles) with No. 4	 Solid/Solid DDT&E COST
Tandem) and I WS)
10-0201 Integration & Assemb3,ry - Subtotal ($	 1,144	 }
10-0210 Booster - Subtotal
	
(Spinning Star 48) 2,286	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
10-0212 Structure - Booster 1 J53
10--0213 Thermal - Booster (Note	 _)
10-021+ Main Propulsion - Booster 850
10-0215 RCS -- Booster (Ngte 2)
10-0217 GN&C - Booster 62
10-0218 Electrical Power -- Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal 32,924
	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 4,557
10--0222 Structure - Delivery Stage 1,286
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage 165
10-022+ Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 13,104
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage 2,686
10--0226 Data. Mgt/Cormn -• Del. Stage 226
10-0227 GN&C - Delivery Stage 9,633
10-0228 Xlectrzcal Power -- De1. Stage 1,217
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 36,354
Note:	 1. Mission A; Configuration Edo.	 I, Integral	 OMS
Mission 3; Configuration No. 	 41, Pintle Solid-Large
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 	 44, Pintle Solid - Small
Mission E; Configuration Edo. 	 42, Pintle Solid - Large
Mission F; Configuration No. 4, Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning Star
48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS	 10-0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star A8












PION No. 62 - Combines Configurations No.
19, 20, 21 (Liquid Bipropellants) with
No. 4 (SolidISolid Tandem) and 1 --(0 S)
Integration & AssembLy - Subtotal
Booster -- Subtotal ( Sp innin g Star 48 & Star 37E)
Integration & Assembly - Booster
Structure - Booster
Thermal - Booster
Main Propulsion - Booster
RCS -- Booster
GN&C - Booster
Electrical Power - Booster
i
TA.BIE 2	 Page 14 of 15
LOW ENERGY STAGE STUDY
DDT&E COST SUMMARY SHEET
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
10-0220 Delivery Stage - Subtotal
10-0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stage
10-0222 Structure - Delivery Stage
10-0223 Thermal - Delivery Stage
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage
10-0226 Data Mgt/Comm - Del. Stage
10-0227 GN&C -- Delivery Stage




















10-0200 Total Development Cost 	 $	 24,445
Notes: 1. Mission A; Configuration No. I, Integral DMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 19, Star 37E/6 Tank Liquid Biprop
Missions C & D; Configuration No. 21, 4 Tank Liquid Biprop
Mission E; Configuration No. 20, Star 37E/4 Tank Liquid Biprop
Mission F; Configuration No. 4, Spinning Star 48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS-10-0212.
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star
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COMBINATION	 No. 65 - Combines Configurations No.'
23 and 25 (Liquid Biprops) with No. 4
(Solid/Solid Tandem) and No.	 I (OMS) DDT&E COST




	 (Spinning Star 48) L$ 	 )
10-0211 Integration & Assembly - Booster 221
10-0212 Structure - Booster 1,153
10-0213 Thermal -- Booster (Note 2)
10-0214 Main Propulsion - Booster 850
10--0215 KS -- Booster (Note 2)
10-0217 GN&C -- Booster 62
10-0218 Electrical Power - Booster (Note 2)
10-0220 Delivery Sta ge - Subtotal {	 20,203	 )
10-0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 2,966	 „.
10-0222 Structure -- Delivery 3 r e4,e 1,005
10-0223 'Thermal - Delivery StPuL 110
10-0224 Main Propulsion - Delivery Stage 6,904
10-0225 RCS - Delivery Stage , 1,343
10-0226 Data Mgt/Cowin - Del. Stage 211
10--022' GN&C -- Delivery Stage 6,494
10-0228 Electrical Power -- Del. Stage 1,170
10-0200 Total Development Cost $	 23,633
Notes:	 1. Mission A; Configuration No.	 I, Integral OMS
Mission B; Configuration No. 23, 8 Tank Liquid Biprop	 ••
Missions-C & 0; Configuration fro.	 25, 4 Tank Liquid Biprop
Missions E & F; Configuration Rio.	 4, Solid/Solid Tandem - Spinning Star
48/Star 37E
2. Development cost for these items is shown as part of WBS 10-0212-
A prorated amount of previous development cost for Spinning Star
48 is included there.
B-55
WBS NO. ---- `+ 10-0200 0-0200 10-0500
COMBO REFER EICE QUANTITY UNIT COST - $K COMBO DEV COST - 	 IC
;;0. 195SION CONFIG. PrR REF MISSION PER CONFIG PER BUY 20 UNITS PER BUY STAGE ASE(INCL 3 SETS)
A 1 17 17 19,784 8,524
B 23 38 44 8 1249 1436
48 C 25 32 54 9 1067 1205
D 25 22 - 1205
E 24 6 - 1436
F 27 10 10 7 2056 2412
A 1 17 17 50,362 19,502
B 9 38 38 9 976 1102
49 C 32 32 32 6 946 1136
D 51 22 22 4 992 1267
E 12 6 6 4 927 1184
F 4 10 10 7 1543 1.810
A 1 17 17 31,996 8,685
B 9 38 38 9 976 1102
50 C 10 32 54 9 937 1058
D 10 22 - 1458
E 4 6 16 11 1543 1690
F 4 10 - 1690
A 11 17 17 4 976 1247 35,839 8,685
B 9 38 38 9 976 1102
51 C 10 32 54 9 937 1058
D 10 22 1058
E 4 6 16 11 1543 1690
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TABLE 3
STAGE UNIT COST, STAGE DEVELOPMENT COST AND ASE COST FOR TASK 2 SCREENING
.,y
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TABLE 3
STAGE UNIT COST, STAGE DEVELOPMENT COST AND ASE COST FOR TASK 2 SCREENING
Y
WBS No. -----> 10-0200 0--0200 10--0500
COMMO REFER MICE QUA;ITITY UNIT COST - $K COMBO DEV COST --	 K
ITO. MISSION CONFIG. PER RE' MLSSIO111 PER CONFIG PER BUY 20 UNITS PER BUY STAGE ASE(TNCL 3 SETS)
A 26 17 17 4 1067 1363 23,514 8,524
B 23 38 44 8 1249 1436
C 25 32 54 9 1667 120552 D 25 22 1205
E 24 6 1436
F 27 10 10 7 2056 2412
A I 17 17 24,239 8,905
B 33 38 38 9 1476 1666
C 35 22 44 8 960 110353 D 36 22 1103
E 4 6 16 11 1543 1690
F 4 10 1690
A 34 17 17 4. 1074 1372 28,996 8,905
B 33 38 38 9 1476 1666
54 C 35 32 64 9 960 10840 36 22 1084
E 4 6 16 11 1.543 1690
F 4 10 1690
A I 17 17 24,586 8,524
B 23 38 38 9 1249 1410
C 25 32 54 9 1067 120555
D 25 22 1205
E 52 6 6 4 1835 2344
F 27 10 10 7 2056 2412
7
TABLE 3
STAGE UNIT COST, STAGE DEVELOPMENT COST AND ASE COST FOR TASK 2 SCREENING
WBS NO.---- 10-0200 0-0200 10-0500
COMBO REFER:	 iCE QUANTITY I UNIT COST r $K COMBO DEV COST --
	 K
N0. MISSION CONFIG. PER REF MISSION
	 PER CONFIG	 PER BUY 20 UNITS PER BUY STAGE ASE(INCL 3 SETS)
A 1 17	 1 , ,
B 12 38	 98	 9 927 1047
56 C 13 32 1047D 13 22 1047
E 13 6 1047
F 4 10	 10	 7 1543 1810
A I 17 17 '29,1281 7,466
B 41 38 38- 9 886 1000
57 C 42 32 60 10 940 1044
D 42 22 1044
i	E 42 6 1044
F 4 10 10 7 1543 1810
A 1 17 17 34,325 8,524
B 38 38 44 8 2458 2825
58 C 40 32 54 9 1084 1224
D 40 22 1224
E 39 6 2825
F 4 10 10 7 1543 1810
A I 17 17 20,995 8,102
B 4 38 54 9 1543 1742
60 C 51 32 54 9 992 1120
D 51 22 1120
E 4 6 1742
F 4 10 1742
Page 4 of 4
TABLE 3





WBS NO. ---> 10-0200 0-0200 10-0500
C0100 REFERENCE DUANTITY UNIT COST - $K COMBO AEV COST _	 K
NO. mISSION CONFIG. PER REF MISSION PER CONFIG PER BUY 20 UN'I'TS PER BUY STAGE ASE(TNCL 3 SETS)
A I 17 17 36,354 7,466
B 41 38 44 8 886 1018
61 £ 44 32 54 9 880 994D 44 22 994
E 42 6 1018
F 4 10 10 7 1543 1810
A I 17 17 24,445 8,702
B 19 38 38 - 9 1550 1750
62 C 21 32 54 9 952 1075
D 21 22 1075
E 20 6 6 4 1513 1932
F 4 10 10 7 1543 1810
A 1 17 17 23,633 8,524
S 23 38 38 9 1249 1410
65 £ 25 32 54 9 1067 1205D 25 22 1205
E 4 6 16 11 1543 1690
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PROPULSION DESCRIPTION MISSIONS CONFG.
LAUNCH APPROACH APPROACH CAPTURED NUMBERBOOSTER STAGE DELIVERY STAGE
EXISTING APPROACHES LIQUID NONE 1 OMs KIT NONE II
NONE TRS - 2 TANK C, D VIII
ADAPTATIONS OF EXISTING SOLID/SOLID SPINNING STAR STAR 26 B,C,D,E 48
APPROACHES TANDEM 48
SOLID/SOLID SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE B,C,D,E 3
TANDEM SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37S
SOLID/LIQUID SHORT NOZZLE-10$ 2 TANK MONOPROP E 29
OFF-LOAD SPINNING
STAR 48
NEW APPROACHES SOLID/SOLID STAR 26 STAR 26 C,D 8
TANDEM
SOLID/SOLID NONE FLAT PACK - 6 NONE 11
CLUSTER SHORT
NONE 7 STAR 17 MOTORS NONE 37
CONTROLLED SOLID NONE LIQUID QUENCH B,C,D,E 14
MOTOR
NONE PINTLE SOLID B,C,D,E 43
MOTOR-LARGE
NONE PINTLE SOLID C,D 45
MOTOR-SMALL
SOLID/LIQUID - - - NONE
LIQUID NONE 8 TANK BIPROP NONE 18
NONE 6 TANK BIPROP 11
NONE 4 TANK BIPROP " 26
NONE 8 TANK MONOPROP " 31









PROPULSION DESCRIPTION MISSIONS CONFG.
LAUNCH APPROACH APPROACH CAPTURED NUMBERBOOSTER STAGE DELIVERY STAGE
EXISTING APPROACHES LIQUID NONE TRS-4 TANK EXPENDED NONE XII
ADAPTATIONS OF EXISTING SOLID/SOLID-TANDEM SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 26 A,C,D,E 46
APPROACHES SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37F E,F 50
SHORT NOZZLE STAR 37-S A,C,D,E 1
SPINNING STAR 48
SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE E,F 4
SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37--F
SOLID/LIQUID SHORT NOZZLE-10% 4 TANK BIPROP E 15
OFF-LOAD SPINNING
STAR 48
SHORT NOZZLE-10% 4 TANK MONOPROP NONE 28
OFF--LOAD SPINNING
STAR 48
NEW APPROACHES SOLID/SOLID SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE E 5
TANDEM STAR 37F STAR 37F
SOLID/SOLID NONE FLAT PACK-6 LONG NONE 9
CLUSTER MOTORS
NONE 22 STAR 17 MOTORS E 38
CONTROLLED SOLID NONE LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR A,C,D,E 12
NONE PINTLE SOLID MOTOR A,C,D,E 41
SOLID/LIQUID STAR 37H 6 TANK BIPROP NONE 19
LIQUID NONE 8 TANK BIPROP E 23










APPROACH CAPTURED NUMBERBOOSTER STAGE DELIVERY STAGE
EXISTING APPROACHES LIQUID NONE 3 OWA KITS A IV
NONE MMS-PIS".-2 EXPENDABLE D VI
NONE TRS-2 TANK-RETRIEVED A. 0 Vill
ADAPTATIONS OF SOLIDISOLID SPINNING STAR 40 STAR 26 A, B, D, E 47
EXISTING APPROACHES TANDEM
SHORT NOZZLE STAR 37-S A, B, 0, E 2
SPINNING STAR 48
NEW APPROACHES SOLID/SOLID STAR 26 STAR 26 A. D 7
TANOE A STAR 17A STAR 17 0 51
SOLID/SOLID NONE FLAT PACK-4 SHORT 0 10
CLUSTER SHORT NOZZLES
NONE 4 STAR 17 MOTORS O 40
CONTROLLED NONE LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR A, B, D, E 13
SOLID
NONE PINTLE SOLID MOTOR A, B, O, E 42
LARGE





LIQUID NONE 4 TANK BIPROP D 17
NONE 4 TANK BIPROP D 21
NONE 4TANK BIPROP A, 0 25
(MODULAR)
NONE 4 TANK MONOPROP NONE 32











PROPULSION DESCRIPTION MISSIONS. CONFG.
LAUNCH APPROACH APPROACH CAPTURED 14'"ERBOOSTER TAGE DELIVE.Y STAGE
EXISTING APPROACHES LIQUID NONE MKS-PM-2-EXPENDED C VI
NONE TRS-2 TANK-RETRIEVED A,C VIII
SCOUT - - E,F XIII
ADAPTATIONS OF EXISTING SOLID/SOLfiD SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 26 A,B,C,E 47
APPROACHES TANDEM
SPINNING STAR 48 SHORT NOZZLE A,B,C,E 2
SHORT NOZZLE STAR 37S
NEW APPROACHES 50LID/SOLID STAR 26 STAR 26 A,C 7
TANDEM STAR 17 STAR 17A C 51
SOLID/SOLID NONE FLAT PACK-4 SHORT C 10
CLUSTER MOTORS
NONE 4 STAR-17 MOTORS C 40
CONTROLLED SOLID NONE LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR A,B,:C,E 13
NONE r,INTLQ SOLID MOTOR- A,B,C,E 42
LARGE
NONE PINTLE SOLID MOTOR- A,C 44
SMALL
SOLID/LIQUID - - -- NONE
LIQUID NONE 4 TANK BIPROP C 17
NONE 4 TAN: BIPROP C 21
NONE 4 TANK BIPROP A,C 25
(MODULAR)
NONE 3 TANK MONOPROP NONE 30












LAUNCH APPROACH. APPROACH CAPTURED NUMBERE009TER STAGE, STYG-E"
EXISTING APPROACHES SCOUT D,F X111
ADAPTATIONS OF EXISTING SOLID/SOLID SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 26 A,B,:C,D 47
TANDEM
SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37F B,F 49
SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE ; A,B,C,.D 2
SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37S
SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE B,F 4
SPINNING STAR 42 STAR 37r
SOLID/LIQUID SHORT NOZZLE^10% 4 TANK BIPROP B 16
OFF LOAD SPINNING
STAR 48
SHORT NOZZLE- 10% .2 TANK MONOP&)P A 29
OFF LOAD SPINNING
STAR 48
NEW APPROACHES SOLID/SOLID SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE B 6
TANDEM STAR 37F STAR 37F
SOLID/SOLID NONE 22 STAR 17 MOTORS B 39
CLUSTER
CONTROLLED SOLID NONE LIQUID QUENCH MOTOR A.,B,C,D 13
NONE PINTLE SOLID MOTOR A,B,C,D 42
LARGE
SOLID/LIQUID STAR 37E 4 TANK BIPROP NONE 20














NUMBERE O. TEY STAGE DELIVEny	 AG
EXISTING APPROACH SCOUT - - D.E XIII
ADAPTATION.OF EXISTING SOLID/SOLID SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37F B,E 49
APPROACHES TANDEM
SHORT NOZZLE SHORT NOZZLE B,E 4
SPINNING STAR 48 STAR 37F
SOLID/LIQUID SPINNING MM III 4 TANK BIPROP NONE 27,
NEW APPROACHES SOLID/SOLID - - - NONE
TANDEM
SOLID/SOLID . - - - NONE
CLUSTER
CONTROLLED. - - NONE
SOLID
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APPENDIX C
SCENARIO AND STAGE COST DATA
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APPENDIX C
TASK 6 COST DATA
Appendix C presents basic definition and cost information for the
scenarios considered in the cost benefits analysis (Task 6) of the LES study.
Basic cost data is shown to level 5, where applicable, for all new stage con-
cepts, existing/planned approaches and combinations of new and existing/planned
approaches.
The scenarios are identified in Table 1 as bipropellant scenarios
(B-1 through B-5), monopropellant scenarios (M-1 through ;4-4), existing/planned
approach scenarios (E-1 through E-5), and combination scenarios (C-1 through
C-4). The basic cost data is presented in this order of development (B-M-E-C).
Table 2 gi,res DDT&E costs for scenario classes B, M and C. No DDT&E
costs are separately identified for other scenarios.
Table 3 includes operations costs for all scenario classes.
Table 4 includes production costs for all existing/planned systems
and new stage concepts. New concepts are broken down to level 5 to give
maximum available detail.
Table 5 is the cost summary- for all considered scenarios. Costs Qre
sl=marized in DDT&E, Production and Operation categories for each of the config-
urations contained in the indicated scenario.. Additionally, the Shuttle charges
are itemized for payload and stage, and added to the supporting costs. The
Operations Supporting costs are made up of annual operational costs and unit
operational costs as itemized on Data Form A.
Table 6 contains the detail description for all scenarios. An expla-
nation of this table is contained in Volume IV, paragraph 7.4.2.
Table 7 presents a detailed cost buildup for the Scout ELV and STS
launch costs for payload 47. San Marco One and payload 32, Transit in support
of Table 7-XXIV of Volume IV.
Table 8 presents the ASE weight used with the TRS for each payload
group. The basic TRS ASE was not structurally adequate to support the TRS with
the payload attached. Therefore. the length and weight of the new LES ASE was
used for the TRS. The new LES ASE length and weight were less than_ -che length
and weight of TRS ASE and a payload support pallet.
Table 9 presents the user charge buildup for the principal scenarios.
These costs are entered into Table 5 where the total scenario costs are sum-
marized.
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TABLE I	 SCENARIO DEFINITION FOR BIPROPELLANTS
	
Pq. I of 4
Scenario Configuration Cargo Bay
No. Control No. Stage	 _ Installation ASE
B-1 25 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 8 Tank Horizontal New
68 4 Tank - 25/SSUS--D Vertical SSUS-D
69 4 Tank - 25/SSUS-A Horizontal SSUS-A
B--2 25 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 8 Tank Horizontal New
62 4 Tank Vertical New
66 4 Tank - 62/SSUS-D Vertical SSUS--D
67 4 Tank - 62/SSUS-A Horizontal SSUS--A
B-3	 25 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 8 Tank Horizontal New
56 4 Tank Vertical. New
57 12 Tank Vertical Ne--hr
68 4 Tank - 25/SSUS-D Vertical SSUS-D
69 4 'Tank - 25/SSUS-A Horizontal SSUS-A
B-4	 25 4 Tank Horizontal New
68 4 Tank Horizontal SSUS--AVertical SSUS-D
69 4 Tank -- 25/SSUS-A Horizontal SSUS-A
B-5	 25 4 Tank Horizontal New
62 4 Tank Vertical New
68 4 Tank - 25/SSUS-D Horizontal SSUS-AVex tical SSUS--D
69 4 Tank -.25 /SSUS-A Horizontal SSUS-A
Note: All scenarios include integral OMS
TABLE 7 SCENARIO DEFINITION FOR MONOPROPELLANTS
Scenario Configuration Cargo Bay
No. Control No. Stage Installation
M-1 35 2 Tank Horizontal
33 8 Tank Horizontal
70 2 Tank -35/SSUS-D HorizontalVertical.
71 Z Tank - 35/SSUS-A Horizontal
M-2 35 2 Tank Horizontal
33 8 Tank Horizontal
63 2 Tank Vertical
64 Z Tank - 63 /SSUS-D HorizontalVertical
65 2 Tank - 63 /SSUS-A Horizontal
M-3 35 2 Tank Horizontal
70 2 Tank - 35/SSUS-D HorizontalVertical
71 2 Tank - 35/SSUS-A Horizontal
M-4 35 2 Tank Horizontal
63 2 Tank Vertical
64 Z Tank - 63 /SSUS-D HorizontalVertical
65 2 Tank - 63 ,'SSUS-A Horizontal
A



































Control No. Stage ASE
E-1 VI MMS/PM--TI- Expendable* MMS
VIII TRS - 2 Tank - Retrievable NEW *'^
IX TRS - 4 Tank - Retrievable NEW
XM Scout -
XIV SST.IS-D - P/L #3 and #9 SSTJS-A
& D
E-2 VIII TRS--2 Tank - Retrievable NEW
IX TRS - 4 Tank - Retrievable NEW
XIIi Scout -
XIV SSUS-D - P/L #3 and #9 SSUS-A
& D















E-5 II - III -IV
Shuttle VI
Launch XIIX




TRS - 2 Tank - Retrievable 	 NEW
TRS - 4 Tank - Retrievable	 NEW
Scout
	 -
SSUS-D - P/L 1#1 3 and #9	 SSUS-A
€t D





Note: All Scenarios include integral OMS
For MMS payloads only
* The length and weight of the new LES ASE was used with the TRS as shown in
Table 8 of Appendix C because the TRS ASE cannot support the TRS with the











TABLE 1 SCENARIO DEFINITION FOR COMBINATIONS Pg.	 4 of 4
Scenario Configuration Cargo Bap
No. Control No. Stage Installation ASE	 j
C-] I Integral OMS
Z5 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 8 Tank Horizontal. New
XIII Scout -
C -Z I Integral. OMS -
Z5 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 8 Tank Horizontal New
62 4 Tank Vertical New
XIII Scout -
C-3 I Integral OMS
25 4 Tank Horizontal New
6Z 4 Tank Vertical. New
68 4 Tank -- 25/SSUS-D Horizontal SSUS-D
& Vertical SSUS-A
XIII Scout -
C-4 I Integral OW
VI MMS -- PM II Horizontal mms
25 4 Tank Horizontal New
23 S Tank Horizontal New
XIII Scout -
C-6
LES BASIO COST DATA
TABLE	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORM A	









COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF $
^a ^sTOT1tL NITAVG. U . —
10-0100 Project Management 4 - (~100) N/A 20 33
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N/A (16, 285) N/A 20 33
0201 Into ration & Assembly - . Vehicle 5 - - - --
0210 Booster Stage 5 - - -- ---
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 16,285 20 33
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage 5 1 819 20 33
OZ22 structure _	 e 1 1,691 16 33
0223 Thermal Sys tem 5 1 164 6 33
0224 Main Propulsion 5 2 7 516 -20 33
0225 Reaction Control System 5 2 Z.127 20 33
0226, ' Data. Management/Communications 5 2 19 'T 9
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 2 3, 111 12 24
0228 Electrical Power System. 2 838 18 26
10-0400 LESS stems En rg - LES/ASE Inte r 4 - (172) N/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne Support )Equipment 4 3 1^_^
.	
___ 12 17
0501 Inte^Tration & Assembly	 _ r 3 116' 12 17
0502 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 4,811 12 15
0503 Avionics - ASE 5 r	 3 ZOl 10 13
0504 Conerolss &^Displays .	 ^ M.S .- 3 243 10 14







r	 Y	 x	 ..`w+Y9^	 r'^:sel^-'	 '`^	 fL31.^.:^J	 ^	 ^^	 ^	 ^	 »,	 L_ -'-^
4s
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORM A
	









COSTS IN 1000'5 OF $	 .
Td TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10 -0600 Software 4 (	 570) NA
10-0700
0701










0702 Qualification Testine 5 - 484 12 2
0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Ground Support E ui ment 4 N/A 3,250) NIA 20 26
0801 Checkout 5 - Z.036 20 26
0802 Handling/Assembly/Servicing 5 - 1,914 20 26




















CODE	 WBS IDENTIFICATION	 LEVEL.	 UNITS	 TOTAL	 AVG. UNIT	 Td	 T
WBS	 N0. OF	 COSTS IN 1000'
10-0100	 Project Management	 4	 -	 100	 N A	 20	 33
10-0200	 LES Vehicle	 4	 N g	 (19.587)	 NIA 20 	 95
0201	 Inte;^ration & Assembl 	 - Vehicle	 5	 -	 -	 -	 -
0 210	 Boost er Stage	 5	 -»	 --	 -	 -
0220	 Deliver y Stage	 5	 1	 19,587
	
20	 33
0221	 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stage	 5	 1	 939	 20	 1
0222 .StructureC_ 	 e	 1-	 3,Z02	 1.6
0223	 The rmal System	 5	 1	 154	 6
0224
	 Main Propulsion	 5	 2	 9, 07Z	 20
m0225	 Reaction Control Syste	 5	
.2	 2, 127	 20	 3
0226
	 Data Management/ Communications	 5	 2	 19	 7	 7
0227	 Guidance,	 Navigation & Control	 5	 2	 3,11 1 	 lz	 24
0228	 Electrical Power System,	 5	 2	 53	 18	 26
10-0400	 LES Systems Engrg - LES/ASE Inte r	 4	 -	 172	 N/A	 20	 33
10'-0500	 Airborne Support E ui men	 4	 3	 5,371) JA	 12	 17
0501	 Integration &Assembly	 •_	 3	 116	 f	 12	 1
0502	 Structure & Mechanism	 5	 3	 4,81	 l2	 15
0503	 Avionics - ASE	 5	 3	 201	 10	 13
0504	 Controls & Displays	 5	 3	 243	 10	 14
n
LES BASIC COST DATA
NON-RECURRING DDT&E
5 OF $









































0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Ground Support Eq uipment 4 N A (	 3, 950) N A 20 z6
0801 Checkout 5 - 2,036 20 2.6
0802 Handling /As sembl /S ervicing 5 - 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Groand O erations 4 N/A I95) NIA
^k
12 18
0901 Log is tics/Training 5 - 91 12 18




LES BASIC COST DATA
NON-RECUR-ItING DDT&E









COSTS IN 1000'5 OF $
Td TTOTAL AVG. UNIT
I0-0100 Protect Management 4 l	 100) N A 20
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N A (30, 933) N/A 20 3
0201 Integration & Assembly - Vehicle 5 - - - -
0210 Boostdr Stage 5
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 30,933 ZO 33
0221 Integration &.Ass_embly 	 Del. Stage 5 1 1,099 20 33
0222 structure & w_^ 1 3,403 1313
0223 Thermal System 5 1 164 6 33
0224 Mai3 ► Propulsion 5 2 18,300 20 33
0225 Rea-::Lion Control S ystem 5 2 3j756 20 33
0226 Data. Management/ Communications 5 2 19 7 9
0227 Guidance Navi a tion & Control 5 2 3, 111 12 24
0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 1	 081 18 26
10-1400 LES Systems Engrg - LES/ASE Integr 4 - (172) N/A 20 3s^
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipment-- 4 3 5-371). N A 1z 17
0501 Inte gr ation & Assembly_ 3 116 12 17
0 502 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 4,811 12 15
0 503 Avion ics - ASE 5 3 201 1 10 13
0504 Concrols & Displays 5 3 243 a 1	 10 14
1..
LES BASIC COST DATA









COSTS IN 10OO'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 570) N A 20' 24
10-0700 S sle-rz Test & Evaluation 4 if /A (	 3,270) N/A 12 24
0701 Development Testing' 5 - 2,327 12 24
0702 Qualification	 e tin 5 824 12 24
0703 1 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Groand Support Equipment 4 NIA 3,950) NIA 20 26
0801 Checkout 5 - 2,036 20 26
0802 Han-fling/Assembl /Servicin 5 - 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Ground Operations 4 N/A {	 195) N/A 12 18
0901 Log is tics/Training 5 - 91 12 18
0903 Field Su	 ort 5 - 104 10 I
Al.
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E
nATA FnRM A

















10 -0100 Project Mar agement _ -_-^_ 4 - (	 100) 1V A 20 33
10-0200 i LES Vehicle 4 N/A (14,4501N/A
0201 Integration & Assembly 	 Vehicle 5 - -
0210 Boo ster Stage 5
-i -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 ? 14,41)0 20 33
0221 Inte nation &: Assembly 	 Del. Stage 5 1 762 20 33
0222 &t	 e	 i._S tructur e 1 1 , 442 16 33
0223 Thermal Sys tern 5 1 164 6 ,3
0224 Main Propulsion 5 2 6,449 20 33
0225 Reaction Control S ystem 5 2 2,001 20 33
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 2 19 7 9
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 1	 2 3, ill 12 24
0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 502 18 26
10-0400 LES Systems Engrg - LES /ASE Integr. 4 - (17Z) _____ N A 20
10-•0500 Airborne Support Eq uipment 4 3 5 371 N^A 12 17
0501
0502
_Inte g r ation & Asse mbly









0503 Avi[!nice - ASE 5 1	 3 201 10 13




Ate. R „fl 04
TABLE 2
DATA FORM A


























10-0700 S s t:em Test & Evaluation 4 N/A (	 1, 855) N A 12 24
0701 Develo pment Testing 5 - 1,251 12 24
0702 QuaLlfication Yestin g 5 484 12 24
0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Ground Support Equipment 4 N A 3,950) N/A 20 -f 26
0801 Checkout 5 - 2 036 20 2
0802 Han King /Ass emblX/Servicing 5 - 1, 214 20 26
10-0900 Ground Operations 4 NIA 195 N/A. 12 18
0901
0903












LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NpN -RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORM A
	




















10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N/A 15, 853 N A 20 3
0201 Inte ration &Assembl 	 -Vehicle 5 - - -
0210 Booster Stage
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 (15, 85'3) 20 33







e ,^ 1 2,29 6 16 33
0223 Thermal System 5 1 164 b 33
0224 Main Propulsion 5 1	 2 6, 748 20 33
0225 Reaction Control s ystem 5 2 2,001 20 33
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 2 1'9 7 9
OZZ71 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 2 3,1111 12 24
022$ Electrical Power System 5 2 710 18.1 26
10-0400 LESS stems Engrg - LES/ASE Inte r. 4 - 172 N/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne SLID port Equigment 4 3 5	 371 N A 12 17
0501 jZLejzration & Assembly 3 116 12' 1	 1
0502 Structure & Mechanism. 5 3 1	 4,811 12 ' 15
0503 Avionics - ASE 5 3 201 10 13
0504 Conerols & Displays 5 3 24.3 10 14
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORM A









COSTS IN 100O'S OF
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 570) N A 20 24
10-0700 S stem Test & Evaluation 4 N A (	 2,096) NIA 12 24
0701 Development Testing 5 - 11492 12 24
0702 Qualification	 estina 5 484 12 24
0703 Moc kups 5 1 120 10 15
10--0800 Gro und Support Equipment 4 N/A f	 3,950) N/A 20 26
0801. Checkout 5 2,036 20 2.6
0802 Handling/Assembly/Servicin 5 - 1,914 20 Z6
10-0900 Ground O erations 4 N/A 195 N A 12 1$
0901 Logistics /Trainin 5 - 91 12 18
09031 Field SuRport 5 - 104 10
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E








COSTS IN '1000'S OF $
Td T
T TAL ^AVG. UNIT
10-0100 Project Management . 4 - 100 NIA Zp
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N A (14, 763) N/A_ 2p 3
0201 Inte g ration & Assembly - Vehicle 5 - - - -
0210 Booster Stage
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 14,763	 1 22 33
0221 Integr ation & Assembly - Del. Stage 5 3 733 22 33
0222 Structur e &	 e 1 2 06 1 33
0223 Thermal System 5 1 164 b 33
0224 Main Propulsion 5 2 6,864 22 33
0225 Reaction Control System 5 2 1, 178 20 33
0226 Data Management / Communications 5 2 19 7 9
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 2 3	 111 12 24
0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 625 18 26
10-0400 LES Systems Enter	 - LES/ASE Into r 4 - 172) N/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipment 4 3 5	 371 N A 12 17
050 1 Inteisration & Assembly 5 3 116 12 17
0502 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 4,811 _ 12 15
0503 Avionics - ASE 5 3 201 10 13
0504 Conrrols & Displays 5 3 243 10 14
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON.-RECURRING DDT&E








COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 570) N A 20 24
10-0700 S stem Test & Evaluation. 4 N A (	 2,036) N/A 12	 1 24
0701 Development Testing 5 - 1,43Z 12 24
0702 Qual.ificaLion	 es tin 5 '- 484 12 24
0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10
15.
10-0800 Ground Supeort E ui ment 4 N A (	 3,950) N/A 20 26
0801 Checkout 5 2,036 20 2.6
0802 Handling /Assembl /Servicin 5 - 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Gro.ind Operations 4 N/A (	 195) N/A 12 18
0901 Log is tics/Training _ 5 - 91 12 18




LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON-RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORM A








COSTS IN ]OOO'S OF $
Td T
TOT11l. AVG. UNIT
10-0100 Project Management 4 - (	 100) N A on 14
10.- OZOO LES Vehicle 4 N/A (15, 707) N/A
0201 Inte ration & Assembly - Vehicle 5 - - - -
0210 Booster Stage 5 - - - -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 1°5 707 22 33
0221 Integration & Assembly 	 Del, Stage 5 1 778 ZZ 33
OZZZ true ure	 e 1 2, 069 33
0223 Thermal System 5 1 164 6 33
OZ24 Main Propulsion 5 2 7,765 22 33
OZZ5 Reaction Control S ystem 5 .2 1,176 20 33
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 2 19 7 9
0227 Guidance, Navi ation & Control 5 2 3,111 12 24
02281 Electrical Power System 5 a 63, 18 Z
10-0400 LES Systems Engrg - LES /ASE Integr 4 (172) N/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipmenj 4 3 5,371) N/A 12 17
0501 Intepration & Assembly 5 3 116 12 17
0502 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 4 811 12 15
0503 Avionics - ASE 5 3 201 10 13
0504 Cone rols & Disp lays 5 3 Z43 10 14
il
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 2	 NON--RECURRING DDT&E
DATA FORK A	 SCENARIO NO. M-2









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 57 0 ) N A 20 24
10-0700 System Test & Evaluation 4 NIA	 1 (	 1, 782) NIA 12 24
0701 Development Testing 5 -- 1,107 12 24
0702 Quatification legting 5 w 554.5 12 24
0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15•
10-0800 Ground Su22ort Equipment 4 N A 3,950) NIA 20 26
0801 Che ckout 5 2,036 20 2.6
0802 Handling /Assemhi /Servicin 5 - 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Ground O erations 4 N/A (	 195) N/A 12 18
0901 Logistics /Trainin 5 91 12 18




DATA FORM A	 SCENARIO NO. M_3
LES BASIC COST DATA








COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TTOT14L AVG. UNIT
10-0100 Project Management 4 - ^ 100 N/A 20
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 NIA (11, 323) NIA 20
0201 Integration & Assembly 	 Vehicle 5 - - -
GZ10 Boo ster Stage 5 - - - -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 11,328 22 33
0221 Integration & Assembly - - Del. Stage 5 1 635 22 33
0222
0223












0224 Main Propulsion 5 2 4, s29 2Z 33
0225
0226












0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 2 3,111 12 24
02281 Electrical Power System 5 2 442 18 26
10-0400 LESS stems Engrg - LES/ASE Inte r. 4 172 l\T/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipment 4 3 5.371) N A 12 17
0501 InEeiy,_rati.on & Assembly 5 3 116 12 1
0502 Structure & Mechanisrn 5 3 4,811 12 15
0503 Avionics - ASE 5 3 Z01 10 13
0504 Controls & Dis la s 5 3 243 10 14
Pg. 16 of 26









COSTS IN 1OOO'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 570) N/A 20 24
10°-0700 System Test & Evaluation 4 K/A (	 1,804) N/A 12 24
0701 Development -Testing 5 - 1,200 1-2 24
0702 QuaLificatiorl Jestin g 5 484 12 24
0703 Mockups 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Ground Su
	
art Equipment 4 N A (	 3, 950) N/A 20 26
0801 Che ckout 5 - 2, 036 20 z6
0802 Han-3ling/Assembl /Servicin 5 - 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Ground Operations 4 N/A 195 N/A 12 1$
0901 Lo is tics /Training 5 - 91 12 18
0903 Field Support 5 - 10 1
Qi
v•v





c4 r..F.NA R Yn Nn- M-4
	






NO. OF	 COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
UNITS	 TOT11L 	 ^AVC. UNIT Td
T
10-0100 Project Management 4 -	 100 N/A
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N/A	 (1z'080)_ N A 20 . 1 33
0201 rnte ration & Assembly - Vehicle 5 -
OZ10
-
Booster Stage 5 --	 - -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1	 12.080 22 33












0224 Main Propulsion 5 2	 4,743 2Z 33
0225 Reaction Control System 5 1,176 20 33
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 2	 19 7
0227 Guidance,	 Navigation & Control 5 2	 3, 111 12 24
0228 Electrical Power 5 rsstem 5 2	 505 18 26





Ai -borne Support EguiRn	 n
































COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF $
id TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1 (	 570) N A 20' 24
10-0700 System Test & Evaluation 4 N/A {	 1,981) N A 12 24
0701 Develo ment Testin g ' 5 - 1,377 12 24
0702 Qualification	 esting 5 - 484 12 24
0703 Mockups 5 120 10 15
10-0800 Groand Su	 art E' ui ment 4 _N/A 3 950 N/A 20 26
0801 Checkout 5 1 2 036 20 26
0802 Han iling/Assembl /Servicin 5 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Groand Op orations 4 N/A 195 N LA 12 18
0901 Logistics/Training 5 91 12 1$
0903 Field Suo port 5 104 10 13
;i
LES BASIC COST DATA
NON-•RECURRING DDT&E
SCENARIO NO. C-1	 Pa_ 79 of 26
WBS WBS NO. OF COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
CODE WBS IDENTIFICATION LEVEL UNITS TOTAL AVG. UNIT Td T
. 10 -01001 1 Protect Management 4 - 10 NIA 20
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 W/A (12, 039) N/A 20 33
0201 Integration & Assembly 	 Vehicle 5 - - -
t
0210 Booster Stage 5
0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 12,039 20 33
OZ21 Intel;ration & Assembly 	 Del. Stage 5 1 660 20 33
022"? _structure &	 e 1 1,387 16 33
0223 Thermal Sys tern 5 1 164 6 33
i 0224 Main Propulsion 5 2 5,548 20 33
v
0225 Reaction Control System 5 2 625 20 33
0226 Data. Management/Communications 5 2 19 7
0227 Guidance,	 Navigation & Control 5 2 3,111 12 24
0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 525 18 26i.
10-0400 LES Systems Engrg - LES/ASE Inte r 4 - 172 N/A 20 33
10-0500 Airborne Support Equipment 4 3 5,371) NI 12 17
0501 Inter}ration & Assembly 3 116 12 1	 1
0502 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 4.811 12 15
0503 Avionics -- ASE 5 3 201 10 i3
i
0504 Controls & Displays 5 3 243 10 14
L















COSTS IN 7000'S OF $
TOTAL	 AVG. UNIT	 Td Ts
10-0600 Software 4 1 570 N A	 20 24
10-0700 System Test & Evaluation 4 N/A 120381 N/A	 12 24
0701 Development Testing 5 - 678 12 24
0702 uaLification Testin g 5 -- 240 12 24
0703 Mocku p s 5 1 120 10 15
10-0800 Groand Su2port Equipment 4 N A 3,950) N/A	 zz 26
0801 Checkout 5 2,036 20 26
0802 Han3ling/Assemhl /Servicin 5 1,91_4 20' 26
20
10-0900 Gro•ind O erations 4 NIA (	 195) N A	 12 18
0901 Log is ti cs /Training 5 9 1 12 18




LES BASIC COST DATA
NON-RECURRING DDT&E
SCENARIO NO. C-2









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0100 Protect Management 4 - i00 N A
10--0200 LES Vehicle 4 N/A (1+,319) N/A
10--0201 Vehicle Integration and Assembly 5
10-0210 Booster Stage 5
10-0220 Delivery Stage 5 1 14,319 20 33





5 1 2,241 16 33
5 1 164 6 33
10-022+ Main Propulsion 5 2 6, 564 20^ 33
10-0225 Reaction Control System 5 2 750 20 33
10-0226 Data Management & Communications 5 2 19 7 9
10-0227 Guidance Navigation and Control 5 2 3,111 12 24
10-0228 Electrical Power System 5 2 733 18 26
10-0300 Facilities' 4 -- ---_ 20 33


































LES BASIC COST DATA	 I
TABLE 2	 NON-RE01URRING,. DDT&E
DATA FORMA SCENARIO NQ. C .3 Pg 23::0f ;26
4JE3 s WaS -NO.. OF COSTS Its 1 o00' S .OF $
CODE IDENTIFICATION LEVEL. UNIT'S.. TOT11L AVC. UNIT '.	 d
10-
. 0100 Project.	 ana etizent 4 (	 I00}	 ., TTA µ 20
3.10-OZOO LES Vehicle 4; HA (14,:.376)
0201 Inite ration &.Assembly- Vehicle 5
.0210 Boostdr Stage
02z q Delivery Stage: 5. 14;.376 2p 33
0221 Integration' & Assembly	 Del. Stage 5.. ]. 750. 20 33>






0223 Thermal Sys tem 5 i; 164 b 33.
v 0224 Main Propulsion 5 !	 2 5•, 325, 20 33
0225 Reaction Control Systean 5 2. 2,:001 ZO 7
0226 Data Manage ment/Commux^icatior^s
5.. 2
19 7 ;9
0227 Guidance 	 Navigation & Control 5 2 3,11 1 12 24.
022$ Electr ical Power S stem' 5	 . 2 710 18 26	 7{
s33
i1 0-040 0 LES Systems Engrg- LESIASE In.te r. 4. - 172 NI:4 20°.
1710-0500 Airborne Su	 art E ui men 4 3 5 371 ^ A' 12 "
0501 1	 Inteiration & A ssembly 3 116 12 17
.05021 Structure & Mechanism 5 3 48811 15
0503 Avionics - ASE
	
-
5 3 201 10 13






L	 L . _-	 ^^ -r .n	 ^..--....J -	 ^--t.	 l...v.^_^	 ^....	 :J	 . L.....^.•..nl.	 '.Y-ia^•.;	
. 
^w :^.il	 Kiw^.i-i _
	
V--al
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE. 2 NON"=-RECURRING `DDT &E
DATA TOW A SC NARIO NO... C:-3. Pg	 24 of 26
WBS wBS NO. OF COS3S.IN ] 600' s of	 :
CODE .WB5-IDENTIFICATION LEVEL 'UNITS TOTAL " AM lfA Td T.
1.0- 0600 Software 4 570) 20 24
10 -0700 S sa:em Test & Evaluation. 4 N A L 1 8691 . N A -12 2^F-
0701 Develo ment Testing .5. .11196.
fl7fl2 ug lification	 estin 5 .'4$4. 12 24:
O'`T03 Mockups ... 5 ^ . 120. 10 15'
10-0800 Ground. Support Equipment 4 N A ( 3 g50) N/A 20.' 26:
0801 Checkout S 2	 3b 20 2'
.0802 Han.3li,ng/Assembl , /Servicin 5	 . 1,'914 20 26
1:0 -0900 Ground Operations 4 N/A L95. N/A- 12 18
0901 Logistics /Trainin 5 9.1: iz. 7$









COSTS IN 1000'S OF
UNITS	 TOTAL	 AVG. UNIT	
Td	 T
10-0100 Project Management 4 -	 100 20
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 N A
	 fiz. og ) 20	 3
OZ01 Integration & Assembly 	 Vehicle 5 -












0222 ^ tructure 8^e^} ►anirzl ]. 33
0223 The.rmal System 5 1	 164 6	 33











OZZ7 Guidance, Navi ation & Control 5 2	 3	 lil. 12	 Z4
0228 Electrical Power System 5 2	 525 18	 Z6




in" t j7, ration & -Assembly
4 3	 5,371)
3	 116
N A	 12	 17
12	 17





















COSTS IN 1000'S OF
^d TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0600 Software 4 1
_L_5701_. 20 24
10-0700 System Vest & _evaluation 4 N/A 1,038) N/A 12 24
0701 Develo meat Testing 5 - 678 12 24
0702 Oualification TesLing 5 240 12 24
0703 Mockups - 5 1 10 15
10-0800 Ground Support E ui ment 4 N A 3,950) N/A 2;9 26
0801 Checkout 5 - Z 036 0 26
0802 Handling /Asset b ly IServicin 5 1,914 20 26
10-0900 Ground Operations 4 NIA 1- 95] N/A 12 18
0901 Log is tics /Training 5 - 91 I? 18



















COSTS IN 1000'S OF $ .
Td ^^TOTAL AVG. UNIT
20--0000 Space Shuttle 3 112 N/A N/A.
20-0100 User's Charge--Cast/haunch 4 112
20.0200 'arbiter integration -
Cost/Launch 4 112 (2016)	 1 (	 18)
10-0100 Project Management -
Annual Cost 4 10 (5000) (500.0)
10-0400-- System -fngineera.ng
 and Integration 4
Cost Launch
112 ( 16,072) 143.5Annudl Cost
10 5 800 (580,0)
10--0+01 LESS stems En r 5 5
Cost/Launch 112 12,264 109.5
Annual Cost 10 3, 800 380.0
10--0 +02 LES/ASE Integration
Cost/Launch 5 112 1,904 17.0
10-0403 LES/Payload Integration
Cast/Launch 5 112 1,904 17.0
io-0404 Sustaining Engineering
Annual. Cost 5 10 2'000, 200.0
4
*NOTE User's Charge is stage, payload, and missiot depen ent.	 S e Form 5.
..Y




LES BASIC COST DATA
FOR OPFRATIONS









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
fd	
TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0900 Cround Operations — 4
Cost./Launch 112 (16, 374) (	 146.2)
Annual Cost 10 (11,733) (1173.3)
10-0901 Logistics/'gaining -»
Cost/Launch 5 112 1,008 9.0
10-7-V02 Spares Repair Parts
----U0-S-:b/LauncYi
5 112 Z,800 25.0
10-0903 Field Support 5
Cost/Launch 112 12,566 11Z.2
Annual Cost (Prior to 1983) 1 617.5 617.5
Annual Cost (1983 and Sub) 9 11,115 1235. 0
10-»1000 Flight Operations
















COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
20-0000 Space Shuttle 3 99 N/A N/A
20-0100 User's Charge - Cost/Launch 4 99
20-0200 Orbiter Integration - Cost/Launch 4 99 (1,782) (18) -
10-0100 Project Management - Annual Cost 4 (9,500) 1000.0
Annual Cost - PM II 9 4,500 500.0
Annual Cost - TRS 10 5,000 500.0
10-0400 System Engineering and Integration 4.
Cost/Launch 99 (14,207) (143.5)
Annual Cost (11,020) (1060.0)
10-0401 ' Systems En ineerin 5
Cost/Launch 99 10,841 109.5
Annual Cost - PM I I 9 3,420 380.0
Annual Cost - TRS 10 3,800 380.0
10-0402 1 ASE Inte ration -- Cost/Launch 5 99 1 683 17.0
10--0403 Payload Inte ration -Cost Launch 5 99 1.683 17,0
10-0404 Sustaining Engineering 5
Annual Cost - PM II 1	 9 11800 200.0




	 User's Char a is stag, _p yj ad, and mission ,
10






.;	 BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 3	 FOR OPTRATIONS
DATA FORM A
	








N0. OF	 caws IN 10on's O F $
UNITS	 TOTAL	 AVG. UNIT rd Ts
10-0900 Ground Operations -- 4
Cost/Launch 99	 (14,474) (146.2)
Annual. Cost 1 0 	(11,733) (1173.3)
10-0901 Logistics/Training -^
5
Cost/Launch 99	 891 9.0
1.--U-6402 Spares Repair Parts 5
os1;/ aunt i 99	 2,475. 25.0
10--0903 Field Support 5
Cost/Launch 99	 11,108 112.2
Annual Cost (Prior to 1983) 1	 617.5 617.5
Annual. Cost (1983 and Sub) 9	 11,115 1.235.0
10-1000 flight Operations 4
Cost Launch 99	 (2971 3.0
SSUS	 Service Char es 3 (2,850)
+ Mission Oriented Analys is -- Cost/Mission 2	 1,500 750
















COSTS IN 1000'S of $
T TAL
	 AVG. UNIT	 Td Ts
20-0000 Space Shuttle 3 99 N/A N/A
20-•0100 Users Charge-Cast/Launch 4 99
20-0200 Orbiter Integration - 4
Cost/Launch 99 1,782) (18.0)
10-0100 Project Management -- 4
Annual Cost 10 (5,000) (b00.0)








10-0401 Systems Engineering 5
Cost/Launch 99 10,841 109.5
Annual Cost 10 3)80 0 380.0
10--002 ASE Integration 5
Cost/Launch 99 1,683 17.0
10--0+03 Payload Integration 5
Cast/Launch 99 1,683 17.0
10-0 0 Sustaining Engineering 5
Annual Cost 10 2,000 200.0
*NOTE User=s Charge is stage, payload, and mdssiom depen ent,












	 N0. OF	 COSTS IN ] 000 `S OF $ 'iii
c^
Ew
CODE	 14BS IDENTIFICATION	 LEVEL	 UNITS	 TOTAL	 AVG. UNIT	 rd	 TS
10-0900	 Ground Operations - 	 4
Cost/Launch	 99	 (14,474)	 (146,2)
Annual Cost	 10	 11,733	 11.73.3)
10-0901
	 Logistics/Training -	 5
Cost/Launch	
99	 891	 9.0




	 Field Support	 5
Cost/Launch	 99	 11,108	 112.2
Annual. Cost (Prior to 1983)
	 617.5	 617.5
Annual. Cost (1983 and Sub)	 g
	 11 ,115	 12355.0





SSUS	 Service Charges	 3	 2850
Mission Oriented. Analysis - Cost/Mission 	 2	 1500	 750





















COSTS IN 1000'S OF $ .
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
SSUS	 Service Charges 3 35,250
Mission Oriented Analysis - Cost/Mlssi n 17 12,750 750
Launch Oriented Analysis - Cost/Launch 50 22,500 450









1000 1 S OF $










20--0200 Orbiter Integration - 4
Cost/Launch 49 (882) (18.0)
10-0100 Project Management - 4
Annual Cost 10 (5,000) (500.0)
10-0 00 System 1ngineering and Integration 4
Cost Launch 49. (7,032) (143.5)
10 (5,800) (580.0)
10--O4OI Systems Engineering 5
Cost/Launch 49 5,366 109,5










Annual Cost 10 2,000 200.0
Y














•	 TABLE 3 u SCENARIO E-4











COSTS IN 1 000'S of $
^d T^
 TOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0900 Ground. operations - 4
Cost/Launch 4 16 146 .2
Annual Cost 10 (11,733) (1173.3)
10-0901 Logistics/Training - 5
Gast /Launch
49 441 9.0
10-0402 Spares Repair Rexts
5
co, ; :L7—N1 ncW— 49 1225 25.0
10-0903 Field Gtrp_ ar L 5
Cost1Lsunch 149 5498 112.2
Annual Cost ( prior to 19B3) 1 617.5 517.5
Annual Cost (1983 and Sub) 9 11115 1235.0
10.1000 Flight Operations 4
Cost I;aunch
4 ;.4 3.0
SSUS	 Ser-,rice Charges 3 (1,200)
Mission Oriented Analysis - Cost/Mission 1 T20 750
Laimch Oriented Analysis - Cost/Launch 1 450 450
3
TABLE 3











COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
^d TsTOTAL AVB. UNIT
20-0000 Space Shuttle 6 N/A N/A
20-0100 User's CYxarge-Cost/Launch 4 36
20-0200 'Orbiter Integration - 4
Cost/Launch 36 (648) (18.0
10-03.00 Project Management - 4
Annual Cost 9 (4500) (500.0)
System Engineering and Integration10-0400 4
Cost Launch 36 (5166) ( 1 	 3.5)
nnual MEE 9 (5220) (580.0)
10-o4ol S.yste s Engineering 5
Cost/Launch 36 394 2
 102 .5
Annual Cost 9 3420 380.0
to-0+02 ASE Integration 5
Cost/Launch 36 612 17.0
10-o4O3 Payload Integration 5
Cost/Launch 36 612 17.0





















COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
^d TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0900 Ground Operations - 4
Cost/Launch 36 (5263) (146,2)
Annual Cost 9 (11115) (1235)
10-0901 Logistics/Training - 5
Cost /Launch
36 324 9.0
10-5402 Spares Repair Parts 5
osR7 a`un`ch
35 900 25.0
10-0903 Field Support 5
Cost/Launch 36 4039 112.2
Annual Cost (Prior to 1983) 0 0 617.5
Annual Cost (19 83 aLd Sub) 11115 123
10-1006 Flight Operations 4
Cost Launch
36 (108) '(3.0)
SSUS	 Service Charges 3 24,450
Mission Oriented Analysis - Cost/Mission 11 8,250' 750
















COSTS IN 1000-S OF $
IF
TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-000 Scout Operations	 - Annual Cost 3 4 (19,244 4811.0
Pro ram Management 4 4 4,400 1100.0
Systems Engineerin g 4 1,800 450.0







Production Supp ort 1,200 300.0
Standardization and Configuration Contr ol 4 4 800 200.0
_ Logisti cs Management
_4_ _-4 388 97.0
Field Services Support
 4 4 6,216 1554 ,Q
Systems Research and Development 4 4 1,600 400.0
Launch Site Su2port
	 ^ 4 4 400 100.0
Range Charges 4 4 280 70.0
















COSTS IN 1000'S OF $ .
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
20-000 Scout Launch Charges -- Per Launch 3 11 (16,987) (4272)
Scout Hardware & Launch Service 4 11 1 1,987 3817
Vehicle Hardware & Processing 5 11 37,719 3429
Mission Integration 5 11 44o 1+0
Preflight Planning 5 11 330 30
Data Reduction and Analysis 5 11 660 60
Shipping 5 11 275 25
Contractor Incentive 5 11 1100 100
DCASO 5 11 363 33
Range Charges 5 11 1100 100
Additional Scout Charges 4 4 _000 1250-0
San Marco Range Services 5 4 -1000 1000.0
Scout Fifth Stage 5 2 1000 500.0
LES BASIC COST DATA
FOR OPERATIONS







COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
TU T^
TOTAL-- AVG. UNIT
20-0000 Space Shuttle 3	 10 N/A N/A
20-0100 User's Charge-Cost/Launch 4	 103
20-0200 Orbiter Integration -
Cost/Launch 4	 103 (1 ,85+) (18)
10-0100 Project Management -
Annual. Cost	 ^ 4	 lO (5,000) (500,0)
System Engineering and integration 	 ^10-0 00 4
Cost Lauriciz
 103 (14,781) (1+3.5)
AfinuKl Cosh" 10 (5,800) (580.0)
10-0+01 LES Systems Engineering- 5
Cost/Launch 103 11,279 109.5_
Annual Cost -	 _ 10 3,800^ 380.0
10-0+02 LES/ASE Integration
Cost/Launch 5	 103 1,751 17.0
10-0403 LES/Payload Integration
Cost/Launch 5	 103 1,751 17.0
10-0404 Sustaining Engineering
Annual Cost 6	 10 2,000 200.0




LES BASIC COST DATA
FOR OPERATIONS









COSTS IN 1000'5 OF $
Id TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0900 Ground Operations -
Cost/Launch 4 103 (15,059) ( 1 +6.2)
Annual Cost 4 10 (11,733) (1,173.3)
10-0901 ` Logistics/Training -
Cost/Launch 5 103
	 1 927 9.0
10- 2 Spares Repair Parts
os t 7 LauncF1 103 2,575 25.0
10-0903 Field Support 5
Cost/Launch 103 11,557 112.2
Annual Cost ( prior to 1983) 1 617.5 617.5
-- Annual Cost (.1983 and Sub) 9 11,115 1,235.0
10-1000 F1.ight Operations
Cost Launch 4 103 (309) (3)
TABLE 3
DATA FORM A









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
20-0000 Space Shuttle 3 78 N/A N/A
20-0100 User's Charge-Cost/Launch 4 78 #
20-0200 Orbiter Integration -
Cost/Launch 4 78 (1404) {	 18)
10-0100 Project Management --
Annual Cost 4 10 (5000) (500.0)
System Engineering and Integration10-0 00
C6s-7Launch 4 78 (11, 193) (143.5)
Annual Cost (5800) (580.0)
10-0401 LES Systems Engineering 5
Cost/Launch 78 8541 109.5
Annual Cost 10 3800 380.0
10-0402 LES/ASE Integration
Cost/Launch 5 78. 1326 17.0
10-0403 LES/Payload Integration
Cost/Launch 5 78 1326 17.0
10-0404 Sustaining Engineering
Annual Cost 5 10 2000 200.0







COSTS IN 1000-S OF $
Td T^TOTAL AVG. UNIT



















Cost/LauncYi 5 78 1,950 25.0
10-0903 Field. Support
Cost/Launch









Annual Cost (1983 and Sub)
Flight Operations
9 11,115 1235.0
Cost Launch 4 78 (	 234) (	 3)
P9. 1 7 of 19
n
r


















COSTS IN I000'S OF $ .
Td T5TOTAL AVG. UNIT
20-000 Scout Launch Charges - Per Launch 3 10 (43,170 hjlfl
Scout Hardware & Launch Services 4 10 38,170 3,817
Vehicle Hardware & Processing 5
	 1 10 3+,290 3,429
Mission Integration 5 10 400 4o
Preflight Planning 5 10 300 30
Data Reduction & Analysis 0 6 0 60
Shipping 5 10 250 2
Contractor Incentive 5 10 1,000 100
DCASO 5 10 330 33
Range Charges 5 10 1,000 100
Additional Scout Charges 4 1+ 1	 5,000 1,2 0.0
San Marco Range Services 5 4-,boo 11000.0




















COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT




Program Management 4	 Y 3^ 3,300 1100.0
J Systems Engineering 4 3 1,350 450.0 +
_ Reliability and Quality Control 4 3 1,500 500.0
Production Support 4 3 900 300.0
Standardization and Configuration Control
_ 4 w 3
600 200.0
Logistics Management 4 3 291 97.0
Field Services Support 4 3 4,662 1554.0
Systems Research and Development 4 3 1,200 400.0
Launch Site Support 4 3 300 100.0
Range Charges 4 3 210 70.0




TABLE 14	ALL CONFIGURATIONS - EXISTING/PLANNED SYSTEMS
DATA FORMA













COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td Tom.TOTAL AVG. UNIT
10--000 SSUS-D






















For Scenario B-1 
	 _ _ _._ 3 _25 _24,4252 	 _
For Scenario E-5 3 36 35,172 977
10-000 TRS-2 Tank
For Scenarios E-1, E-2, E-4 CostjUni t
For Scenario E-1
	
















	 Cost/ R & R







For Scenarios E-1 	 E-2 z
 E-4	 Cost Unit 3 1 11 ,000
For Scenarios E-1, E_2T
	 Cost/R & R 3 11 6,754 _4 611_ _
For Scenario EJ4	 Cost/ R & R 3 ^10 6,11+0 611
0	 '' s^3ias:^sz^ posts shoal„ ter, n^ r___^,m,	 P1 2A^ q Im p L_` r-
"Y
LES BASIC COSY' DRIA
PRODUCTION














10-0200 Les Vehicle 1E 103 (180,917) (1,756.5) 18 18
10-0201 Vehicle Integration and Assembly 5 -- -- -- _- _^
10-0210
10-0220
Booster Stage 5 w_ -- --
Delivery Stage	 5	 103	 180,917 1,756.5 18 18
10-0221 Integration and Assembly 5 103 8,311
-
80.7 18 18


















10-0225 RCS 5 103 21,471 208.5 15 15
10-0226 Data Management/Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
10-0227 G &C 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
10-0228 Electrical Power 5 103 1,713 16.6 8 8
Pg. 3 of 15
LES BASIC COST DATA
PRODUCTION









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10--0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 (219,871) (2,134.7) 18 18
10-0201 Vehicle Integration and Assembly 5 --
10-0210 Booster Stage 5 -- --- ---- -... --
10-0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 219,871 2,134.7 18 18
10-0221 Integration and Assembly 5 103 10,721 104.1 18 18
10-0222 structure 5 103 9,410 91.4 18 18
10-0223 Thermal. 5 103 3,087 30.0 18 18
10--0224 Main Propulsion 5 103 99,930 970.2 18 18
10-0225 RCS 5 103 21,471 208.5 15 15
10-0226 Data Management/Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
10-0227 GN&C 5 103 72,2y6 701.9 12 12
10-0228 Electrical. Power 5 103 1,969 19.1 $ 8
.s .^« ^+wi-r[.. ^ .!.	 ^	 ^.	
_	
^ .	 ^_ [	 _ .	 ...	 . ^	 [	 .. •.. P i^
	
M ..	 .i.i[l^v^r.yr.^Y"e^fr.^+^v.i.mrrna..ra....ru ^+w.^ rw^-rr-r.'..^
	
..r.rwn




DATA FORM A	 CONFrGTIRATTON• 4 Tank Vertira.l RiPrnn 	 Pg. 4 of 15
WBS






COSTS IN 100 0'S
 OF $
Td Ts TQTAL AV G. UNITG
10-0200 LES Vehicle	 _ 4 103
^
(182,506) 1771.9 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 - _ _ _ _
0210 Booster Sta e 5 _ _ _ _ -
0220 Delivery_S_t-age 5 103 182,506 1771.9 18 18
0221 integration & Assembly - Del. Stg`_ 5 103 8,311 80.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 10,406 101.0 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18 18
0224 Main P ropulsion. - 5 103 64 t 254 6?_	 . 8 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 21,471 208.5 15 15
0226 Data Management/ Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1,713 16.6 8 8
r












COSTS IN 1000 1 5 OF $
Td TsT TAL AVG. UNIT
10-OZOO LES Vehicle 4 103 (Z47,772) 2405.6 1$ 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 _ - -
0210 Booster Stage 5 - - - - -
02Z0 Delivery Stage 5 103 247 772 2405.6 18 18
0221 & Assembly - Del. Stg._Integration 5 103 14, 205 137.9 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 14,935 _ 145.0 18 18_
0223 Thermal System 5^ 103 3,087 30.0 18 18







150225 Reaction Contra	 e
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 7Z,296 701.9 12 12
OZ28 Electrical Power System 5 103 2, 216 21.5 8 8












COSTS IN I000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 (434, 049) 4214.1 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 103 Incl. 10 Inc.-W 18 18
OZ10 Booster Stage 5 103 249,878, 2 Z6 18 18
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 184,171 1788.1 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,311 80.7 18	 1 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism. 5 103 12,071 117.2 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18 18
0224 Main Propulsion 5 103 64,254 623.8 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 21,471 208.5 15 15
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1,713 16.6 8 8
•	 TABLE 4
LES BASIC- COST DATA
PRODUCTION









COSTS IN 10OWS OF $
Td
TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 600, 227 (5827.4) 18 18
0201 Veh icle Integration & Assembly 5 103 Inc116-A0 lIflIow 18 18
OZ10 Booster Stage 5 103 374,817 3639 18 18
0220 D e livery Stage 5 103 ZZ 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,414 81.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 12,701 123.3 18 18
0
.
223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18 18
0224 Main Propulsion 5 103 64,254 623.8 18 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 61,977 601.7 15 15
0226 Data Management /Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 7Z, 2 96 701.9 12 lZ
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1.71 3 16.6 8 8
F
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 4	 PRODUCTION	 Pg-:8 of 15









COSTS IN 1OOD'S OF $
Td	 TSTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 J. 432,831) 4202.2) 18	 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 103 18 c 210 In 10-Z10 18	 A
0210 Booster Stage 5 103 249 , 878 2426 18	 IS
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 182 , 953 1776.2 18	 18
0221 Integration & Assembly -- Del. Stg. 5 103 8,311 80.7 18	 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 10,853 105.4 18	 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18	 -.8
0224 Main Propu lsion _5 103 64,254 623.8 18	 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 21,471 208.5 15	 .15
0226 Data Management/ Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2	 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12	 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1,713 16. 6 8	 8
1i
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COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td	 TsTOTAL. AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LEE Vehicle 4 103 598, 379) 5809.5) 18	 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 103 1y61..? 10 I fj:210 18	 18
0210 Boo ster Stage 5 103 374,817 3639 18	 18
0220 Delivery Stage 	 -_^	 - 5 103 223,562 2170.5 18	 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,414 81.7 18	 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 10,853 105.4 18	 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18	 18
0224 Main Propulsion --5 103 64_254 623.8 18	 18
0225 Reaction Control System 5- 103 61,977 "601.7 15	 15
0226 Data Management /Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2	 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,Z9 6 701.9 12	 12





LES BASIC COST DATA	 Pg. 10 of 15
PRODUCTION








COSTS IN 1000 1 S OF
Td TsTOTAL- AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 (137, 460) {1334.6) 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 - - - - -
0210 Booster Stage 5 - - -	 T - -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 137, 460 1334.6 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8, 105 78.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 10, 140 98.4 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3, 068 29.8 18 18
0224 Main Propulsion 5 103 41, 231 400.3 15 15
0225 Reaction Control S stem 5 103 Ines W/Pr pulsion 15 15
0226 Data Mana ement/Communications 5 103 987 9. 6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72, 296 701.9 12 l2
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1, 633 15.9 8 8
4 `'
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COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
TOTAL
	
AVC2. UNIT	 Td	 Ts
10-0200
_
LES Vehicle 4 103 J205 ,841) 1	 8.5	 18	 18
0201 Vehicle Inte ration & Assembly 5 - -	 -	 -
0210 Booster Stage 5 -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 205,841 1998.5	 18	 18
0221 Integration & Assembly, - Del. Stg.  5— 103 10, 618 103.1	 18	 1.8
z22 Structure & Mechznism 5
—IQ3 10,485 101.9	 18 	 8









1032.4	 15	 15 !^
uls ion	 15	 1
0226 Data Management/ Communications 5 103 98.7 9.6	 2	 2
0227 Guidanra, kJamig __5 jo3 72, 296 701.9	 12	 i2
0228 Electrical Power System_ _5 103 2.029 19.7	 8	 8
1,
LES BASIC COST DATA
TAP LE 4
DATA FORM A








COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 137, 460) (1334.6) 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 -	 i - -
0210 Booster Stage 5 -
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 137, 460 1334.6 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,105 78.7 18 18
0222 Structure &Mechanism T-5 103 10,140 98.4 1$ 18






Reaction Control System 5
5-103 41,231 400.3 15 15
103 IPro 	 W / sio Pro p ulsion 15 15
0226 Data Management/ Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1, 633 15.9 8 8
iLES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE 4
	 PRODUCTION	 1'Q• 13 of 15








COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
ad TsTOTAL AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 404
	 46 ( 3931.5) 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assehably 5 103 I	 W/V. Inc
 n10-21 18 18
0210 Booster Stage 5 103 249,878 2426 18 18
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 155,068 1505.5 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,208 79.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 12,365 120.0 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18	 1 18
0224 Main Propulsion 5 1	 103 41,231 400.3 15 15
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 15,280 148.3 15 15
0226 Data Management/ Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 1	 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1,633 15.9 8
•	 TABLE 4
DATA FORMA
LES BASIC COST DATA	
pg. 14 of 15PRODUCTION










COSTS IN 100O'S OF $
Td TSTO AL AVG. UNIT
10.-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 (404, 946) (3931.5) 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 103 I181210 LIncl. 50 18 1.80210 Booster Stage 5 103 249,878 2426 18 18
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 155,068 1505.5 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,208 79.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 12,365 120.0 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 29.8 18 18
150224 Main Propulsion 5 103 41,231 400.3 15
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 15,280 148.3 15 15
0226 Data Management /Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1,633 15.9 8 8
LES BASIC COST DATA
TABLE ?► 	 PRODUCTION
	 1'g. 15 of 15









COSTS IN 1000'S OF $
Td TSTOTAL. AVG. UNIT
10-0200 LES Vehicle 4 103 545, 049) 5291.7) 18 18
0201 Vehicle Integration & Assembly 5 103 In 10-210 110-210 18 18
0210 Booster Stage , 5 103 374,817 3631 18 18
0220 Delivery Stage 5 103 170 232 1-652,.7 18 18
0221 Integration & Assembly - Del. Stg. 5 103 8,311 80.7 18 18
0222 Structure & Mechanism 5 103 12,365 120.0 18 18
0223 Thermal System 5 103 3,068 .,9.8 18 18
0224 Main Propulsion 5 103 41 231 400.3 15 15
0225 Reaction Control System 5 103 30,341 294.6 15 15
0226 Data Management/Communications 5 103 987 9.6 2 2
0227 Guidance, Navigation & Control 5 103 72,296 701.9 12 12
0228 Electrical Power System 5 103 1	 633 15. 8 8
411.



































1-D DDT&E 28.8 28.8
1-P PRODUCTION 0 158. 34.2 29.0 4.2 Z25.5
1-0
.
OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.71 770.7 178.8 43.7 4.8 1,281.7.
(Supporting Costs) 0 ( 46, 1 8.2 2. 6 57.
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) (724.6 170.6 41.1 4.3
9 Payload Charge 280.5 552.1 138.8 12.5 1.3 985.2
Stage Charge
	 _ -
172.5 31.8 28.6 3.0 235.9
® Other Char es 3.2 - - - - 3.2
(Scout Launch Charge) - - - - - 0
TOTAL COST 283.7 928.8 213.0 72.7 9.0 28.8 1536.0
304 Kg Offload
415 Kg Offload	 Total Without Payload Charge
	
550.8
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO.B -2 	Pg. 2 of 18






































1-0 DDT&E 31.6 31. 6
1-P PRODUCTION 0 133.5	 1 34.2 1 24.8 29.0 4.2 225.7
1 -0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 697.4 178.8 63.7 44.1 4.3 !272. 0
(Supporting Costs) 0 38, g 8.2)( 7.2) 2.6 0.5 57.4
(Shu ttl e Charge Total) (283.7 (658.5) (170. 6) (56. 5) (	 41,5)( 3.8) 2214.6
^* Payload Charge 280.5 532•4 138.8 18.1 12.5 0,2 962.5
Stage Charge 126.1 31.8 38.4 29.0 3.6 228.9
e Other Char e! 3.2 3.2
H
e
(Scout Launch Char 2e)
830.9TOTAL COST 283.7 213.0 88, 3 73.1 $, ; 3',, 6 1529
415 K9 Offload
Total Without Payload Charge
	 5+6,8














































l -D DDT&E 44.4 44.4
1 -P PRODUCTION 0 133.5 27.8 25.5 7.2 29.0 4.2 227.2
1 -0
.
OPERATIONS w TOTAL g	 283.7 697.4 165.8 59,51 5.9 43.7 4..8 1260.8
(Supporting Costs) i	 0 38. 6. 7 7.2 1.5 2.6 .5 57.4
(Shuttle Charge Total) . (283.7) (658.5.) 159. 1 52.3 4.4 (	 41.1) 4.3 X03.
a Pay load Charge 280.5 532. 4 131.3 18.1 0.1 12.5 1A 976.2.
a S tage
 
Char e - 126. 1 27.8 34.2 4.3 28.6 3.0 224.0
@ Other Charges 3.2 3.2
(Scout Launch Char e
TOTAL COST 283.7 830.9 193.6 85.0
304 KG Offload
415 KG Offload
13.1 72.7 9, 0 44.4 1532.•
Total Without Payload Charge 556.2
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. B-4	 Pg. 
4 of 18































1-D DDT&E 26.5 26.5
1-P PRODUCTION 0 158.1 71. 4 29'.0 258.5
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL Z83.7 770.7 ?33.2 43.7 1331.3
(Supporting Costs) 0 ( 4L1) (	 8.7 (	 2.6) (	 57.4)
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) x'24.6) (224. 5) (	 41.1) . 1273.9
a Payload Charge 280.5 552•x. 143.3 12.5. 988.
a Stage Charge , 0 172.5 81.2 281 .6, 282.3
a Other Charges 3.2 - - -
(Scout Launch Char e - - - -
TOTAL COST 283.7 928.8 304.6 72.7 126.5 1616,3
^'- 304 KG Offload






































l-D DDT&E 28,1 48.1
1-P PRODUCTION 0 133.5 24.8 71.4 29.0 258.7
1 - 0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283. 7 697.4 63.7 233.2 43.7 1321.7
(Supporting Costs) 0 (	 38.9) (	 7.2) (	 8.7) (	 2.6) (	 57.4)
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) 658.5) 56. 224.5 (	 41.1)
@ Payload Charge 280.5 532.4 18.1 143.3 12.5 1 286.8
_1
@ Sta ge Charge - 126.1 38.4 81.2 28.6 274.3
v Other Charges 3. 2 - - - - 3.2
(Scout Launch Charge) -
TOTAL COST 283.7 830.9 88.5 304.6 72.7 28.1 1608.5
=^^=	 304 Kg Offload	 Total Without Payload Charge





















T -D DDT&E 27.0 27.0
1-P PRODUCTION 0 118.8 26.0 19.7 26.5 191.0
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 778.7 175.7 29.1 45.8 1313.0
(Supporting Costs) O 1(
-
45.6) (	 6.7) (	 4.6) {	 2. 6) _7. 5)
(Shuttle Charae Total) (283.7) ( 733.1) (169.0) {	 26.5) 43.2
a Payload Charg a 280.5 534.9 69.3 5.3 12.5_ 902.5
Sta a Charge 198.2 99.7 2I.2 29.7 .348.8
Other Charges 3 .2 - - - a
(Scout Launch Charge) - - 0
TOTAL COST 283.7 897.5 201.7 48.8 72.3 27.0 1531.0
TABLE 5 SCENARIO NO. M-1 Pg. 6 of 18
DATA FORM 5 Cost Surxmar
SCENARIO COSTSM
NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 16 89 13 5 5 I-
blBS G^5	 propulsion
Integ. Moir Mir 2





































1 - D DDT&E 27.7 27.7
1 -P PRODUCTION 0 100.1 26.0 18.7 19.7 26.5 1. 191.0
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 701.4 175.7 66.8 29. 1 45.8 1302.
(Supporting Costs) 0 (	 38.4) 6. 7) (	 7.2) {	 2.6) (	 2. 6) (	 57.5)
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) (663,0) (169.0) (	 59.6) 26.5)(43..2; 125.0
e Pay load Charge 280.5 514.9 69.3 18.1 5.3 12.5 900.6
e Stage Charge - 148.1 99 .7 41.5 21.2 29.7 340,2
e Other Charges 3.2 - - - - 1.0 4.2
(Scout Launch Charge) - - - - - - 0
TOTAL COST 1	 283.7 801.5 201.7 1	 85. 5
ca
w
48.8 72.3 27.7 1521 .2
•	 Total Without Payload Chargei 	 620.6
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. M-2	 Pg. 7 of 18 .
DATA FORA 5	 Cost Sud many
SCENARIO COSTS $M


























1--0 DDT&E 23. 3 23.3
I-P PRODUCTION 0 118. 8 70.8 26. 5 z16. 1
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 778.7 252,7 45.8 1360.9
(Supporting Costs) 0 r	 45.6) (	 9.2) (	 2.6) 57.4
(Shuttle Charge Total) (2$3.'r) (733.1) (243.5) (43.2 1303.5)
Payload Charge 280.-.- 534.9 147.9 12.5 97 -8
e Sta a Charge - 198.2 95.6 29.7 323..5
0 Other Charges 3.2 - 1.0 4.2
(Scout Launch Charge) - - I	 - - 0
TOTAL COST 283.7 897.5 1	 323.5 72.3 z3.3 16o0.3
c^
i
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO .M - 3 	 Pg. $ of 18
DATA FORM 5	 Cost Suinrnary
SCENARIO COSTS $M

































1-D DDT&E 24.2 24.2
i-P PRODUCTION 0 100.1 18.7 70.8 26.5 216.1
1-0
.
OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 701.4 66.8 252.7 45,8 1350,4.
(Supporting Costs) 0 (	 38.4) (	 7.2) (	 9.2) {	 2.6) (	 57.4)
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) ( 663.0) (
	
59 .6) (243.5) j 43,2.
• Payload Charge 280...5 18.1 147.9 12.5 973.9
a Sta a Char e - 1+8.1 41.5 95.6 29.7 314.9
e Other Char es 3,2
(Scout Launch Charge) -- - - - p





Total Without Payload Charge
	
61.6.&
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. M-4	 Pg. 9 of 18
DATA FORM 5	 Cost Summary
SCENARIO COSTS $M























1-D DDT&E 0 0'
1-P 'PRODUCTION 0 24.4 45.0 17.8 0 7.3 94.5
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 260.0 696,2 x.81.7 66.2 20.9 7500.7
(Supporting Costs) 0 (	 17.5) 38.8,:( 6.5) 19.2 2.9 84.9
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283. 7) (242.5) 657.4} 175.2.) 18.0 3 6.8
Payload Charge 280.5 179.4 347.8 136.6 7.0
Stage Charge 63.1 309.6 38.6 10.4 421.7
Other Char es 3.2 .6 3.8
(Scout Launch Char e) (	 47.0} 47.0

























1-D DDT&E 0 0
1-P PRODUCTION 0 58.4 17.8 0 7.3 83.5
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 981.9 182.0 66.2 20.9 153+.7
(Supporting Costs) 0 47.4) 6A8 19.2- 2.9 76.3)
(Shuttle Charge Total), (283, 7) (93+•5) (175.2) 18.0) 1411.4.
0 Payload Charge 280.5 458.4 136.6 - 7.0 882.5
a Stage Charge - 476.Q 1	 38.6 - 10.4 52P.0
e Other Charges 2E3. - - - 6 3.8
(Scout LaunchChar e) - - - 47.0 47.0
TOTAL COST 1	 283.7
1040.3 199.8. 66.2 28.2	 0	 1618.2




	 SCENARIO NO. E-2	 Pg. 11 of 18
DATA FORM 5	 Cost Summary
SCENARIO COSTS $M























1-D DDT&E 0 0
1-P PRODUCTION 0 0 118.9 2.4 0 121.3
1-0 OPERATIOPIS -- TOTAL 405.1 539. 0 7743.0 10.8 , 66.2 2164.1
(Supporting Cost s) O 0 34.0 1.2 (	 19.2) (	 54-.4)
(Shuttle Charge Total) (405.1) (539,0 1109.0 9.6) -
a Payload Charcie 359.0* 111.6 146.2 4.9 - 633.0
e Stage Charge 39.3 400.2 923,6 4.5 1356.3
a Other Charges 6.8 27.2 39.2 0.2 - 73.4
(Scout Launch Charge) _ C	 47,0 1
TOTAL COST 1	 405.7 539.0 1261.9 13.2 66.2 0 2285. 4
c
a
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. E-3	 pg. 12 of 18
DATA FORM 5	 Cost Summary
-^----- 
SCENARIO COSTS $M
NIIMBFR nF: PAVI nAn;	 I 34	 1 34	 49	 1	 11
























1-0 DDT&E 0 0
1-P PRODUCTION 0 0 32.0 17.1 0 2.4 51.5
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 404.9 539.6 507.0 171.5 66.2 10.8 1700.0
(Supporting Costs) 0 0 ( 21.0) (	 6.1). (	 29.2) 1,2 (	 47.5)
(Shuttle Charge Total). (404.9) (539.6) (486.0) (165.4) - (	 9.6) 1605.5
Pa load Charge 371.6 108.1 280.5 128.5 - 4.9 893.6
R Stage Charge 26.5 404.3 205.5 36.9 - 4.5 677.•7
Other Charges 6.8 27.2 - - 0.2 34.2
(Scout Launch Charge) 47.0
TOTAL COST 404.9 539.6 539.0 188,6 66.2 13.2 0 1751.5
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. E - 5	p6-. 14 of 18





AIINUP ni= PAVI nAl1C	 nn	 1 , r	 I 2c	 1 -2 r	 in	 1 1
WBS
NO.




























7-D DDT&E 0 0
1 LL- p PRODUCTION 0 0 84.91 24.4 1.0 9.8 0 Z.4 122.5
1-0 OPERATIONS -- TOTAL 377.7 208.3 819.7. 264.7 9.3 233.3 _ 66.2 10.8 1990.0
(Supporting Costs) 0 0 {	 22.2) (	 .9) (	 8. 9) (	 19.2}
(Shuttle Charge Total) (377. (208.3) (796.4) (242. m !	 8.4 22Q_.4 - , 6
a Payload Charge 345.4 28.9 77.8 179.4 8.2 39.0 - 4.9-
4.5 1109.5a 5ta a Charge 26.5 167.4 690.6 63.1 - 157.4 -
a Other Charges 5.8 12.0 28.0 - 0.2 8.0 - 0.2 54.2
(Scout Launch Charge)
TOTAL COST 377.71 208.3 904.6 1	 289.1 10.3 243.7 66.2 13.2 0 2112.5
Total Without payload Charge 1408,9
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. C-1 	 pg. 15 of 1$
DATA FORM 5	 COST SUMMARY
SCENARIO COSTS $M






















1-D DDT&E 23.3 23.3
i -P PRODUCTION 0 158.1 27.8 0 185.9
1-0 OPERATIONS •- TOTAL 283 772.3 1279.6
(Supporting Costs)
(Shuttle Charqe Total) (28-3.7) ...(y24. 1167.4
a Payload Charge 280.5 552.1 131.3 63.
o Stage Charge 172.5 27.8 200.3
9 Other Charges 3.2 3.2
(Scout Launch Charge) (43.2) L43.2)
TOTAL COST 1 283.7 1930.4 193.8 57.6 23.3 1488.8
*415 Kg Offload
Total Wi thout Payload Charge 524 ,8
TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. C-2	 pg. 16 of 18






























1 -D DDT&E 26.1 26.1
1-P PRODUCTION 0 133.5 27.8 24.8 0 186.1
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 698.7 166.0 63.9 57.6 1269.9-
(Supporting Costs) 0 (40.2 (6.9) (7.4 (14.4 *(68.9)
(Shuttle Charge Total). (658.5) _ -1157.8
a Payload Charge 280.5 532.4 131.3 j	 18.1 -- 962.3
9 Sta a Char e --- 126.1 1	 27.8 38.4 -- 192.3
9 Other Charges 3.2 --- ---- --- -- 3.2
(Scout Launch Charge) ---- --- ---
TOTAL COST 283.7 1 	 832.2 193.8 88.7 1__ 57.6 26.1 182.1
I
*Supporting costs include:
Annual Operations Cost 	 36.9
Unit Operations cost	 (23.6 + 4.0 + 4.3)	 32.0
	
Total	 68..9
*'x 415 KG Offload, Refer to paragraph 4.7.1 of Volume 1II




TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. C_3
	
Pg. 17 of 18




























1-D DDT&E 23.4 23.4
l-P PRODUCTION 0 133.5 24.8 54.6 0 212.9
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 698.7 63.9 214.3 57.6 1318.2
(Supporting Costs) 0 (40.2) (7.4) (6.9'. (14.4) 68.9
(Shuttle Charge Total) (283.7) (658.5) (56.5) (207.4 (1206.1)
® Payload Charge 280.5 532.4 18.1 138.2 969.2
Stage Charge 126.1 38.4 69.2 233.7




TOTAL COST 1283.7 832.2 88.7 268.9 57.6 23.4 155+.5
415 Kg Offload	
Total Without Payload Charge
	
585.3
1TABLE 5	 SCENARIO NO. 0-.4	 pg. 18 of 18
DATA FORM 5	 COST SUMMARY
SCENARIO COSTS $M























1-D DDT&E 23.3 23.3
1-P PRODUCTION 0 24.4 114.2 27.8 0 166.4
1-0 OPERATIONS - TOTAL 283.7 260.0 550.6 - 1 166.9 57.6 1318.8
(Supporting Costs)
(Shuttle Charqe Total) 283.7 242.5 (511.6) (1,,59-1
® Payload Charge 280.5 179.4 372.7 131.3 1	 963.9
* Stage Charge 63.1 138.9 27.8 229.8
e Other Charges 3.2 3.2
(Scout Launch Char a (43.2) (43.2)
TOTAL COST 283.7 1	 284.41 66+.8 194.7
1
=^= 415 Kg O . f oad
57.6
	 23.3	 1.508.5









°AYLOAD IT MBER MODE-1 MODE-2 MODE-3 MODE-' MODE-5 MODE-
INTEG 4- TAiNTK 8-TANK 4-TANK 4--TANKGRflUP IDENTIFICATION w OF
N0. RMBERS 0 PAYLOADS OMS SStTS-A SSUS-D
1 12 6 6
2 13,14,15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1 1
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31,
35-39 M 18 18
11 19,42 3 3
12 22,28,44,46 19 1.9
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 12
15 7,8 3 3
16 5,24 V1 4 4h




19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3h
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 1
23 20 V 1 lh
24 52 V 1 lh
25 52 3 3h
26 48 V 1 IV









30 17 V 1 lh
TOTAL 128 16 90 16 5 1
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation
From Volume III, Table 4-II
C-85
Pg. 2 of 18
TABLE 6	 -
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
MODULAR BIPROPELLANT SCENARIO - B-2
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD INUT•H-ER MODE-1 MODE-2 "OD_-' "CDE-u % CDZ-S ".0 7- a
INTEL 4--TANK B-TANK 4-TANK 4-TANK 4-TANKGROUP IDENTIFICATTON w OF




1 12 6 6
2 13	 14	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1 1 _
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25, 29-3L35-39 tit 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22	 28	 44, 46 19 19
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 12
15 7,	 8 3 3
16 5,	 24 V 4 4
17 4 3 3
18 6	 4O V 4 4,
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3v
21 1 i 1
22 9 1 1
23 20 V i IV
24 52 V 1 lv
25 52 3 3 h.





29 47, 51 , 50 V 3 ^3h
30 17 V 1 1 v
TOTAL 128 16 76 16 14 5 1
CODE M - MS Payload, Candidate for PIM-11
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h - horizontal Inst aiiation
_	 -v - vertical Installation
- From Volume III, Table-4-II
i^F.
c--86
.	 .••f.	 .+MS^•.Ai.iT AY..•aM/^^`^-..	 arV^11.^IrnbM^1 .+.^R9^'Y.' ^ --^[^..vPwLL^4WS'r_ ii.fn.^s- ..rY-w- ^ . .. ^	 r. ._.vl.. ..^_.^, ^ .r :1a^- ^.V^v+^-^ ^YlFr2`T'v .-. .^. i
Pg. 3 of 18
TABLE 6
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
MODULAR BIPROPELLANT SCENARIO B-3
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODES
AYLOAD PAYLOAD NUMBER MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3 MODE 4 MODE 5 MODE 6 MODE 7
GROUP IDENTIFICATION Q OF OMS 4-TANK 8-TANK 4-TANK 12- 4-TANK 11-- rrANK
N0. NUMBERS PAYLOADS BIP VERT TANK SUS-A SSUS-D
1 12 6 6
2 13,14,15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10 10
6 11	 M M 1 1
7 2
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 W 3
10 18,25,29 -31, M 18 18
35--39
11 19,42 3 3
12 22,2$, 44 , 46 19 19
-- - --13 ~'^ - 2 —
14 45	
_;7r' 3	 — 12 12
15 3 3
16 5, 24 V z 4v
17 4 3 3
18 6,40 V 4 4V
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3v
21 1 1
22 9 1 1 IV
23 20 V 1
24 52 V
- — I -- lv^5 52 3
26 48 V 1 1v
27 49 V 1
28 53 V 2 2h
29 751,50 V 3 3v30 17 V 1 IV
TOTAL 128	 ( 16 76 13 14 3 5 1
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h -- horizontal Installation













MODULAR BIPROPELLANT SCENARIO B -4
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE















1 12 6 6
2 13,14,15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10 10:h
6 11 M 1 17 2 —
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 181)25,29-31,
35-39 M 18 12
11 19,42 3 3
12 22,28,44,46 19 19
13 3 2 2v
14 45 12 12
15 7,8 3 3
16 5,24 V 4 4h
17 4 3 3
18 6,40 V 4 4h
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3h
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 lh
23 20 V l lh
24 52 V 1 lh
25 52 3 3h
26 48 V 1 1v
27 49 V ><'
28 53 V 2 2h
29 47,51,50 V 3 — — vV
30 17 V 1 lh
TOTAL 128 16 90 17 5
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation xr
- From Volume III, 'Fable 4-II
C-88




MODULAR BIPROPELLANT SCENARIO B-5
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD NUMBER MODE-1 MODE-2 MODE-3 MODE- MODE-5 MODE--
INTEL h—TANK 4-TANK 4-TANK 4 —TANKGROUP IDENTIFICATION w OF
CIO. NUMBERS PAYLOADS OMS VERTc^
1 12 6 6




4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10 10h
6 11 M 1 1
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31,
35-39 M 18 18
11 19 , 4 2 3 3
12 22,28,44,46 19 19
13 3 2 2h
14 45 12 12
15 7,8 3 3




18 6,4o V 4 4v
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3v
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 ih
23 20 V 1 lv
24 52 V 1 lv
^5 52 3 3h
26 48 V 1 lv
27 9 v ;K
28 53 V 2 2h
29 47,51,50 V 3 3'v
30 17 V 1 lv
TOTAL 128 16 76 14 17
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation





r	 Pg. 6 of 18
TABLE 6
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
MODULAR MONOPROPELLANT SCENARIO M-1
i^
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD NUMBER MODE-1 MODE-2 MODE-3 MODE- MODE-5 DE-
INTEG 2 TANK 8 TANK 2 TANK 2 TANKGROUP IDENTIFICATION w	 OF
NO. NUMBERS PAYLOADS OMS SSUS-D SSUS-A
1 1 2 6 6
2 13 ,14 ,15 10 10
3 27 3 3




6 11 M	 1 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M	 3 3
10 18,25,29-31, 4 M
35-39 18 18
11 19,42 3 3
12 22,28,44,46 19 19
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 12
15 7,8 3 3
16 5,24 V	 4 4h
17 4 3 3
18 6 ,4o V	 4 4h
19 16 1 1
20 41 V	 3 3h




23 20 V	 1




26 48 V	 1 lv
27 49 v	 >-<-
28 53 V	 2
- ---
2h,e
29 751,50 V	 3 3v
30 17	 - •	 ---- V	 1 lh
TOTAL 128 16 89 13 5 5
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
v- Vertical Installation
e - FLliptical Shuttle Orbit




Pg. 7 of 18
TABLE 6
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
MODULAR MONOPROPELLANT SCENARIO M-2
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD NU2 MEft k,'OPF-1 MODE-2 ..ODE-3 MODE--4 MIODE--5 MODE-9
GR4UP TDiFICATIOPd c OF INTEG 2--TANK 8-TANK 2-TANK 2-TANK 2-TANK
NO. NUMBERS ^ ^ PAYLOADS oms VERT. VE 1. VER'T.
1 1.2 6 6
2 13	 14	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 1 d*
5 21, 32, 33 9 34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1 1
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4 49 23 M 3 3
10 18	 ; 2g-3l 35 -3? 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22	 23	 44	 46 i9 19
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 12
15 7, 8 3
16 24 V 4 1	 4v
17 4 3




20 41 V 3 3v
21 1 1
22 g 1 1 1
23 2; V 1 1v
24 52 V I 1V
25 52 3 3h,e
26 48 V 1 IV
27 49 V x
28 53 V1 2
29 47, 51, 50 v 3 3v
30 27 V Z 1V
TOTAL 128 16 15 13 14 5 5
CODE M - W4S Payload, Candidate for Phi-11
_V_-
-
Candidate for Vertical Snstalletzon
h - horizontal Installation
_	 v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit








r<s....R ^rro. .hi+ • . ^ 	 :- ca.s.s ^.. M.aT"r
	



















1 12 6 6
2 13,14,15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,31F-,32,33,3 M 10 10h
6 11 M 1 10h
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31, M
35-39 18 18
11 19,42 3 3
12 22,28,44,46 19 19
13 3 2 2h
14 45 12 12
15 7,8 3 W 3
16 5,24 V 4 4 h
17 3 3
18 6, 4o V 4 4 n
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3 h
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 1 h
23 20 V 1 I h
24 52 _ V 1 1 h
25 52 3 3h,e
26 48 V 1 1 v
^7— 49 V :^<
28 53 V 2 2h ,e
29 47,51,50 V 3 3 v
30 17 V 1 1 h
TOTAL 128 16 89 18 5
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit
- From Volume III, Table 4-11
C-92




MODULAR MONOPROPELLANT SCENARIO M-4
PAYLOADS	 LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD NUMBER





w OF	 INTELPAYLOADS	 OMs
2-TANK 2-TANE 2-T	 12-TANK
SSUS-D SSUS-A
1 12 6	 6
2 13,14,15 10	 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10 10h
6 11 M 1 lh
7 2 4 4
M 4 4










5,24 v 4 4V
17 4 3 3
18 6,4o V 4 4V
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3V
21 1 1 1
22 1	 9 1 lh
23 20 V 1 1V
24 52 V 1 1V
25 52 3 3h,e
26 48 V 1 1V
27 49 V X
28 53 V 2 2h,
29 47,51,50 V 3 3v
30 17 1 1V
TOTAL 128	 16 75 14 18 5
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h •- horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit






PAYLOAD PAYLOAD I U MER MODE-1 MODE-2 :CDE-3 MODE-4 t'0 E 5 : ODE-
INTEG MMS TRS TRS SCOUGROUP IDENTIFICATION w OFN0. N	 BERS PAYLOADS pMS Fib-II 2-TAN 4-TAN SSUS-D
1 12 6 6
2 13	 14 	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 'I
5 21, 32, 33, 34 tai 10 10
6 11 M 1 1
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18 '15,29-31,35-39 M 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22,- 2'8, _ 44	 46 19 19
13 3 2 2v,e-
14 45 12 12
15 7, 8 I	 3 3
16 24 V 4 4 h
17 4 3 3
18 6	 40 V 4 h
19 16 1 1
20 41 V1 3 3h
21 1 1
22 9 1 lh e
23 20 V 1 1
24 52 V 1 1
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 g V 1 1
28 53 VI 2 2
29 47, 51, 50 V 3	 1 3
30 17 V 1 lh
TOTAL 129 16 25 63 11 11 3
CODE M - WS Payload, Candidate for PM-12.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h - horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit
* -
 From Volume III, Table 4 -II
c-94






PAYLOAD PAYL00 MfBER MODE,-1 V:OD,E--2 :.ODE-3 `!ODE- :%'.ODE-• 5 `-'0DE-6
GROUP IDM TIFICATION OF INTTEG TRS TRS SCOUT
NO. NUMBERS 3 PAYLOADS OMS 2-TANK 4-TANK SSUS-D
1 12 6 6
2 13, 14, 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1 1
7 4 4
8 10 M 4 49 23 M 3 3
l0 18	 5 2a- 3,1 35-39 " 1	 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22	 23	 4L 	 41 6
1	
19 19
13	 3 2 2v,e
14	 45 12 12
15 7, 8 3 3
16 5,	 24 V 4 4 h
17 4 3 3
18 6. 40 V 4 4 h
19 10 1 1
20 41 V 3 3h
21 1 1 h
22 9 1 1h,e
23 20 V 1 lh
24 52 V 1 1
25 52 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 49 V 1 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47, 51, 50 V 3 3
30 V 1 1 h
TOTAL 129 16 88 11 11 3
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h -- horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle orbit
* - From Volume III, Table 4- II
'-95
EXISTING/PLANNED SCENARIO E--3
PAYLOADS	 I	 LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD NUMBER	 MODE-1 MIODE-2 MODE-3 MODE- MODE-5 MODE--
GROUP IDENTIFICATION OF	 INTEG OMS OMS INTEG ICCOUT
NO. NUMBERS PAYLOADS	 OMs 1 l_-KIT OMS
KIT +SSUSD SSUS
1 12 6	 6
2 13,14,15 10	 10
3 27 3	 3
4 43 1 le i
5 21,32,33,3 M 10 loe,i
6 11 M 1 1
7 2
8 10 M 4	 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31,
35--39 M1 18 14 4e
11 19,4 2 3 1 2 e,i
12 22,28,44,46 19 19 e
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 6 6e
15 7,8 3 3
16 5,24 V1 4 4v e i
17 3 3e,i
18 6,4o V 4	 2h 2h
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3	 3h
21 1 1	 1
22 9 1 le
23 20 V 1	 ih
24 52 V 1 1
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1 1 1
27 9 V 1 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47,51,50 v 3 3
30 17 V 1 1 h
TOTAL 129	 34 34 49 1 11
5
Pg. 12 of 18
TABLE 6
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation.
h -- horizontal Instatle.tion
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit
i - Shuttle Launch at Payload Inclination
- From Volume III, Table 4-II
C-96
..	 ^	
-- -^^- -^---- ---^ .._..__,. .._ .^....._._._ . ....................._--._^_._.....-•-^-.-•,rte
TABLE 6
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION





PAYLOAD PAYLOAD MMER MODE-! 'MODE-2 P:CD--3 *.!r,' ^?-4 _1'ODz--i ',OD7--6
I:ITEG O.iS TRS 'IRS SCOUTGROUP IDENTIFICATION A OF
NO. NUMBERS PAYLOADS OMS 1 L 4 SUS•-D j
 ELy
KIT TANK TANK
1 12 6 6
2 13	 lot	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 4 3 1 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1 1
7 '° 4 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-3135-39 . = 18 14 4
11 19, 42 3 1 2
12 1 22	 28	 LL4	 46 19 19
13 3 2 2
14 12 6 6
15 7,	 8 3 3
16 5,	 24 V 4 4h
17 4 3 3
18 6	 4o V 4 2 2h
19 16 1




22 9 1 le
23 20 V 1
24 52 V 1 1
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 49 V 1 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47,	 51 , 50 V 3 3
30 17 V 1 1
TOTAL 129 34 34 39 10 1 11
CODE M - 105 Payload, Candidate for P14-11
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h -horizontal installation
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit
* - From Volume III, Table 4-II
t
C-97










GROUP IDENTIFICATION w OF PM
NO. NUMBERS 9:::h0 PAYLOADS  NT OMS1
OMS
1 KIT
PM PM II SCOUT ZNT 0
0 M II dM5 } 1 + SSUS
1 12 6 6
2 13	 14 2 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 l 11ei 10e i
5 21,32,33,3+ M 10
6 11 M 1 l
7 2 4 4
8 10 Mi 4+
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31,
35-39 M 18 18
11 19,42 3 1 2e,i
12 22,28,44,46 19 Lge_
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 6 6e
15 7,8 3 3 4h,e,i
16 5,24 V 4
17 3 3e,i
18 6,40 V 4 ...^2.j2_h
19 1 1 T-2
20 4l V 3 3h
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 le
23 20 V 1 lh -
24 52 V 1 1
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 49 V 1
_
1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47,51,50 V 3 3
30 17 V 1 1
TOTAL 129 30 16 35 25 1 10 11 1
CODE M - MM Payload, Candidate for PM-11.
V - Candidate for Vert..cal Installation.
h - horizontal Installation
	 --
v - vertical Installation
e - Elliptical Shuttle Orbit
i - Shuttle Launch at Payload Inclination
- From Volume III, Table 4 -II
C-98





PAYLOAD PAYLOAD ITaIEER	 1%.ODE-1 MC-DE-2 1-:ODE -3 !QDE-4 112DR-5 ,SOD-7 6
GROUP IDENTIFICATION w OF	 TiVTEG	 4 TAITKT I . 3 TANK
N0. NUMBERS PAYLOADS	 CMS	 BIPRCP PIPROP SCOUT
1 12 6	 6
2 1314 	 15 10	 10
3 27 3	 3
4 4-3 1	 1
5 21,	 32,	 33, 34 ;4 10 10
6 11 Im 1	 1
7 2 4	 4
8 10 ^4f 4	 4
9 23 M 3	 3
10 18	 29-3,135-39 M 18	 18
11 19, 42 3	 3
12 22	 28	 4h	 46 19	 19
13 3 2 2
l4 42 12	 12
15 7, 8 3	 3
16 24 v 4	 4n
17 4 3	 3
18 6	 4o V 4	 4h
19 16 1	 1
20 41 V -R	 3h
21 ^. 1	 1
22 9 1 1
23 20 V 1	 h
24 52 V 1	 1 ,
25 52 3 3
26 4$ V 1 1
27 4.9 V1 1 1
28 53 V1 2 2
29 47, 51,	 50 v 3 3
3O 11 V 1	 1
'TOTAL 129	 16	 g0 13 10
CODE M - NILS Payload, Candidatee i or P14-11
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation
h - horiztonal Installation
v - vertical Installation
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SCENARIO DESRAION
COMBINATION NEW AND EXISTING/PLANNED SCENARIO C-2
PAYLOADS LAUNCH MODE
PAYLOAD PAYLOAD MODE-1 d•'ODE-2 'ODE-3 MODE-4 MODE-5 ^.ODr-
GROUP IDENTIFICATION a
fITU:LR
OF INTEL 4 TANK 8 TANK 2 TANK SCOUTNO. NUMBERS PAYLOADS OMS BIPROP BIPROP BIPROP
VERT.
1 12 6 6
2 13	 14	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10
6 i 1 9 i 17 2 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3
10 18.25129-3L35-39 M 18 18
11 19, 42 3
12 22	 28	 44	 46 19 19
13 3 2
14 45 12 12
15 778 3
16 5, 24 V 4 4v
17 4 3 3
18 S	 40 v 4 4v
19 100 1 1
20 41 V 3 3v
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 1
23 20 V 1 Iv
24 52 V 1 1v
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 49 v 1 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47, 51, 50 V 3
30 17 V 1 1v
TOTAL 129 16 76 13 14 10
CODE M - MMS Payload, Candidate for PM-11
_ ..	 V.- = Candidate for Vertical Installation
h - horizontal Installation
_	 v - vertical Installation
* - From Volume III, Table- 4-II
C-100
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PAYLOAD PAYLOAD TUIBER MODE-1 MODE-2 MODE-3 CDE-	 ^MODI,- 5 I CDE-
GROUP IDEiV l I T_^'ICr1TION r^ OF INTEG Tr3TiK TAtJK
NO. NUIBE`RS PAYLOADS OMS
4 TANK
BIPROP BIPROP BP	 SCOUTSSL^S-D
1 12 6 6
2 13	 14	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10h
6 11 M 1 1
7 2
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18	 29-31 ?- -39 M 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22	 2$	 44	 46 19
13 3 2 2h
14 45 12 12
15 7, 8 3
16 5. 24 V 4 4h
17 4 3 3
18 6	 4o V 4 4h
19 16 1 1
20 41 V 3 3h
21 1 1 1
22 9 1 1h
23 20 V 1 1h
24 52 V 1 1 n
25 52 3 3
26 48 V 1
27 49 V i 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47, 51, 50 V 3 3
30 V 1 1 h
TOTAL 129 16 76 14 13 10,
CODE M - WS Payload, Candidate for PM.-11
	
i
V - Candidate for Vertical Installation"
h - Horizontal- Installation
-	 v Vertical Installation















PAYLOAD PAYLOAD 1XIBER MODE-? 1,110DI'-3 ' .!CDF-4 ..ODE- 5 "-:0DE-6
GROUP IDENTIFICATION A OF INTEG.	 ^^.i II
^+ TAN"
	
8 TAN"SCOUTN0. NUMBERS o PAYLOADS OMS BIPROP	 BIPRO0
1 12 6 6
2 13	 14	 15 10 10
3 27 3 3
4 43 1
5 21, 32, 33, 34 M 10 10
6 11 M 1	 1 1
7 2 4 4
8 10 M 4 4
9 23 M 3 3
10 18,25,29-31,55-39 M 18 18
11 19, 42 3 3
12 22	 2$ 	 44 ,46 19 1
13 3 2 2
14 45 12 12
15 7, 8 3 3
16 5. 24 V 4 4h
17 4 3 3
18 6 2 40 V 4 4 h
19 16 1 1
20 41 VI 3 3h
21 1 1 1
22 9 I 1 1
23 20 V 1 h
24 52 V 1 1 h
25 52 3
26 48 V 1 1
27 4.9 V 1
28 53 V 2 2
29 47, 51, 50 V 3 3
30 V 1 1h
TOTAL 129 16	 25 65	 13	 10'
CODE M - MS Payload, Candidate for Phi-11
- Candidate for Vertical. Installation
h^- horizontal Installation
v - vertical Installation .•












SCOUT ELV AND STS LAUNCH COSTS
REFER TO VOLUME IV, TABLE MV
Examples of the launch cost build up for payloads 47, San Marco Dm and 52,
Transit are as follows:
o Payload 47, San Marco D.,
Orbit = 27,000/420 Km at 2.90° inclination
- Scoot launch cost from paragraph 7.2.2.4
San Marco launch cost (Italian Payload)	 _ $3.82M
Annual Program Maintenance Cost divided by 3 launches




- STS/SSUS-D launch cost from paragraph 7.2.1.6, paragraph 7.2.4.1 and
References 10 and 39 (19$0 - 1982)
1. Shuttle to 28.5 0 inclination circular orbit at 296 Km with
shared flight payloads.
Launch all payloads except San Marco Dm/SSUS D
2. Shuttle to elliptical orbit with apogee at 420 km. Launch
SSUS D with San Marco Dm from vertical cradle
3. Fire SSUS-D at 420 Km apogee. SSUS-D makes plane change from
28.50 to 2.90 and increases payload apogee to 27,000 Km. Energy
management by selective latitude Firing of SSUS D
SSUS-D Vertical Installation bay length = 2.18M (7.15 Ft)
Cargo bay payload clearance = .15M (.5 Ft)
STS Load Factor is length critical








STS User Charge -
	 . 1274 x21.83+ _
	 $3.71M 
STS Won-Standard Orbit Charge=	 .20M	 i
SSUS-D Stage Cost
	 =	 2.43m
SSUS D Mission Oriented Analysis = 	 .75M
SSUS-D Launch oriented Services =	 .45M
Total Cost = $7.54M
o	 Payload,52 Transit '
Crbit = 1000/1000 Km at 900 Inclination
-	 Scout Launch Cost	 =	 1980 - 1982
Vandenberg Launch Cost
= $3.82M x 3 Launches	 = $11.46M
Annual Program Maintenance:
For 1980 = 4.811/3 payloads =	 $1.60M
For 1981 = 4.811/3 payloads =	 $1.60M
For 1982 = 4.811/4 payloads =	 $1.20M
Total Cost - $15.86m
-	 Scout Launch Cost - 1983
Vandenberg Launch Cost = $3.82m
Annual Program Maintenance:
for 1983 =
	 4.811/1 payload = $4.81
Total Cost= $8.63M
-	 STS/SSUS--D Launch
	 -	 1980 - 1982
1. Shuttle to 56° inclination circular orbit at 296 Km with
shared flight payloads. Launch all payloads except Transit/SSUS D
R. Shuttle to elliptical orbit with apogee at 1000 Km. Launch
Transit/SSUS D.
3. Fire SSUS-D at 1000 Km apogee. SSUS-D makes plane change from
56 0 to 90° and circularizes the orbit. Energy management by




Table 7 { Cont d)
-- STS/SSUS-D Launch - 1983
1. Shuttle to 90 0 inclination circular orbit at 296 km with shared
flight payloads. Launch all payloads except Transit /SSUS-D.
2. Shuttle to ellipticg,1 orbit with apogee at 1000 km. Launch Transit/	 -.
SSUS D.
3. Fire SSUS-D at 1000 km apogee. SSUS-D circularizes the orbit.	 "`





SSUS D	 1869 kg
Transit Payload	 200 kg	 1 . 5 m x .8 m - vertical
ASE	 1021 kg	 2.18 m - vertical
Clearance	 .15 m




_ 1195	 2 .33 m _ 1274560 Inclination 25J-55  kg -	 18^ 298 7 r
STS-Load Factor 30 90 k	
-
- 
, 1841	 Same as Above980 Inclination 167$3 kg 
Years	 1980-1982	 1983
Number of Payloads	 3	 1
Launch Inclination	 560 Note ( 2.)	 900 Note (1)
STS Load Factor 	 .1271 ( length)	 .18+1 (weight)
STS User Charge	 $11.13M	 $5.36m
STS Non-Standard Orbit Charge	 $ . 60M	 $ .20M
SSLIS-D Stage Cost 	 $ 7 . 79M	 $2.43m
SSUS D Mission Oriented Analysis $ .75M	 $ . 75M
SSUS-D Launch Oriented Analysis $$ 1-35M	 $$ .45M
Total cost	 $21.12M	 $9.19M
NOTE: ( 1) The lack of payloads for shared flights each year from 560
inclinat ion makes the 1980-1982 shared flight costs
optimistic. (Refer to Volume IV, Table 8 -I) The six
WPR launches in 1983, the majority of which are at 980
inclination, make the 1983 costs more probable.
c-105
Table 7 (Cont I d)
- STS FEES Launch - 1983
Haight Length
LES -- 2 tank Bipropellant	 879 kg .9 m (vertical)
Transit Payload	 200 kg 1.5 m x .9 m ('vertical)
ASE	 946 kg
Clearance	 - .15 m
Total	 2025 kg 1.05 m
STS - Load Factor	 _^202 kr, -
r
.1207 1 .05 m -..	 .057+
90 0 Inclination	 1 7^ 83 kg 18.288m
1207	 21.834STS - User Charge	 r
. x7 5
=	 3.51
LES - Unit Cost =	 1.77
LES - Operations - Unit =	 .3107
LES - Operations - Annual = $2.315M/8 -	 .2894
LES - Development - Prorated =




TABLE 7 (CONT V
SCOUT LAUNCH COSTS




PRIOR 	 T	 F' E












0 R St d 5 STG
47 SAN MARCO DM 1 1.6 3.82 5.42
48 SAN MARCO D^ 1 1.6 3.82 5.42
5.4249 SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXP. 1 1.6 3.82
50 AMPTc A 1 1.6 4.82 .50 6.92
51 AMPTE B 1 1.2 4.82 .50
n
6.52
52 TRANSIT 1 1 1 4.4 3.82 15.86 4. 81 3.82 8.63
53 CANADIAN SCIENTIFIC 2 2.4 3.82 10.04
L TOTAL
UNIT PROGRAM MAINTENANCE
3 3 4 55.601 8.63
1.6 1.611.2
ni.LU^.n 1VIY ^n{Y11U/1L - p`Y.U11'l`
*NON ITALIAN CHARGE FOR SAN MARCO LAUNCH IS $1.OM
TABLE 7 (CONT'D)
STS LAUNCH COSTS - SCOUT CLASS PAYLOADS
(PRIOR TO WTR OPERATION)
NOTES: a COSTS IN MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS
* LENGTHS AND DIAMETERS IN METERS
® ORBIT ALTITUDES IN KILOMETEW
® WEIGHTS IN KILOGRAMS
SCOUT CLASS PAYLOADS SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
PAYLOAD NO. MISSION NAME 80 81 82
47 San Marco Dm 1
48 San March Dl 1
49 Solar Mesosphere Exp. 1
50 AMPTE A 1
51 AMPTTE B 1
52 TRANSIT 1 1 1
53	 1 Canadian Scientific 2




STS LAUNCH COST BUILD-UP SUMMARY
P/L PAYLOAD SHUTTLE USER NOW STD. STAGE TOTAL
ORBIT INCL. L D WEIGHT ORBIT INCL. I CAPABILITYN0. CHARGE ORBIT CHG. COSTS COST'S
47 27000/420 2.9 1.5 x .8 6o 420/296 28.5 29484 3.71 .2 3.63 7.54
48 8o0/230 2.9 1.5 x .8 200 2961230 28.5 29484 3.71 .2 3.63 7.54
49 500/500 97 1.5 x .8 165 500/296 56 27442 6.97 .2 4.84 12.01
50 20re/200 2.9 1.5 x .8 60 296/200 28.5 29484 3.71 .2 3.63 7.54
51 Sre/200 2.9 1.5 x .8 60 296/200 28.5 29484 3.71 .2 3.63 7.54
52 1000/1000 90 1.5 x .8 200 10001296 56 24330 11.13 .6 9.39 21.12
3 5501550 0 1.5 x .8 145 550/296 56 27215 7.42 .4 6.51 14.33
TOTAL 74.03
STAGE AND PAYLOAD LOAD FACTORS STAGE COST BUILD-UP SUMMARY
STAGE+PAYLOAD+
P/L STS STAGE ASE+CLEARANCE LOAD FACTOR STAGE MISSION LAUNCH
LENGTH: WRIGHT LENGTH WEIGHT LENGTH WEIGHTNO. UPPER STAGE UNIT COST ANALYSIS ANALYSIS TOTAL COST
47 SSUS-D 2.18 1869 2.33 2950 .127 .100 2.426 .75 .45 3.63
48 SSUS D 2.18 1869 2.33 3090 .127 .105 2.426 3.63
49 SSUS-A 2.73 3770 4.38 5659 .239 .2o6 3.639 4.84
50 SSUS-D 2.18 1869 2.33 2950 .127 .100 2.426 3.63
51 SSUS-D 2.18 1869 2.33 2950 .127 .100 2.426 3.63
52 SSUS D 2.18 1869 2.33 3090 .127 .127 2.426 9.39
3 SSUS-D 2.18 1	 1869 1	 2.33 3035 j .127 .1-12 2.426 .75 .45 6.51
TABLE 7 (CONCLUDED)
STS LAUNCH COSTS - SCOUT CLASS PAYLOADS
(AFTER WTR OPERATION)














COSTSORBIT INCL. -L/D WEIGHT ORBIT INCL. CAPABILITY
52 1000/1000 900 1.5 x .8 200 296/296 90° 16783 3.51 .25 2.37 6.13











TOTAL COSTLENGTHI WEIGHT LENGTH WEIGHT LENGTH WEIGHT UNIT i ANNUAL
52 LES 1 .7 878 1.85 2025 .101 .121 1.77 .31 .29* 2.37
*
Based on $2 . 315M Annual Operations Cost and 8 Launches in 1983
NOTES: e COSTS IN MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS
• LENGTHS AND DIAMETERS IN METERS
• ORBIT ALTITUDES IN KILOMETERS




LES Age #..c S
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USER CHARGE - $M3 2
NO. NUNIDERS CODE M I S STAGE P/L STAGE P/L LENGTH WEIGHT STAGE P/L TOTAL
1 12 6 - 7.3 100 10000 .407 .343 0.000 71.156 71.156
2 13,14,15 10 - 13.0 100 9743 .719 .334 0.000 209.330 209.330
3 27 3
4 43 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 m 4
9 23 M 3






16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,110 v 1.
19 16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 v 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 G8 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 117,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1
TOTPL 1G ^ —	 — O.UUU ^bO. 1,^G 1'^U.^.^'^
NOTES: (1) Shuttle User C1anrFe = L/F 1 .75 x 21.83 11 x No. Pvylae:r;c
(2) InstmIled Stn,e Weight = Stage Weight + ASE Weight
(3) Stage + ASE length
( 1 ) S,tagia + P/L Length + .15 + 18.288





















USER CHARGE - M3 2)





5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4 1.51 4.o 2518 2047 .309 .155 10.092 25.947 36.039
9 23 M 3 1.51 5.2
1 4.4
2518 1800 .375 .167 7.569 25.191 32.760






16 5124 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,4o v 4
19 °16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 v 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 ►+8 v I
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 t+7,51,50 v 3
30 17 v I
TOTAL 25 63.077 179.363 242.440
NOIES: (1) Shuttle Uzer Charge m T/F t .75 x 21.834 x No. YLyloads
(2)Listalted Stage Weight = Stage Weight t ASE Weight
(3)Stage + ASE Lane^h
(4)Stage + Y/L Length + 415 + 18.288















L/F L/>" USER CHARG $M3 2
NO. NUIMBRS CODE
-ML_' S STAGE P/L STAGE P/L LENGTH WEIGHT STAGE, P/L
1 12 6
2 13,14015 10
3 27 3 2.13 3.6 4347 4600 .322 .300 10.5?0 17.550 28.080
4 43 1 2.13 19.0 4347 31,-10 .617 .498 3.510 14.446 17.956
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4 2.13 11.6 4054 2270 .376 .215 14.0h0 29.768 43.808
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3
10 18,25,29-31,35-39 M 18
11 19,42 3 2.13 4.2 4054 1482 .354 .370 23.653 8.647 32.300






6 2.13 1.0 4054 3000 .1'(9 .171 21.019 10.247 31.266
12	 6 2.13 1 .1.0 4054 1000 ,179 1	 .336 47.357 11.682 59.039
15 7,8 3 2.13 3.6
12.8
4054 910 .322 .296 10.53`- 17.550 28.080
16 3,24 v 4 2.23 11054 836 .278 .327 31.512 6.498 38.010
1 7 4 3 2.13 2.9 40514 816 .263 .325 23.628 4.756 28.3811
18 6,40 v 4 '3-1 3 1.7 4054 540 .218 .274 211.128 3.747 31.80
19 16 1 2.13 4.3 4054 454 .360 .171+ .511 6.969 10.480
20 41 v 3 2.13 1.5 4054 400 .207 .151 10.530 7.533 18.079




1 2.13 0.9 4054 270 .174 .289 7.888 .525 8.4-1323 20
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
L
30 17 V 1 2.13 0.8 38 1,6 60 168 .3.51 3.502 1.3&9 1+.891
TOTAL 63 309.557 347.773 657.330
MOTES: (1) Shuttle User Charlie = L/F + .75 x 21.834 x No. FayloadA
(2) Installed Stare Weight - Stage Weight + ASE V.,Jght
(3)Stage + ASE, Length
(4)Stage + P/L Lengtb + . 15 + 18.288
(5)Stage Flt + P/L Wt 4 Allovable Cargo Wt
c--x:.14
^	 J
TABLE 9 ( CONT' D)
SCENARIO COSTS












USER CHARGE - $M3 2





5 21,32,33,34 M 10 2,13 8.0 5 958 3400 •562 .558 5.093 128.516 163.609
6 11 11 1 2.13 5.0 5665 2400 .398 .311 3.509 8.078 11.587
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 m 3






16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,40 v 4
19 16 1
2.0 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 V 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 V 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1
TOTAL 38.602 136.594 175.196
NOTES. (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F i 
. 75 x 21.834 x No. Payloads
(2) Installed Stage Weight = Stage Weight + ASE Weight
(3) Stage + ASE Length
(4) Stage + P/L Length + .15 + 18.288
(5) Stage Wt + P/L Wt + Allowable Cargo Wt
C-715
TABLE 9 (CON'S'' D )
SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. E-I E-2 OR E-3, SCOUT
INSTALLED 1NOTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH-!d WEIGHT-KG (4) (5) USER CHARGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION NO. OF L/F L/F





5 21,32,33,34 1.1 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 m 3






16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,40 v 4
19 ;G 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 v 1
24 52 v 1 3.82
25 52 3 11.45
26 48 v 1 11.82
3.827 49 v 1
28 53 v 2 7.64
29 47,51,50 v 3 15.46




NOTLS: (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F	 .75 x_ 21.83 1s x No. Payloads
(2) Installed FC?Ce Veight = Stage Wei(-.%t + ASE Weight
(3) Insta3 r•d 2tate Lenf; t.h = ::tare with A':S i.ength
(4) Justallud Stage Length + Installed P/L Length + .15 ; 18.2.88

















USER CHARGE - $M3 2





5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3
10 18,25,29-31,35-39 M 18
11 19,42 3
12 22,28,44,46 19
13 3 2 .38* 1.8 2776 1000 .127 .137 5.867 2.113 7.980
14 45 12
15 7,8 3
16 5,24 V 4
17 4 3
18 6,4o v 4
19 16 1
20 41 V 3
21 1 1
22 9 1 2.75 3.0 3478 300 .323 .225 4.497 4.895 9.392
23 20 Y 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 46 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 V 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1
TOTAL 3 3.0.364 7.co8 17.372
NOTFS: (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F f .75 x 21.834 x no. Payloads
(2) Installed Stage Weight = Stage Weight+ ASE Weight
(3) Installed Stage Length = Stage 'with ASE Length(4) Installed Stage Length + Installed P/L Length + .15 * 18.288













SCENARIO NO. B-1, -22 OR C-2 INTEGRAL OMS
INSTALLED INSTALLED (1) SMMLE
PAYLOAD LENGTH-M WEIGHT-KG (4) (5)- USER CHARGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IMNTIFICATION N0. OF L/F L/F
NO. NUTMRS CODE PA'S STAGE I P/L STAGE P/L LEMTGTH WEIGHT STAGE P/L TOTAL
1 12 6 -- T.3 no 10000 .4oT .343 o.000 T1.156 71.156
2 13,14,15 10 - 13.0 100 9T43 . 719 .334 0.000 209.330 209.330
3 27 3
4 43 1
5 21,32,33.34 M 10
5 11 h1 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 m 3






16 5,24 v 4
1T 4 3
16 5,110 V 4
19 16 1
20 Ill. v 3
21. 1 1
22 9 1
?_3 20 v 1
7.4 52 V 1
P5 52 3
26 113 v 1
27 l+9 v 1
P-8 53 v 2









NO'i'S: (1) 011i.Ltlr. 	 L'lowco ^ L/F 8 .75 x 23..914 x No. Ft:ylovdt;
(?.) 3!inLul.i,:d Lint:e llei( t'; =• SLage W;r91:ijL + AZL Ylcil,li^
(3) 13LnP.n + A;.1lrtt,cLh
(li)	 tc,f	 + P/L I,c•.t tli + .15 i 1(3.,88
(5)	 WL 't P/l; 6% + ALloWuble Gsrvo V?
c-118
, Y
TABLE 9 ( CONT' D)
11SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. E-2 LAUNCH	 TRS 2-TANK
INSTALLED INSTALi,ED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH-M WEIGH'C-1:G (4) (5) USER CMRGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION 140. OF L/F L/F
NO. NU14BE14 CODE P L'S STAGE P/L STAGE P/L LLNGTH BIGHT STAGE P L TOTAL
1 12 6
2 13,14,15 10
3 27 3 2.13 3.6 4347 4600 .322 .300 10.530 17.5.50 28.080
4 43 1 2.13 9.o 4347 3110 .617 .498 3.510 14.446 17.956
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1







8 10 M 4 2.13 4.a 4054 .343 .207 25.947 39.987
9 23 M 3 2.13 5.2 4x54 1800 .409 .226 10.530 25.191 35.721
10 18,25,29-31,35 -39 M 18 2.13 4.4 4054 1700 .365 .384 141.917 59.511 201.1+28
11 19,42 3 2.13 4.2 4054 1482 .354 .370 23.652 8.647 32.299
12 22,28,44,46 19 2.13 6.7 4054 1150 .491 .348 66.690 2o4.913 271.6o3
13 3 2	 6 2.13 1.0 4054 1000 .179 .171 21,019 10.247 31.26614 45 12 16 2.13 1.0 4054 1040 .179 .338 47.357 11.642 59.039
15 7,& 3 2.13 3.6 4x54 910 .322 .296 10.530 17.550 28.080
16 5,24 v 4 2.13 2.8 4054 836 .278 .327 31.512 6.498 38.010
17 4 3 2.13 2.9 4o54 816 .283 .325 23.628 4.756 28.384
18 6,40 v 4 2.13 1.7 4054 540 .218 .2'14 28.128 3.747 31.875
19 16 1 2.13 4.3 4054 454 .361 .174 3.510 6.964 10.474
20 41 v 3 2.13 1.5 4054 400 .207 .151 1o.546 7.533 18.079
21 1 1 2.13 0.9 4154 310 .174 .148 3.512 1.553 5.065
22 9 1
23 20 v 1 2.13 0.9 4054 270 .174 .289 7.888 .525 8.413
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 107,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1 2.13 0.8 3846 60 .168 .151 3.502 1.389 4.891
TOTAL 88 476.041 458.417 931;,458
NOTES. (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F i< .75 x 21.834 x No. Payloads
(2) Installed Stage Weight = Stage Weight + ASE Weight
(3) Stage + ASE Length
(4) Stage + P/L Length + .15 f 18.288








SCENARIO NO. E-1 OR E--2 LAUNCH, 	 TRS 4-TANK
INSTALLED INSTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH-M WEIGIff -KG (4) (5) USER CHARGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION NO. OF L/F L/F





5 21,32,33,34 M 10 2,13 8.0 5958 3400 •562 .558 5.093 128.516 163.609
6 33 1•t 1 2.13 5.0 5665 2400 .398 .311 3.509 8.078 11.587
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3






16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3







23 20 v 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1
TOTAL 38.602 1 136.594 1 175.196
NOTES: (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F i .75 x 21.834 x No. PLwloadn
(2) Installed Stage Weight = Stage Weight + ASS; Weight
(3) Stage + ASE Length
(4) Stage + P/L Length + .15 t 18.288




TABLE 9 (CONT' D )
REVISION (A)
SCENARIO COSTS









(l) SHUTTLE(5)	 USER CHARGE - $m
L/F3 2





5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
s 10 m 4
9 23 M 3






16 5,24 v 4
1'! 4 3
16 6,40 v 4
19 .16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
2? 9 1
23 20 Y 1
52 v 1 3. R2
32y L2 11.45
r ;7 v










30	 ^- '7	 - 1 _^J^ _
van:5: (1) ShixtL7r Lsc: G^,ar(-c = L/F ( 
.75 y. 23-.43 1 1 .. Uc. Yuy1c'^:s
(2) .a:, S
t
;t. t.i1l`G :L: 'e Wt-- -J,t =	 1. (;`_' 1:Ca	
+' .
	 'e--:,rht
(3) 1:.4 y f. ^. f'	 3 .ni:,,h	 with ASE	 !h
( I I	 i,C Urth + }Sl !,t, - 1.1 L 	 i'/I, Lei: r'ta + .]	 i.e 2M
C n-121
TABLE 9 ( C(3N ' D)
SCENAR0 COSTS












USER CHARGE E3 2






5 21,32,33,34 M 10
1
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 M 3










16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,4o v 4
19 16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1	 1 2.75 3.0 3478 300 .323 .225 4.497 4.895 9.392
23 20 v 1
24 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
30 17 v 1







Shuttle User Charge = L/F = .75 x 21.834 x No. Payloads
Installed Stage Weight = Stage Weight + ASE Weight
Installed Stage Length = Stage with ASE Length
Installed Stage Length + Installed P/L Length + .15 T 18.288
















INSTALLED INSTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LFA4GTII--H WEIGHT-KG M (5) USER CHARGE - $M3 2PIL CROUP IDEI-TIFICATION NO. OF L/F L/I'
J' SE P L TUTI.LNn. itUISERS CODE P L' S ASE PA ASE P/L L*..h G TH WEIGHT
.1 12 6 - 7.3 loo l0000 Am .343 - 71.156 71.156
2 13,14,15 10 - 3.0 100 9743 .719 .334 - 209.330 209.330
3 27 3 6.0 3.6 1506 4500 .336 .204 12.178 17.192 29.370
14 43 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 m 1
7 2 4 - 4.6 100 2270; .26D .080 - 30.245 30.245
6 10 M 4 3.0 4.0 753 2047 .227 .095 11.365 15.06 26.k25
r9 23 M 3






1G 5,24 V 4
17 4 3
lb E V 2• 3.0 1.8 753 680 .2.72 .055 4.P9f? 5.731 10.02y
19 16 1
e0 4 1 V	 3 3.0 1.5 7`;3 400 .172 .039 7.880 7.10 rm.04
2x 1 1 - 0.9 loo 33D .057 .a14 1. G71 1.67]
fit 9 1
r 'o v 1 ;.c o.s 753 270 .172 C68 3.531 x.433 5. olti
.0 118 V 1
•7 49 v I
v 2





IJO1i^;: (I) I:!:uttle Uccr Uitrt,s . = 3,/ ' = .75 x 21.8:4 a 1,o. Pf""loacs
(2) A.:I, kciLI-t.
(5) PZF' Sit + I /L W :	 / i .c cur, n)	 Cru•r:v Wt
C-.123
j
TABLE 9 (CONT ' D)
SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. E-3 LAUNCH, OMS - 1 KIT







L/F USER CHARGE - $M3 2)





5 21,32,33,31E M 10
6 11 m 1 ^ S5 ) 5.0 8154 2400 .4147 •398 4.815 8.198 13.013
7 2 4
B 10 M 4
9 23 M 3 (3.4) 5.2 8154 1800 .458 .385 11+.447 25.549 39.996
10 29-•31,35-39 2d l4 (2390) 4.3 81$4 1700 .409 645 217.637 45.374 263.011
11 19 1 Z3g50) 4.6 6154 1400 .425 .638 15.858 2.723 18.581
12 22,28,44,46 19
13 3 2 (3.0) 1.8 6154 1000 .338 .333 13.929 5.731 19.660
14 45 6 (3'5 i.o 8154 loc- .338 .310 49.428 9.5:1 58.979
15 7,8 3 2.97(3.0) 3.6 8154 910 .370 .540 42.433 4.735 47.168
16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
(3.0)
18 40 v 2 2.95 1.5 8154 400 .338 .510 28.288 1.388 29.676
19 16 1 2.95 4.3 8154 454 .409 .333 4.815 7. 084 11.599
(3.0)20 lit V 3
21 1 1
22 9 1




27 4g v 1
28 5 3 v 2
29 47,51,50 Y 3 ^-
30 17 v 1
t..` 5
0.8 515 La 60 ?.3_1? .3'.8 5.557 31.P'T_ 9.83c_
TOTAL 34 r.n.207 1a1-(V
"""^
511.8 -	 I
NOTi;5: (1) SY.uttle User Crar,;c = L/F t .75 x 21-83 L x 110. 1'r.yl. rids
(2) InstLI led Sv we t'^ieht
	 Stage i:t :t + l..,.. ..eir-ht
(3) Insta i1r', Stu ;_	 A"'L L cr:r'th
(4) Stu.;'c	 /L ie-:rth +	 : ;.8.288
(5) In ;U.licd .- teSe tit i In-,taller: i'/I. i'	 AlloWUl)le C:-CC nk
C-124
k	 ^
Paylor:d L.'% Ic ( It
^ Z vr'-', 
7^  PAGE IS











SCENARIO NO. E-3 LAUNCH 2 OMS --1 KIT + SSUS°-D
INSTALLED INSTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH-M IMGh'T-KG (4) (5) USER CHAitGE - $!R3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATIO14 NO. OF L/F' L/g




4 43 1 2.0* 9.0 10879 3110 .816 1	 .935 15.729 6.io5 21.834
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
2.95
8.o 1o879 3400 .761 .797 163.102 55.238 218.340
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
18 10 2d 4
9 23 M 3
In 18,25 M 4 2.;5 4.75 10879 1700 .584 .8h4 74.059 13.277 87.336
11 42 2 2,75 4.0 30879 1523 .543 .829 37.738 5.930 43.668
12 22,28,44,46 19 2.95 6.7 10879 1150 .690 .8o4 372.3o9 42.537 414.846
13 3 2
14 45 6 2:05 1.0 10879 1000 .379 1	 .79 5 119.320 31.584 131.004
15 7.8 3
16 5,24 v 4 2'752.95 2.8 10879 836 . 477 .796 80.723 6.613 87.:,36
17 4 3 2.^5 2.9 10879 816 .483 .795 60.661 4.841 65.502
l8 6,hc v 4
19 16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 t	 1
22 9 1
23 20 v 1
2 1 1 52 v 1
25 52 3•
26 b8 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 47.51.50 v 3
30 17 v 1
TOTAL 49 923.641 146.225 l0c9,6:^
No-ij.3: (l) Shuttle user Chrnr;;c = L /F _ .75 x 21.834 x- No. iayloads(2) In,...l!f!L Ft.1Ce 1:ciG:^.t - tat'e '.;ei ght + 1,;.1 .=iLhl.
(3) lc;.E Len t,-th
(h) lnstelicsi w .uCe 1,.iat;ti,	 installed P/L Lznv,.h + .15 = 13.288
( 5) Installed Ett,Ce Wt + In.'.tc l e d P/L Wt : AlIc- able Curt,a ;k
C--12 5
t	 Q
TOMS KIT LM GIh
FABLE 9 ( - CONT' D )
SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. E-3 LAUNCH, INTEGRAL OMS + .^;'JS—D
INSTALLED 331wTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH—M F-TIGHT—KG (5) USER CHARGE — $143 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION NO. or L/F L/F





5 21,32,33, 34 M 10
6 11 14 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 !l1 3










15 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 £,40 v 4
19 16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1	 1 2.75 3.0 3476 300 .323 .225 4--97 4.E,5 9.392
?3 20 v I
24 52 V 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 v 1
28 53 v 2
^^29 47, 51,50 V 3
30 17 v 1
TOTAL 1 4.695 9.392
LOlES: (1) Shuttle User CherLo = L/F 4 .75 x 21.834 x Vo. F' ;loads
(2) 7nst:llcl 5:.¢rc ii lrht = St,.s,t^	 + ASE
(3) Installed ..,__c Lcn i-Lh	 Zto.t,e witi: nZ:: u'al,;^h
()4) lmttt!'ic 4 3teiLc Lc.n- - j + I1::iCi:fled 3'%L L(..n L	 + .1.5 = 18.268




SCENARIO NO. E -1, E--2 ORE -3 SCOUT
INSTALLED INUTALLED (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LF14MI—M WLIGII'l'—KG (4) (5) USER CHARGE — $1.13 2I1DENTIFICATION N0. OF L/F L/F
























52 V 1 3.V2
52 3 11.45
1 ' 8 V 1 4.t'2
1+9 V 1 3. j
53 V 2 7.64




Tu'l,I? I 11 jOl	 1
VM.4: (1) Olwttls U.;er C1,krWe -- L/F • . 75 x 21.83 1 r_ No. Pr:; ]. eCdc
(2) Inntalled
	 :e i'_iO t = St:agc Height 1 :.. 	 leiyht
(3) Ir.:tu.11ea stEi:; C: L ngt.h = Stc ,,e with R :, l.Ctir;`.h
(1;}
	 1nt.tI.11CC EtV[C+ I.AA.C,n + I!ic_r]Jcu F/L Lrnrch + .15 . 1°.,'.ti$
(5)	 Inotallcd "'kLi-C i,L + 1»:.4c31c.d F'/1, 1.1




SCENARIO NO. E-1r E -2 OR C-2 INTEGRAL OMS 	
1
INSTALLED 114muT.T•Ril (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD IMIGTH-14 WEIGHT-XG (4) (5) USER CHARGE - $M3 2PA GROUP IDENTIFICATION NO. OF L/F L/F
NO. NUMEERS CODE P L'S STAGE P/L STAGE P L LENGTH WEIGHT STAGE P L TOTAL
1 12 6 -- 7.3 100 10000 .4o7 .343 0.000 71.156 71.156
2 13,14,15 10 - 13.0 100 9743 . 719 •334 0.000 209.330 209.330
3 27 3
4 43 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 1i M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
9 23 m 3






16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,4o v 4
19 16 1
20 171 v 3
21 1 1
?,2 9 1
23 20 v 1
217 52 v 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1






	-	 ^	 ^	 I	 I	 ^	
I 0.000 3 b 1. 1 tEi6 I :!FiO. 1G	 ^
I	 J^,
NOZES: (1) L17huttle User C;ir.ree = L/F f .75 x 21.8,"14x_ No. Puyloadn
(2) lii::t&lleu ;;Lr,r,e Wcight = StftE.v Weisht + ASE 1ielSht
(3) 3T a.re + A:;E lrn-i7-th
_	 (4) Stage + F/L btanEth + .15 + 18.288





TABLE 9 (CONT I Dj
*415 KG PROPELLANT OFF LOAD
SCENARIO COSTS
^. AnT.^	 _. 7 Y r	 A TTRY tI S:a'Ch TI'.i]







L/F 1^S(1 CHARGE - $M3 2
NO. NUMBERS CODE P L! S STAGE P/L STAGE P/L LENGTH WEIGHT STAGE P/L TOTAL
1 12 6
2 13,111,15 10
3 2T 3 .TT 3.6 2564* 4500 .247 .240 4.035 17.550 21.585
4 43 1 .77 9.0 2564* 3110 .542 .379 1.345 14.446 15.791
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1 .77 5.0 2686 2400 .324 .196 1.345 8.079 9.424
7 2 4 .77 4.6 2271* 2270 .302 .154 5.380 29.768 35.1118
8 10 M 4 .77 1 4.0 2271* 1 2o47 .269 1	 l.46 5.380 1 25.947 31.327
9 23 M 3 .77 5.2 2271* 1800 .335 •157 4.035 25.191 29.226
10 18,25,29-31,35-39 M 18 ,'17 11.4 2271* 1700 .291 .265 24.212 128.225 152.437
11 19,42 3 .77 4.2
1 6.7
22'11* 1482 .280 .251 4.035 20.416 24.451
12 22,28,411,46 19
.77 2564* 1150 .417 .248 25.557 204.913 230.470
13 3 2	 6 .77 1.0 2271* 1000 .105 .111 13.454 5.924 19.378
111 45 12	 6 1	 .77 1.0 2271* 1000 1	 .105 •219 26.559 11.694 38.253
15 7,8 3
.77 3.6 2271* 910 .247 .190 4.035 17.550 21.585
16 5,24 v 4
17 4 3 .77 2.9 2271* 816 .209 .2o6 4.035 14.207 18.242
18 6,40 v 4
19 16 1 .77 1:.3 2271* 4514 .285 .105 1.345 6.964 8.309
20 41 v 3
21 1 1 •77 •9 2271* 310 .100 .088 1.345 1.552 2.847
22 9 1
23 20 v 1
24 52 Y 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 Y 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
L30 '.T v 1
TOTAL 76 126.097 532.1126 658.523
NOTES: (1) Shuttle User Charge = L/F + .75 x 21.834 x No. Payloads
(2) lnsta?led Stage WLIgh t = Stage Weight + ASE 4:eight
(3) Installed Stage 74-ngth = stage with ASE Length
(4) 7nsta13 f,^ d Stae?c Length + Installed P/L Length + .15 { 18.288
(5) Installed Stage Wt + Installed P/L Wt = Allowable Cargo Wt
C--129
TABLE 9 ( Cora I D )
SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. C-2 LAUNCH,8 TANK SIPROP
INSTALLED INSTALLED ( 1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LENGTH--M WEIGHT-KG (4) (5) USER CHARGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION NO. OF L/F L/F





5 21,32,33,34 M 10 .77 6.0 3892 3400 .1+88 .434 13.451 128.543 141.994
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
$ 10 M 1+
9 23 M 3
10 18,25,29-31,35-39 M 18
11 19,42 3
12 22,28,44,1+6 19
13 3 2 .77 1.8 3600 loco .149 .178 8.lo't 2.252 10.359
1 1 , 45 12
15 7,8 3
16 5124 V 4
17 4 3
18 6,4o v 4
19 16 1
20 41 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1 .77 3.0 3600 300 .2 14 .232 6.245 .520 5.'PG5
23 20 V 1
24 52 V 1
25 52 3
26 48 v 1
27 49 v 1
28 53 v 2
29 47„1,50 V 3
30 17 V 1
0TP.1 13 27. 1,31 i i`9 `9
 (1) Shuttle User CI:^rCe = L/P = .75 x 21.1334 x I:o. 1 z-y .oats
(?) InstmJlcd Et r. r L;eirht w	 ^;,^ We ij,! t^ + ASE '.n. f,!A
(3) IT-stallcd	 Lenl;Lh = £tr rc with A,11, 1.-: k tii
(4) InC;t4l1gd Lt':Cr „^ ;Lh + J.r.:tr•.3Jed f/1. i • a:rLF. + .15	 18.20. 8
(5) lnst4llcd ZA.iq c. 14,; `+ Ilim QIeCA P/L Ift : AIIL,:u;bl e C,L'(!•o ht
C-1.30
TABLE 9 (CON`S f D)
415 XG PROPELLANT OFF LOAD
SCENARIO COSTS
SCENARIO NO. C-2 LAUNCH, 4 TANK BIPROP-VERTICAL
33fSTALLED INSTALLRD (1) SHUTTLEPAYLOAD LEIIGTII-4 I%TIGIIT-KG USER CHARGE - $M3 2P/L GROUP IDENTIFICATION 110. OF L/F L/F
STAGE P L TOTALNO. NUMMS CODE P L r S SWAGE P/L STAGE P L LENGTH WEIGHT
1 12 6
2 13,111, 15 10
3 27 3
4 43 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
8 10 M 4
q 23 M 3
10 18,25,29-31,35-39 M 18




15 7,8 3 (6)
16 5,24 v 4 .2 1.5 1825 836 .101 .178 14.197 6.503 20.'100
17 4 3
18 6,140 v 4 .li 1.3 1825 * 540 .101 .141 12.663 3.747 3.6.410
19 16 1
20 41 V 3 .5 1.2 1825* 400 .101 .075 3.104 5.731 8.835
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 v 1 .8 .9 1825* 270 .101 .14o 3.549 .525 4.0714
4 52 Y ). .9 .8 +i18?5 200 .101 .121 3.164 .3)17 ^• 51^
25 52 3
G 48 v 1
27 1 +9 v 1
213 53 v 2
29 47,51,50 v 3
3 0 37 
Tt^rlL_
v 1. .8 1.8!_; * 6O .301
_-.-
0'18 1 671 2.944
110TIA: (1) E•1'atWe User CiAXI-e 	 I/F : .(', x 21.634 - 7 1o. 1':-firs Y q
(2) 7natal'Led :'taCc 'v'(•i!-'-it - Sta;;:U Vc.1'ejlt + ASE ii.ir-)',
(3) Inr.tr^l.]cu $ti:	 l,^r^+.i: _ ^t,.fc'.i,h AFF LunCtla
(4) la,., tal iec 1.'tal;e L--j. wth + 3r., tallt:d ."/L L=nrth +.15 = 18.258































USER CHARGE - ^M3 2




4 43 1	 1
5 21,32,33,34 M 10
6 11 M 1
7 2 4
6 10 M
9 23 M 3






3. 6 5,24 v 4
17 4 3
18 6,ho v h
19 16 1
20 141 v 3
21 1 1
22 9 1
23 20 V 1
2h 52 v
3.^5 52 1L.^G
2'1 119 ^` 1 3.8P
28 53 v 2
T
7.64
29 47,51,50 v 3 1 ,4 G~
30 17 11 1
TOT LL 	
- ._ - _ 10
I:O7IZ., (1) 1''w'tle Uner C1.=..rre = L/F : .75 x 21,83!4 x ;;v. i':4,y.lo[4dv
(2) Instr•ll ,;d Etr! t .a 6,• i.tlit -- Starc ._iC:it + AZE WeiE t
(3) Installed	 I-LnLth a St Cc s j LL ASE Length
(h) ir: al.led Ct n ::c :.ca4.r + 11int:jl.cd P/L Le..Gth 1 .1.5 : 18.?,K?(5) 3';:t'A.1c3 Sft, ,. 1;t	 P/L WL s A l.lowliule Ci.xrn Vu
C-132
